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Abstract
The rapid growth of distributed data has fueled significant interest in building data integration systems.
However, developing these systems today still requires an enormous amount of labor from system builders.
Several nontrivial tasks must be performed, such as wrapper construction and mapping between schemas.
Then, in dynamic environments such as the Web, sources often undergo changes that break the system, re-
quiring the builder to continually invest maintenance effort. This has resulted in very high cost of ownership
for integration systems, and severely limited their deployment in practice.
In this thesis I investigate three approaches to reducing this cost. First, I follow the approach taken by
previous work and develop a tool for automating a key bottleneck. In particular, I develop MAVERIC, an
automatic solution to detecting broken mappings. An extensive empirical evaluation shows that MAVERIC
outperforms previous work, alleviating the need for the system builder to continually and exhaustively
monitor the system for broken sources.
However, a commonality across previous work is that integration tools often require human intervention
to correct mistakes and build functioning systems. As a result there has been a persistent need for effort
from system builders. Thus, in this thesis I investigate a conceptually new approach, mass collaboration,
to the key integration task of schema matching. As far as I know, this is the first work to apply a Web
2.0-style collaborative approach to schema matching. Experiments show that by leveraging MOBS, my
implementation of this idea, non-expert users can be used to improve the accuracy of matching tools, in turn
significantly reducing builder workload.
While the previous two directions reduce integration costs by improving the performance of automatic
tools (either by improvements to the tool itself, or by leveraging users to boost tool accuracy), the last
direction explored in this thesis attacks data integration costs at their foundation – rigidity. The current
data integration system model imposes a very rigid structure on its components and the data that is passed
between components. For example, wrappers are responsible for extracting precise structured data, allowing
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traditional structured query processing techniques to compute the query result. However, my third direction
explores our ability to relax these assumptions, thereby allowing us to answer queries without suffering
unnecessary costs required in the traditional model (e.g., building full-fledged wrappers). In this thesis
I investigate this idea within the context of supporting one-time, on-the-fly queries over distributed Web
data. I develop and evaluate SLIC, a system that allows a user to quickly pose SQL queries over multiple
sources (after only some minimal preprocessing), obtain initial results, then iterate with the system to get
increasingly better results. The fundamental idea is to learn only as much structure as necessary to answer
a given query. Extensive experiments on real-world domains show that for many practical queries SLIC is
significantly faster than current methods, thus providing a promising first step toward a principled solution
for lazy, on-the-fly integration of Web data, and hopefully sparking interest in our potential to remove some
of the fundamental costs inherent in the traditional integration system model.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In today’s information age the pervasiveness of computers and communication networks has opened the
door to a growing supply of information. People increasingly communicate via email, instant messages,
and cellular text messages. Businesses employ large databases to manage operations and warehouse con-
sumer and product information. Online vendors provide interfaces to their inventories and related customer
reviews. Nearly every newspaper publishes electronically. Furthermore, recent trends such as blogging and
personal web spaces have fueled an explosion in electronic discourse. The result is a growing corpus of
information at our fingertips.
Leveraging this wealth of information, however, has become a serious issue. Sources contain data
in every imaginable format and current technologies are only able to provide limited service to information
seekers. For example, keyword search engines have proven useful for searching over millions of documents.
However, they are limited to simple keyword search. More precise queries, such as “Find hardcover books
under $20.”, are only supported in limited contexts, such as over a single online bookstore. As a result,
leveraging data that is scattered across multiple sources is often a frustrating and time-consuming process,
requiring significant manual effort. Thus the potential to leverage this growing and increasingly distributed
supply of information has not been realized.
The overall goal of this research is to help overcome these limitations – to provide more efficient access
to large quantities of data in a variety of formats.
1.1 Data Integration Systems
As a concrete step toward this goal, in this thesis I study data integration systems. A data integration system
provides users with a uniform query interface to a multitude of data sources, thereby freeing them from the
tedious manual task of locating and querying each individual source (e.g., [Davulcu and Kushmerick, 2004,
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Find houses with 
four bathrooms 
and price under 
$500,000
mediated schema
homeseekers.com
wrappersource schema
greathomes.com
wrappersource schema
realestate.com
wrappersource schema
Figure 1.1: A data integration system in the real estate domain.
Aslan and McLeod, 1999, Li et al., 2004, Garcia-Molina et al., 1997, Levy et al., 1996b, Haas et al., 1997,
Avnur and Hellerstein, 2000, Chen et al., 2000]). Figure 1.1 illustrates such a system, which helps users
find houses on the real-estate market. Given a user query over the uniform interface (called the mediated
schema), the system uses a set of semantic mappings to translate it into queries over the local schemas of the
data sources. A wrapper program attached to each source then interacts with the source in its native format
in order to execute the query and return the results. The mappings are then used again to combine the results
returned from each source and return a single set of results to the user. Thus, with such a system in place,
the user is freed from the tedious task of locating and querying each source individually.
1.2 Challenges in Deploying Data Integration Systems
While a functioning data integration system can greatly help a user query data scattered across multiple
sources, constructing such a system is costly. System builders must execute a series of several nontrivial
tasks, such as finding data sources (e.g., on the Web), creating the mediated schema, constructing a schema
for each source, building a wrapper for each source, and matching the mediated schema with each source
schema. Over the last decade these tasks have proved to be costly [Rosenthal et al., 2001, Cohen, 1999].
However, once a system is built it must also be maintained. Since the sources are built independently,
without regard for the integration system, they often undergo changes that cause the data integration system
to break [Kushmerick, 2000, Lerman et al., 2003, Cohen, 1999]. For example, a source may remove and
add attributes to their schema, or even change the meaning of certain attributes (e.g., changing price from
dollars to units of $1,000). These changes would invalidate the source schema and mappings, causing the
system to return broken or incorrect results. As another example, online sources can often redesign the
layout of their Web pages, causing brittle wrappers to be unable to correctly submit queries to the source
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and retrieve query results. Thus, after a system is deployed, the builder must monitor it continuously to
detect and repair broken system components (e.g., wrappers, mappings) [Meng et al., 2003a]. This con-
tinual monitoring is well known to be extremely labor intensive, often dominating the cost of the system
([Stein, 2003, Seligman et al., 2002, Cohen, 1999]).
1.3 Current State of the Art
The above tasks required to build and maintain integration systems are highly nontrivial [Batini et al., 1986,
Rahm and Bernstein, 2001]. In response, numerous semi-automatic tools have been developed with the goal
of making data integration feasible (e.g., [Rahm and Bernstein, 2001]).
For example, there has been significant work on wrapper construction [Arasu and Garcia-Molina, 2003a,
Gupta et al., 1997, Kushmerick et al., 1997, Crescenzi et al., 2001] (see also [Agichtein and Sarawagi, 2006,
Laender et al., 2002, Doan et al., 2006b, Chang and Cho, 2006] for recent surveys and tutorials), informa-
tion extraction [Kushmerick et al., 1997, Lerman et al., 2004, Muslea et al., 2001, Hsu and Dung, 1998] (as
well as [Ribeiro-Neto et al., 1999, Irmak and Suel, 2006, Suchanek et al., 2006, Agichtein and Sarawagi, 2006,
Doan et al., 2006b]), schema matching [He and Chang, 2003, Doan et al., 2001, Rahm and Bernstein, 2001,
Dhamankar et al., 2004, Kang and Naughton, 2003], and maintenance of integration system components
[Meng et al., 2003a, Chidlovskii, 2001, Velegrakis et al., 2004, Kushmerick, 2000, Lerman et al., 2003] (see
Section 5 for more detail).
However, despite this progress, today the tools still suffer from limited accuracy. For example, in many
cases wrapper tools either cannot accommodate the format of the source [Crescenzi et al., 2001] or employ
incorrect internal heuristics when learning the wrapper [Arasu and Garcia-Molina, 2003a]. This results in
either failure to produce a wrapper, or wrappers that extract data that is only partially correct. The system
builder is then forced to invest effort cleaning the extracted data (see Section 4.6 for concrete observations
of this cost). Similarly, schema matching tools also often require the builder to invest effort coaching the
tool and inspecting output candidate matches to select those that are correct ([Rahm and Bernstein, 2001]).
Tools for maintenance, which is often the largest cost of a data integration system, are currently error-prone,
causing frequent intervention from the system builder [Stein, 2003, Seligman et al., 2002, Cohen, 1999].
Hence, to deploy a data integration system, the system builder must still spend an enormous amount of
labor executing these tasks. For example, at enterprises, where data integration is frequently a must, it is car-
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ried out at tremendous cost, often at 40% of the IT budget [White, 2005, Knoblock and Kambhampati, 2002].
Because of this high cost of ownership, it is difficult to construct data integration systems on time, or within
a short period [Jain et al., 2004]. In online communities, where integration systems can greatly simplify the
search for information, there are few such systems, at limited scales [Chang et al., 2003]. In many cases,
the workload overwhelms the builder or severely limits his or her ability to extend the systems beyond their
core functionalities.
1.4 Goals of the Dissertation
The thesis of this dissertation is that, for the problem of building and maintaining integration systems, we
can improve automatic solutions to key bottlenecks to reduce costs, leverage non-expert users to reduce
builder workload, and relax structural assumptions to accommodate on-the-fly integration needs.
Specifically, my goals are as follows:
• Improve automatic solutions to key bottlenecks. As discussed in the previous section (and again in
Section 5), there has been significant effort building tools to help reduce integration costs. Currently
those tools suffer from limited accuracy. Thus one goal of this thesis is to improve the effectiveness
of automatic tools to help further reduce integration costs.
• Leverage non-expert users. A growing trend in today’s information age is a Web 2.0 style of tackling
large problems by spreading the workload across multiple users. A second goal of this thesis is
to investigate the applicability of this approach for data integration. The hope is that by spreading
workload over multiple users we can reduce the workload placed on the system builder.
• Relax structural assumptions. One contributor to the high cost of data integration systems is the rigid
assumptions in the current system model. For example, wrappers are expected to precisely extract
structured data from sources, which can then be combined using a structured data query processor
(e.g., an RDBMS). Learning (and maintaining) this level of structural rigidity is well known to be
difficult and expensive. Thus, a final goal of this thesis is to investigate our ability to relax these
assumptions (hence reducing costs) while still being able to answer user queries. In particular, I
investigate this direction in the context of supporting one-time, on-the-fly integration needs.
In this thesis I proceed with the following steps to achieve these goals.
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1. Develop and evaluate a solution for automating the costly bottleneck of mapping verification. Design
the solution in a modular fashion in order to exploit richer sources of information than previous related
work with the hope of improving performance (Chapter 2).
2. Develop a scheme for leveraging non-expert users to reduce builder workload on the crucial task
of schema matching. Design the solution to be effective in the face of noisy users and to limit the
workload placed on each individual. Evaluate this scheme on real-world matching tasks to quantify
the feasibility of the collaborative approach (Chapter 3).
3. Develop a scheme for reducing integration costs by answering queries without using “complete”
structural knowledge, as is assumed in traditional data integration systems. Evaluate this scheme
in the context of supporting one-time, on-the-fly integration needs to quantify the feasibility of the
approach (Chapter 4).
1.5 Overview of the Solutions
I now outline my solutions to each of the previous 3 steps.
1.5.1 An Automatic Solution for Mapping Verification
To answer user queries, an integration system uses a set of semantic mappings between the mediated schema
and the local schemas of the data sources. Example mappings include “attribute cost of mediated schema
matches price of a source schema”, and “location matches address”. The system uses the mappings in
order to reformulate a user query into a set of queries on the data sources, then executes the queries and
returns the combined results to the user.
Today, these mappings are created by the builders or administrators of the system, often in a labo-
rious and error-prone process [Rahm and Bernstein, 2001]. In dynamic environments, such as the Web,
sources frequently change their query interfaces, data formats, or presentation styles [Kushmerick, 2000,
Lerman et al., 2003, Cohen, 1999]. Such changes often invalidate semantic mappings, causing system fail-
ure. Hence, once the system is deployed, the administrator must monitor it over time, to detect and re-
pair broken mappings. Today such continuous monitoring is well-known to be extremely labor intensive
[Cohen, 1999, Seligman et al., 2002, Stein, 2003]. In the long run, its cost often dominates the cost of sys-
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tem ownership [Stein, 2003, Cohen, 1999]. Hence, developing techniques to reduce the maintenance cost is
critical for the widespread deployment of data integration systems in practice.
In this thesis I describe MAVERIC, an automatic mapping verification approach [McCann et al., 2005a].
MAVERIC probes a data integration system at regular intervals, and alerts the administrator to potentially
broken mappings. Thus, rather than manually monitor the complete set of mappings over time, the admin-
istrator need only investigate mappings when they are detected as potentially broken.
I empirically evaluated MAVERIC over 114 real-world sources in six domains. The results show that
MAVERIC significantly outperforms existing approaches. It also demonstrates the utility of each individual
MAVERIC component.
1.5.2 Leveraging Non-Expert Users to Reduce Builder Workload
In this thesis I also explore the potential to leverage non-integration experts to shoulder some of the inte-
gration costs. Specifically, I examine this potential for a key task in building integration systems – schema
matching. Schema matching is the problem of finding semantic correspondences, or matches, between
two given schemas (e.g., “name” in one table is equivalent to “concat(first-name,last-name)” in an-
other). This is a fundamental problem in many applications which has received a lot of attention both in
academia and in industry (see [Rahm and Bernstein, 2001, Batini et al., 1986] for surveys). Despite signifi-
cant progress, however, today schema matching is typically performed by an expert that first leverages an au-
tomatic/interactive tool to generate candidate matches, and then manually finds the correct matches from the
tool’s predictions. This process has proved to be very time consuming and costly [Rosenthal et al., 2001].
In this thesis I explore a Web 2.0 style approach to this problem. Namely, can non-integration experts
be leveraged to help match schemas? If so, can this be done in a way that significantly improves the state of
the art in terms of speed and size limitations? Such a solution could help build information systems where
not previously possible.
Example 1. Suppose a matching expert at an online company has a strict deadline to match two data
sources in, say, 1 day. For a single person this could easily take 3 days, though, leaving little chance that
the deadline will be met. However, a scheme that allowed the expert to leverage non-experts (e.g., 5 interns
at the company), could make the deadline possible.
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Amazing house in great location! $619000
3112 Neil St., Champaign
Beds: 5   Baths: 4   Sqft: 4700
Schools: elem. Randall, feeds into Basktall
Cozy house on quiet street          $351000
5146 Windsor Ave., Champaign
Beds: 4   Baths: 2.5   Sqft: 2750
Schools: Vanhise
…
High School, Location, & Rate
Basktall, Cherry Hills, 92%
Franklin,  Robeson,  87%
Vanhise,  93%
Sources: News Gazette
realtor.com (449 listings) bestplaces.net
Figure 1.2: Examples of template-based Web pages.
Example 2. Consider an online community that has a need to match schemas to make a large-scale com-
munity data portal. If there is nobody willing to do too much work, the system may never get off the ground
with current matching tools. A collaborative scheme that allows the workload to be spread over multiple
users, however, could provide a way to accomplish this where before there was none.
Thus the idea of collaborative schema matching offers new potential, which could help push us beyond
the limitations of Web 1.0 information systems. Realizing this approach, however, raises several challenges.
How can we solicit help from non-experts? How can we leverage them to help the schema matching process
despite a lack of expertise on the problem? How can we overcome the inevitable issue of noisy users?
In this work I present a solution to these challenges. Note that my goal is not to provide the end-all
solution, but rather, to show by example that a Web 2.0 style solution can significantly cut the current
workload required from matching experts. In my experiments I do in fact observe this benefit over several
schema matching tasks, leveraging non-experts to improve the accuracy of matching tools by 9 to 56%
(absolute), in turn reducing builder workload by 33 to 65% at minimal workload per user. I also explore
how this approach can potentially help build integration systems where not previously possible.
1.5.3 Relaxing Structural Assumptions to Support On-the-Fly Integration
In the final direction I investigate the potential to relax structural assumptions made in the current data
integration model, while still answering user queries. As a first step, I study this approach in the context of
satisfying urgent, one-time integration needs on the Web.
Much of the data on the World-Wide Web is exposed in HTML pages that conform to some struc-
ture template [Chakrabarti, 2002, Lerman et al., 2004, Kushmerick et al., 1997, Crescenzi et al., 2001]. Fig-
ure 1.2 shows an example of such pages that export data on houses and high schools. Other examples
include product descriptions from amazon.com, publications from DBLP, and protein data from bioinfor-
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matics databases.
To integrate such data, the typical solution today is to build programs called wrappers that can extract
structured data from the Web pages, allowing structured queries to then be executed over the data (e.g.,
using database software) [Gottlob et al., 2004, Arasu and Garcia-Molina, 2003a, Kushmerick et al., 1997,
Lerman et al., 2004, Crescenzi et al., 2001, Irmak and Suel, 2006]. This solution is appropriate for long-
running information needs of a large user community, where many queries will be asked by many users
over an extended period of time, thereby amortizing the considerable effort invested upfront in developing
the wrappers and building a “full-fledged” integration system.
Increasingly, however, many integration needs are ad hoc and on-the-fly, involving just a few queries
with short-lived value, often for a single user [Halevy and Li, 2004, Gray et al., 2005, Ganesan, 2005]. For
example, a researcher may want to obtain the list of all SIGMOD papers in the past ten years whose titles
contain “XML”. This list can be gleaned from the corresponding SIGMOD conference pages at DBLP. This
is clearly an ad-hoc information need in that the researcher is unlikely to want to issue the query repeatedly,
and that no large community is likely to be interested in it. Other examples arise naturally in many settings.
Domain scientists often want to execute complex queries that join data from multiple Web pages on the fly,
for exploratory analysis [Gray et al., 2005]. Many Web users want lightweight tools to assist in querying
Web data (e.g., to compare statistics on product rating) [Ganesan, 2005]. As yet another example, corporate
users at Thomson Legal Inc. (thomson.com) often want to query data from competing law firms’ websites
on the fly, to quickly compile statistics on these law firms (e.g., cases won, lost, and areas covered), then
leverage them in presentations to potential clients.
For such on-the-fly information needs, the typical integration approach may be overkill. It often takes
too long, in large part because it requires that wrappers extract precise values (e.g., extracting “345000”,
not “345000 Sqft”, as price from “$345000 Sqft: 3400”). To do so, such a wrapper must often search
a huge space of extraction rules, a time-consuming process [Crescenzi et al., 2001, Irmak and Suel, 2006,
Kushmerick et al., 1997, Laender et al., 2002, Doan et al., 2006b]. In many cases the wrapper cannot even
find the precise rule, either because this rule is not in the intended search space, or the data is noisy and
misleads the search, or the search heuristics are incorrect. In such cases, the wrapper often ends up employ-
ing an imprecise rule, and extracting data that is only partially correct. The user must then clean up this
extracted data, in a time-intensive and frustrating process (see also Section 4.1).
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To address this problem, in this thesis I explore SLIC, a solution approach that relaxes the precise-value
requirement, to enable fast on-the-fly querying of Web data. The following simplified example illustrates
the SLIC approach:
Example 3. Given the 449 house pages in Figure 1.2, suppose the user wants to execute a query Q that
lists all houses whose price exceeds $500000 and whose school is Lincoln. SLIC can infer from Q that
price is numeric. Suppose there are only 9 house pages such that each page contains at least one number
exceeding 500000 and also the word “Lincoln”. Then SLIC can immediately return these 9 pages as an
“approximate superset” result for Q. Since this result set is small, the user can easily sift through to obtain
the true result set. Thus, in this case, we were able to answer the query without any upfront effort to build a
wrapper capable of precisely extracting prices or schools.
Now suppose that instead of 9, there are actually 120 house pages that contain at least one number
exceeding 500000 and the word “Lincoln”. Then SLIC tries to narrow this set by soliciting user feedback.
Suppose the user states that price is set in bold font, then SLIC can leverage this feedback to reduce the
result set to only 55 houses. Suppose the user further states that school name is hyperlinked. Then SLIC
can further reduce the result set to just 6 houses. At this point the user is satisfied and SLIC terminates.
This example underscores the key idea underlying SLIC: for on-the-fly querying, instead of investing
a potentially long time to find precise extraction rules, we can often exploit information gleaned from the
query and the user to quickly extract approximate data, and this data in turn may already help answer the
query to the user’s satisfaction. Extensive experiments over several real-world data sets do show that SLIC
is often significantly faster than current solutions that employ (academic and commercial) precise wrapping
techniques.
While I do not claim SLIC is the solution for on-the-fly querying of Web data, I do claim that a SLIC-
like iterative approximation approach can be an effective solution to this problem, and I empirically demon-
strate its potential. I note also that the ideas discussed here can potentially be applied beyond the context of
on-the-fly querying, e.g., to maintaining data integration systems and managing dataspaces (see Section 4.7).
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1.6 Contributions of the Dissertation
The overall contribution of this thesis is a collection of techniques for helping make data integration more
efficient than it is today. As discussed in Sections 1.1-1.3, data integration systems can be valuable tools,
allowing information seekers to efficiently query data distributed over multiple sources in a variety of for-
mats. Despite significant effort both in academia and industry, however, our current tool set for building and
maintaining these systems is not effective enough to promote widespread deployment. Much of the past ef-
fort has been on building (semi-)automatic tools to help the integration process. These tools, while valuable,
still leave much room for improvement. In this thesis I also contribute in this direction (see Section 1.5.1
for an overview). However, in this thesis I also investigate two new approaches to the problem – leverag-
ing non-expert users and relaxing structural assumptions (see Sections 1.5.2 and 1.5.3 for overviews). As
far as I know, this is the first work leveraging these approaches for deploying data integration systems. In
particular, in this thesis I contribute the following:
• I develop MAVERIC, a learning-based tool for automatically detecting broken mappings in an inte-
gration system. I develop a flexible sensor ensemble framework to leverage a wide variety of source
characteristics when determining if the mappings for a source are broken. I also extend the core sys-
tem to leverage synthetic and external data to improve training, as well as efficiently employ filters
to reduce false alarms. Extensive experiments illustrate the utility of the approach, showing that the
core system outperforms previous work, and that the improvements bring additional value.
• I also propose mass collaboration, a conceptually novel approach to schema matching. To evaluate
the utility of this approach, I develop MOBS, a collaborative framework for leveraging non-expert
users to improve the accuracy of both 1-1 and complex schema matching tools, in turn reducing
builder workload. I address social challenges (e.g., obtaining user participation), technical challenges
(e.g., generating useful user-friendly questions and merging noisy answers), and provide an in depth
theoretical analysis both of MOBS as well as the more general challenge of merging noisy answers
with high confidence. Extensive experiments illustrate the promise of the approach, showing the
potential benefits of such Web 2.0-style approaches for reducing builder workload when building
integration systems.
• Lastly, I also demonstrate the feasibility and potential benefit of relaxing the many structural assump-
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tions that are currently made in data integration settings. In particular, I develop SLIC, an end-to-end
“iterative approximation” solution for answering on-the-fly queries on distributed Web data. SLIC
leverages only as much structural information as necessary to answer a given query, saving the user
the often large costs of building full-fledged wrappers. To realize this approach I introduce the con-
cept of approximate wrappers which can extract approximate data quickly with semantic guarantees,
as well as improve precision over time as more user-friendly feedback is collected. I also develop
techniques to efficiently execute a subset of SQL queries over this approximate data, with superset
semantics, addressing key technical challenges such as joining sets of strings and optimizing query
execution over multiple iterations. Extensive experiments illustrate the potential of the approach,
showing that for many practical queries (1) SLIC is significantly faster than current solutions that
employ (academic and commercial) precise wrapping techniques, (2) the user needs to answer only a
few relatively simple questions before obtaining useful answers, and (3) SLIC enables fast addition
of new data sources.
1.7 Outline
This thesis is organized along the three research directions pursued. I begin by describing MAVERIC,
a solution for automatic mapping verification, in Chapter 2. Section 2.1 defines the mapping verification
problem considered in this thesis, Section 2.2 describes the MAVERIC approach, and Section 2.3 presents
an in-depth empirical evaluation of the approach. Section 2.4 then discusses the strengths and limitations of
the solution, and I summarize in Section 2.5.
In Chapter 3 I then investigate the MOBS solution for leveraging users to reduce schema matching
costs. In Section 3.1 I define the problem, considering both 1-1 and complex matching, and argue that we
can solicit users for participation in these tasks. I then begin with a single user in Section 3.2, describing
how to modify a schema matching tool to solicit useful information from that user to improve its accuracy
(and hence reduce workload required from the matching expert). I then extend this in Section 3.3 to multiple
users and present a practical algorithm for deciding which questions to ask users and then combining noisy
answers accurately. I also theoretically explore the more general task of merging multiple potentially noise
answers with high confidence in Section 3.4, providing an in-depth analysis of when this is possible. Lastly,
I then do experiments to show the promise of this approach for schema matching and discuss lessons learned
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for applying Web 2.0 techniques to other data integration tasks in Section 3.5, and summarize in Section 3.6.
In Chapter 4 I describe SLIC, an end-to-end “iterative approximation” solution approach to on-the-fly
querying of Web data. I define this problem and outline my solution in Section 4.2. As far as I know, this
is the first in-depth solution to this important problem. In Section 4.3 I then introduce the concept of ap-
proximate wrappers, those that can extract approximate data quickly, with semantic guarantees. I develop
approximate wrappers that exploit user feedback as well as precise wrapping techniques. In Section 4.4
I then develop techniques to efficiently execute a subset of SQL queries over approximate text data, with
superset semantics. Section 4.5 describes a simulation-based scheme for efficiently soliciting feedback. Fi-
nally, I present extensive experiments over several real-world data sets in Section 4.6, showing that SLIC
is significantly faster than current solutions that employ (academic and commercial) precise wrapping tech-
niques. I then summarize this direction in Section 4.7.
Finally, I discuss related work in Chapter 5 and conclude in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
Automatically Detecting Broken Mappings
This chapter begins our study of techniques for efficient data integration by automating a key bottleneck
– mapping verification. Once a data integration system is built, sources often evolve independently of the
system, forcing the administrators to continually monitor and maintain the system ([Kushmerick, 2000,
Lerman et al., 2003, Cohen, 1999]). This continual monitoring is well known to be extremely labor in-
tensive, often dominating the cost of the system ([Stein, 2003, Seligman et al., 2002, Cohen, 1999]). One
particularly susceptible component is the set of semantic mappings between each source schema and the
mediated schema. As sources evolve over time, this brittle “semantic glue” often breaks and can render
sources unusable.
This chapter presents an automatic mapping verification tool for drastically reducing this cost. Once
deployed, this tool automatically monitors a data integration system for broken mappings, alerting the sys-
tem administrator whenever a broken mapping is found. By using this tool, system administrators are only
required to intervene when mappings are detected as potentially broken.
2.1 Problem Definition
In this section I first discuss how data integration systems employ semantic mappings to answer user queries.
I then discuss the need to maintain valid mappings, and define the mapping verification problem considered
in this chapter.
2.1.1 Mappings in Data Integration Systems
Figure 2.1.a shows a prototypical data integration system over three online real estate sources. Given a user
query Q, the system translates it into queries over the source schemas, then executes them with the help of
programs attached to the sources called wrappers. Figure 2.1.b illustrates this process in more detail, and
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homeseekers.com windermere.comyahoo.com
Mediated Schema
Source Schema
Wrapper
Find homes under $300K
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Wrapper
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Wrapper
HTML results HS
(b)
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description      cost
townhome 185,000      
ranch              260,000
structured source 
results
category       price
townhome 185,000      
ranch           260,000
G
Source S
Query Interface IS
TS
TGQ
QS
semantic mappings
category   price
description  cost
MS
Figure 2.1: (a) A data integration system over three real estate sources, and (b) a closer look at querying a
single data source.
highlights the role of semantic mappings and wrappers.
First, since query Q is posed over the mediated schema, a system module called the reformulator
[Levy et al., 1996b, Knoblock et al., 1998] consults the mappings between this schema and the schemas
of data sources, to translate Q into queries at the sources. Suppose the query posed to a source S is QS
(Figure 2.1.b).
In the second step, the wrapper associated with source S takes QS and executes it over the query in-
terface of source S. In reply to the query, S produces a set of results in some presentation format, such as
HTML pages (see Figure 2.1.b). The wrapper (not shown in the figure) converts these pages into a structured
result set, say a relational table TS . The reformulator then uses the semantic mappings again to convert TS
into a structured result set TG in the vocabulary of the mediated schema. If TG is the desired result for user
query Q, then it is returned to the user. Otherwise, it is further processed (e.g., by joining with data at other
sources [Levy et al., 1996b]).
2.1.2 The Need to Maintain Valid Mappings
As described, it is clear that the semantic mappings play a crucial role in a data integration system. They
are the “semantic glue” that enables query reformulation and data conversion. In dynamic environments,
however, sources often undergo changes and invalidate such semantic mappings. Changes can happen with
respect to:
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• Source availability or query interface: A source can become unavailable or its query interface is
redesigned. In this case the wrapper fails to query the source.
• Source data: A source may change the semantic meaning or representation of its data. For example,
the meaning of price at a source changes from dollars to units of one thousand dollars. This will
likely cause instances of price in the source results to be inconsistent with the meaning of cost in the
mediated schema. Similarly, a source may choose to round all instances of price to whole dollars.
Wrappers are notoriously brittle; a small change like this may prevent the wrapper from correctly
identifying price instances.
• Presentation format: For example, a Web source may modify its template used to generate HTML
result pages, by switching the order of attributes in each tuple, or changing the presentation of price
instances from “$35,000” to “35,000 USD”. Such changes often cause the wrapper to incorrectly
extract query results.
Thus, when a source undergoes a change, the result produced by the wrapper (e.g., table TS in Fig-
ure 2.1.b) often contains garbage data, or data whose semantic meaning has changed. This in turn makes
the results returned to the user incorrect.
Despite the many ways invalid mappings can cause a data integration system to fail, there has been
relatively little research on maintaining them (see Section 5.1). Currently integration systems are still main-
tained largely by hand, in an expensive and error-prone process. Consequently, a more efficient solution is
needed to significantly reduce the cost of data integration systems.
2.1.3 The Mapping Verification Problem
Maintaining mappings requires two capabilities: detecting when a mapping becomes invalid, and repairing
an invalid mapping. In this chapter I address the former problem, mapping verification. I assume that all
mappings are initially valid (which is true when the administrator adds a source to the system for the first
time). Our problem is then to monitor the data integration system and detect when any mapping has become
invalid.
For ease of exposition, I will assume that sources export data in HTML format, which is converted by
wrappers into relational tables. The solution I offer here however carries over to other presentation and
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Figure 2.2: MAVERIC applied to a source (a) during training and (b) during a verification time point.
structured data formats.
2.2 Proposed Solution
2.2.1 The MAVERIC Architecture
I now describe the MAVERIC architecture, which consists of four major modules: sensor ensemble, per-
turber, multi-source trainer, and filter. MAVERIC operates in two phases: training and verification. Fig-
ures 2.2.a-b describe the process of training and verifying a single data source S, respectively.
In training (Figure 2.2.a), MAVERIC starts by instantiating a sensor ensemble (which consists of a set
of sensors and a combiner) for source S. It then probes (i.e., queries) S over n time points in which it
knows that the mappings of S are still correct. Next, it uses the query results to train the sensor ensemble.
It also expands the training data using the perturber (to artificially change the probed query results) and the
multi-source trainer (to obtain data from other sources).
Once training is done, MAVERIC enters the verification phase (Figure 2.2.b), in which it periodically
verifies the correctness of the mappings of S. To do so, it probes S to obtain a set of query results, then
feds the results to the sensor ensemble to compute a combined score. If this score exceeds a pre-specified
alarm threshold, MAVERIC sends an alarm to the filter. The filter employs additional means (e.g., attribute
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recognizers, data from other sources, and the Web) to “sanity check” the alarm. If the alarm survives the
checks, it is sent to the system administrator.
In what follow I describe the core architecture of MAVERIC: training and verification with the sensor
ensemble. Sections 2.2.3- 2.2.5 describe perturbation, multi-source training, and filtering, respectively.
2.2.2 The Sensor Ensemble
Sensor Ensemble: The Training Phase
Initialization: For each source S in the data integration system, MAVERIC begins by instantiating all
applicable sensors, chosen from a set of sensor templates that I discuss in detail in Section 2.2.2. The result
is an untrained sensor ensemble for S, consisting of all instantiated sensors and a generic combiner which
combines the predictions of the individual sensors (see top of Figure 2.2.a).
Probe S to Generate Training Examples: Next, at each time point ti (i ∈ [1, n]) during which MAVERIC
knows that the mappings of S are still valid, it queries S with a set of queries Q = {q1, . . . , qm} to generate
a training example Ri for the sensors.
Since we want the sensors to capture the characteristics of source S, we design Q to retrieve represen-
tative values for source attributes. For example, if S is a real-estate source, then for attribute price we may
include three queries that retrieve houses priced under $100K, between $100K and $200K, and over $200K,
respectively. While the three queries logically return all houses, we retrieve only the first few pages from
the result of each query. For keyword attributes, such as house-description, we include queries that look
for common words, such as “beautiful” and “view”. We assume the set of probing queries Q is specified
by the system administrator. In Section 2.3 I show that MAVERIC’s accuracy is robust with respect to the
choice of Q. The training example Ri then consists of
• all HTML pages retrieved by queries in Q, as well as the relational table returned by applying the
wrapper of source S to these HTML pages. The sensors will examine both the HTML pages and the
relational table to form “profiles” of S (see Section 2.2.2).
• the label “negative”, meaning that the mappings are still valid. (In Section 2.2.3 I show how to create
positive training examples with perturbation.)
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Train the Sensor Combiner
Input: examples R1,...,Rn labeled with + or −,  alarm threshold 
 
sensors s1,...,sm (already trained on R1,...,Rn)
Output: sensor weights w1,…,wn
1. Initialize each weight wi to 1
2. Repeat:  for each example Ri
for each sensor sj, scorej  the score of sj when applied to Ri (Section 4.3)
scorecomb  the combined score of all sensors using w1,…,wn (Section 4.2)
if (scorecomb 
 
and Ri.label = −)           // false alarm
wj  wj / 2 for each scorej 
 
else if (scorecomb < 
 
and Ri.label = +)   // missed alarm
wj  wj / 2 for each scorej < 
 
until a stopping criterion is reached
3. Return w1,…,wn
Figure 2.3: Training the sensor combiner in MAVERIC.
The entire training set is then R = {R1, . . . , Rn}.
Train the Sensors: Next, MAVERIC trains the sensors using the set of training examples R. Intuitively,
each sensor inspects R and builds an internal profile of valid query results for source S. The training
process and thus the profiles are specific to each sensor type, and are discussed in Section 2.2.2. But the key
to remember is that once trained, given any example R (which is the result of querying source S with queries
in Q), a sensor si can inspect R and issue a confidence score on R being invalid (and thus the mappings of
S being invalid).
Train the Sensor Combiner: Finally, MAVERIC trains the sensor combiner by computing for each
sensor a weight that measures its verification ability. For this task, I use a variant of the Winnow algo-
rithm [Littlestone, 1987]. This is a popular and fast weight-learning method [Dietterich, 1998] that has
been successfully applied to related problems in combining predictions of “experts” of varying quality
[Dietterich, 1998, Shavlik and Shavlik, 2004]. Figure 2.3 describes the training algorithm. Briefly, it initial-
izes the weight of each sensor to 1, then iterates. In each iteration it asks the resulting sensor ensemble to
make a prediction for each training example in R. If the ensemble prediction is incorrect, then it halves the
weight of each sensor which also makes an incorrect prediction. In practice, Winnow is often run for a fixed
number of iterations (e.g., to avoid overfitting) [Dietterich, 1998, Shavlik and Shavlik, 2004].
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Sensor Ensemble: The Verification Phase
MAVERIC verifies the mappings MS of source S according to a pre-specified schedule (e.g., daily or
weekly, as specified by the system administrator). I now describe the verification procedure at a single time
point, tn+1, as shown in Figure 2.2.b.
First, MAVERIC probes S with the same set of queries Q (described in Section 2.2.2 on training), to
obtain a set of query results Rn+1.
Next, each sensor si examines Rn+1 and produces a score scorei. The higher this value, the higher
confidence si has that mapping MS is invalid. Section 2.2.2 describes scoring functions for each sensor
type.
Assume source S has m sensors, in the next step MAVERIC computes the weighted “vote” that MS is
invalid: voteinvalid =
∑m
i=1 wi · scorei, where the wi are sensor weights learned with the Winnow algorithm
(see Figure 2.3). It then computes the valid vote: votevalid =
∑m
i=1wi · (1 − scorei). Finally, it computes
the ensemble score as the normalized invalid vote:
scorecomb = voteinvalid/(voteinvalid + votevalid),
and outputs an alarm if scorecomb ≥ θ, the alarm threshold used in Winnow (Figure 2.3).
The Sensors
MAVERIC uses the following types of sensors.
Value Sensors: These sensors monitor the value distributions of real-valued attribute characteristics. For
each attribute A of source S, we instantiate up to 11 sensors that respectively monitor (1) the number of
instances of A in a result set, (2) the average number of characters per instance, (3) the average number of
tokens per instance, (4) the average token length, (5) the percentage of numeric tokens, (6) the percentage of
alphabetic tokens, (7) the percentage of alphanumeric tokens, and (8-11) the minimum, maximum, average,
and standard deviation of values for numeric attributes.
Training: Let s be a value sensor that monitors feature (i.e., characteristic) f of attribute A. Training s
over a set of examples R means using R to build a profile of common values of f when A is valid.
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In this work I use a Gaussian distribution for this profile. Specifically, we set the mean and variance
of our profile to be equal to the sample mean and variance of f of A over the training examples. I chose
the Gaussian family of distributions due to its past success in related work ([Shavlik and Shavlik, 2004,
Kushmerick, 2000]), even in cases where it was observed that this model did not fit the training examples
very well. Investigating additional models is an important direction for future research.
Verification: During the verification phase, given a new set of query results R, recall from Section 2.2.2
that we must compute scores, the confidence of sensor s that A is invalid in R (and thus the mappings have
also become invalid). We can compute scores in two ways (in Section 2.3 I experimented with both):
• Density Scoring: scores = 1−P (v), where v is the value of feature f of A in R and P is the density
function of the Gaussian profile. Intuitively, the more frequent v is according to the profile of valid
instances of A, the lower scores is.
This scoring method is simple to understand, but it fails to reflect the interpretation that a sensor score
above 0.5 indicates that A is believed to be invalid in R′ and a score below 0.5 signifies that A is
valid (recall the real-valued voting scheme employed by the combiner in Section 2.2.2). For example,
suppose that P (v) = 0.2. The above method yields scores = 0.8, which is well above 0.5, indicating
that A is invalid. However, it may be the case that v was the most common value of f in the training
set and should be considered a strong indication that A is valid. Thus a better scores would be below
0.5.
• Normalized Density Scoring: To address this issue, we also investigate a normalized density scoring
method. The idea is to compute a score based not solely on P (v), but rather on how P (v) compares
to the densities for all other possible feature values.
Given v, we compute scores = Pr[P (v′) ≥ P (v)] where v′ is also distributed by P . That is,
scores is the probability that a random valid example will have a value v′ for feature f with a higher
density than v of the current example R. This method of scoring has the desired property that a “more
common than average” feature value will output a low score (i.e., indicate that A is valid), a strictly
“average” value will output a score of 0.5 (i.e., indicate complete uncertainty), and a “less common
than average” value will output a high score (i.e., indicate that A is invalid).
For the Gaussian profile, scores can be computed as 1 − 2 · Pr[v′ ≤ µ − |µ − v|] using a look-up
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table for the cumulative Gaussian distribution.
Trend Sensors: These sensors monitor the trends in value fluctuation of attribute features. Specifically,
for every value sensor sv that monitors a feature f of attribute A, MAVERIC instantiates a trend sensor
st that monitors [f(R) − f(R′)], the difference in the value of f between the current set of results R and
the set of results R′ obtained from the previous, last probing. The training and verification procedures for
trend sensors are the same as those for value sensors (see Section 2.2.2), but with f(R) being replaced by
[f(R)− f(R′)].
Layout Sensors: These sensors monitor the physical layout of query results (e.g., in HTML format). For
each source S that produces HTML pages, MAVERIC instantiates two layout sensors st and sa, which
monitor the tuple ordering and the attribute ordering, respectively.
To use these two sensors, during the training and verification phases, MAVERIC modifies the wrapper
for source S so that when it extracts data fragments from an HTML page (to populate tuples in a relational
table), it inserts wrapper tags into the HTML page to indicate the locations of those fragments. For example,
the string “<WRAP:price 1>$185,000</WRAP:price 1>” in an HTML page indicates that “$185,000” is
the value of price in the first tuple (of the relational table).
Monitor Tuple Ordering: The first layout sensor, st, requires no training. During verification, it
examines the HTML pages marked up by the wrapper, as discussed above. If the markups show that distinct
tuples overlap on the HTML pages (e.g., price for the second tuple is found between category and price
for the first tuple), then the sensor outputs 1, indicating a broken mapping. Otherwise it outputs 0.
Intuitively, st exploits the tendency of tuples to be “horizontally separable” on HTML pages. If the
newly probed HTML pages are not separable in this manner, the source presentation format might have
been redesigned, causing the wrapper to incorrectly mark up data instances.
In the rarer cases where the correct HTML format is indeed not separable, sensor st will be “silenced”
during the process of training the sensor combiner. If st causes the sensor ensemble to output false alarms,
the training algorithm will detect the sensor’s consistently high scores and exponentially quickly drive its
weight toward zero. Thus st will have little effect on the output of the sensor ensemble during verification.
Monitor Attribute Ordering: The second layout sensor, sa, monitors the attribute order within each
extracted tuple. The sensor learns this order from the training tuples, again using the HTML pages marked
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up by the wrapper. Then during verification, it outputs 1 if the order has been changed, and 0 otherwise.
Intuitively, this sensor exploits the tendency of attributes to be consistently ordered in HTML pages.
For example, Deep Web sources typically insert query results into an HTML page template where attribute
order is fixed by a static set of “slots”. However, for the same reason as discussed for st, this sensor will
not harm the verification performance of the entire sensor ensemble for a source where the correct attribute
order is not consistent.
Constraint Sensors: These sensors exploit domain integrity constraints that often are available over the
mediated schema and source schemas. Example constraints include “house-area ≤ lot-area” and “price
≥ 10,000”. Recent works have exploited such constraints for query optimization and schema matching
purposes (e.g., [Doan et al., 2001]).
For each constraint C that is specified on the data source S, MAVERIC instantiates a constraint sensor.
This sensor requires no training. During verification, it inspects the results of the probed queries, then
outputs 1 if constraint C is violated, and 0 otherwise. C may be specified directly on the schema of S,
or derived from one that is specified over the mediated schema (using the semantic mappings between the
mediated and source schemas).
2.2.3 Perturbation to Improve Training
I have described how to train a sensor ensemble on a set of examples R retrieved from source S. This
training process has two important shortcomings. First, the set R contains only “negative” examples, i.e.,
data where the mapping MS is known to be correct. Having also “positive” examples, i.e., data where MS
is incorrect, can help make the sensor ensemble detect future positive cases more accurately.
Second, even the set of negative training examples in R is often not “sufficiently expressive”. For
instance, if until now a source has only displayed prices in the format “$185,000”, then a trained sensor
ensemble can only recognize this price format. If later the source changes its price format to “$185K”, then
the sensor ensemble will not recognize the new format, and will issue a false alarm.
To address these problems (which also arise in prior works [Kushmerick, 2000, Lerman et al., 2003]),
I propose to generate additional synthetic training data for the sensor ensemble, by perturbing the original
training data R using common source changes. Example changes include reformatting instances of price
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from “$185,000” to “$185K”, and switching the order of price and address in HTML pages. MAVERIC
then trains the sensor ensemble on both the original and synthetic examples. I now describe this process in
more detail.
Generate Synthetic Training Data
Recall from Section 2.1 that a data source can change its query interface, underlying data, or presentation
format. In what follows I describe generating examples that model these changes.
Change the Query Interface: The query interface of S can become unavailable or redesigned. We ap-
proximate this change by assuming that the wrapper cannot submit queries to S, returning an empty result
set. Thus, we form a single training example with empty data and a positive label, indicating that mapping
MS is invalid. (This is reasonable because if MS is valid, a source will return empty result only if all
probing queries return empty result, a very unlikely event.)
Change Source Data: S can change its data in two ways. First, it can add or remove tuples from the
data. To model this change, for each original example R ∈ R, we take its relational table T , then randomly
remove and add some tuples to form new synthetic examples R1 and R2, respectively. (Adding tuples to T
is approximated by sampling tuples that already are in T .) Synthetic examples R1 and R2 receive the same
label as that of R (which is “negative”).
Second, S can change the underlying semantics of its data. For example, it may change the unit of price
from dollars to thousands of dollars. We model this change as follows. Recall from Section 2.2.2 that each
example R ∈ R consists of a set of HTML pages H and a relational table T (obtained by applying the
wrapper to the HTML pages). We convert the HTML pages H into a new set of pages H ′, by changing all
price values in H to reflect the new semantic meaning. For example, price value 23400 will be changed to
23.4, to reflect the unit change. Next, we apply the wrapper to H ′ to obtain a new relational table T ′. H ′
and T ′ will form a new example R′.
Note that we cannot perturb table T directly to obtain table T ′. When a source changes its data values or
formats, we simply do not know how the wrapper will “behave” (i.e., what it will extract). Hence we must
explicitly incorporate the wrapper behavior, by first simulating the changes on HTML pages H , thereby
obtaining the set H ′, then simulating the wrapper behavior on H ′ to obtain T ′.
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Regardless of what the wrapper outputs for T ′, we already know that mapping MS no longer holds,
because the semantic meaning of price has been changed (from dollars to thousands of dollars). Hence
example 〈H ′, T ′〉 is assigned label “positive”.
MAVERIC assigns to each attribute Ai of source S a set Ci of possible semantic changes (e.g., changing
the unit meaning for price), then samples and carries out combinations of changes from the Cartesian
product of the Ci, in the above described fashion.
It is important to emphasize that the system administrator does not have to examine all attributes of
all data sources to specify the sets Ci. He or she specifies changes for only the attributes of the mediated
schema. Then for each source S MAVERIC can employ the semantic mapping MS to derive possible
semantic changes for the attributes of S.
Change the Presentation Format: Source S can change its presentation formats in two ways. First, it
can change the layout, for example, by switching the order of price and address. We model this change
as follows. Again, let H and T be the HTML pages and relational table associated with a training example
R ∈ R, respectively. We switch the order of price and address in H , resulting in a new set H ′ of HTML
pages. Next, we apply the wrapper of S to H ′ to obtain a new relational table T ′. The new training example
R′ will consist of H ′ and T ′.
In the next step, to obtain the label of R′, we check if T ′ and T are equivalent (i.e., contain the same
set of tuples). If so, then despite the order switch on HTML pages, the wrapper still works properly. So
we assign label “negative” to R′. Otherwise, the order switch has broken the wrapper, resulting in label
“positive” being assigned to R′.
Source S can also change the format of data instances in the HTML pages. For example, it can change
prices: from “$185,000” to “185,000” or “$185K”, or emails: from “abc@xyz” to “abc at xyz”. We model
such changes in a way similar to modeling layout changes, as described above.
Training with Perturbed Data
We now modify the sensor ensemble to train on both original and perturbed examples.
In Section 2.2.2 I presented four classes of sensors: value, trend, layout, and constraint sensors. To
leverage the perturbed examples, we expand the training algorithms of the value and trend sensors. Layout
and constraint sensors can be used without modification.
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Let s be a value sensor which monitors feature f of attribute A. Without perturbation, s builds a
Gaussian distribution P− over the entire training set which contains only valid (i.e., negative) examples.
With perturbation, this distribution is also built over all examples which are valid for A as well as a second
distribution P+ over all examples which are invalid for A (i.e., generated via perturbation). Intuitively, these
are profiles of valid and invalid instances of A, respectively. First, all training examples are partitioned into
two subsets: R− and R+, containing examples which are valid and invalid for A, respectively. Then P− is
built overR− and P+ is built over R+ as described in Section 2.2.2.
The modification for trend sensors is analogous, building two distributions over the change of f across
consecutive time points. Here we compute the change of f only over consecutive examples generated by
the same perturbation (and consecutive unperturbed examples).
The combiner is trained in the same manner as without perturbation (Section 2.2.2).
Verification with Perturbed Data
The last step is to modify the verification algorithms for value and trend sensors to leverage the two models
built during training (Section 2.2.3). Let s be either a value or trend sensor monitoring feature f for attribute
A. Given a new example R returned from the prober, the first step is to compute the value of f for A in
R. Next, P− is used to compute score− (Section 2.2.2), indicating the confidence of s that R is invalid
(based upon the profile P−). Using the same procedure, score+ is computed using P+. However, since
P+ is a profile of invalid instances, score+ indicates the confidence of s that R is valid (based upon the
profile P+). Intuitively, score− and score+ are quantifications of two sources of evidence (i.e., two profiles)
suggesting that R is invalid and valid, respectively. In this work we combine these into a single sensor score
as score = score−/(score− + score+). That is, the sensor score of s is the confidence that A is invalid,
normalized by the confidence that A is valid.
Note that this combination function lends the same credibility to score− and score+. In practice, how-
ever, the number of training examples used to construct P− and P+ may differ significantly, suggesting that
either score− or score+ should play a larger role in determining the sensor score. One potential approach
for further investigation is a scheme in which both score− and score+ are weighted before applying the
above combination function (e.g., weighting score− by the number of training examples used to build P−).
Note that if perturbation fails to generate invalid examples for A, there is no profile P+. In these cases
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Figure 2.4: Borrowing data from amount in source S′ to help train for price in source S.
compute the sensor score as without perturbation (Section 2.2.2).
2.2.4 Multi-Source Training
For the sensors of a source S, I have discussed how to obtain training data directly from S (Section 2.2.2),
or from perturbing S’s data (Section 2.2.3). I now describe how additional training data can be “borrowed”
from other sources in the data integration system.
Consider source S in Figure 2.4, whose schema contains attribute price. Recall that there may be
multiple sensors that monitor price (Section 2.2.2). For example, a sensor may monitor the average number
of characters in each price instance, while another one monitors the average length in token.
Since price (with format “$185,000”) matches attribute cost of the mediated schema, which in turn
matches amount of a source S′, we can borrow instances of amount (which have the format “185,000
USD”) to help train such sensors. After being trained on these new instances, the sensors will be better able
to recognize valid instances of price if source S adopts the price format of source S′ in the future.
To implement this idea, for each original training example R ∈ R which is associated with a relational
table T , we replace all instances of certain attributes (e.g., price of table T ) with instances of “equivalent”
attributes from other sources (e.g., amount of S′, see Figure 2.4). This results in a new table T ′. Next, we
check if all constraints of source S are satisfied on T ′. If not, then T ′ is discarded, otherwise it becomes a
new training example R′.
Declaring Sensors Global or Local: In certain cases it may not be desirable to borrow training data from
sources external to S. For example, consider attribute category of source S in Figure 2.4, which draws
instances from a fixed vocabulary (e.g., house, commercial, lot, etc.). Suppose the system administrator
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Figure 2.5: Employing filters to remove false alarms.
wants MAVERIC to alert him/her whenever this meaning of category changes, then borrowing external
training data for category may cause a problem. For instance, both category and the external attribute
comments (of source S′) map to description of the mediated schema (Figure 2.4). However, instances of
comments are long textual paragraphs. Hence, borrowing these to train for category will likely mislead
the sensors.
For this reason, MAVERIC allows the system administrator the option to declare each source at-
tribute local or global. If a sensor involves any local attribute then it is declared local, otherwise global.
MAVERIC trains local sensors only on the data probed and perturbed from their source, while for global
sensors it also borrows training data from other sources.
2.2.5 Filtering False Alarms
The goal of MAVERIC is to detect when a mapping for source S has become invalid. Toward this end, we
have described the sensor ensemble, a model of “normality” for the attributes of S. When the prober returns
a new set of query results, MAVERIC sounds an alarm if the results do not fit this model well.
The challenge, however, is to define “well” such that invalid mappings trigger an alarm while valid
mappings leave MAVERIC silent. The current standard solution (see the related work section) is to adjust
a sensitivity threshold, such as the alarm threshold in MAVERIC. This solution however is inadequate.
Setting the threshold too high risks not being able to detect many invalid mappings, which can have seri-
ous consequences to the operation of a data integration system. On the other hand, setting the threshold
lower often generates a large number of false alarms, which drain the energy and resources of the sys-
tem administrator. Indeed, false alarm has been a serious problem plaguing many verification systems
[Kushmerick, 2000, Lerman et al., 2003].
To reduce the number of false alarms, I propose filtering, a “sanity check” step to be added on top
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of current verification schemes. Figure 2.5 illustrates the process of filtering in MAVERIC. Suppose the
sensor ensemble has output an alarm, saying in effect that price has an unfamiliar format: “185,000 USD”.
MAVERIC then feeds the instances of price through a series of three filters, each of which attempts to
check if the unfamiliar format can in fact be a valid format for price. (I will describe the working of these
filters shortly.) If none of the filters recognizes the new price format, then the alarm is forwarded to the
system administrator, otherwise it is silenced.
In what follows I describe three filtering methods currently employed in MAVERIC: recognizers, lever-
aging sources external to S, and utilizing the Web.
Employing Recognizers: When the sensor ensemble produces an alarm, MAVERIC inspects the individ-
ual sensor scores (see Section 2.2.2) to determine the set of attributes that have potentially been “corrupted”.
Then for each such attribute A, MAVERIC applies recognizers (if any) that have been designed specifically
for that attribute type. A recognizer [Doan et al., 2001, Kushmerick, 1997] knows some common values
or formats for A, and is often implemented as a dictionary or a set of regular expressions, for frequently
occurring attributes such as person names, price, email, geographic location, color, date, etc. Figure 2.5
illustrates two monetary recognizers, which recognize the formats “$185,000” and “$185000.00”.
A “corrupted” attribute is “silenced” if it is recognized by at least one recognizer. All “corrupted”
attributes that have not been silenced are then forwarded to the multi-source filter.
Exploiting External Sources: This filter exploits data in sources external to S, in a way that is similar
to multi-source training (Section 2.2.4) but differ from it in certain aspects. Specifically, suppose that
sensor s raises an alarm on A and that A is a global attribute (see Section 2.2.4), then the filter attempts
to leverage data in other sources to silence s. First, it retrieves instances of attributes (in other sources)
that are equivalent to A. Note that it retrieves fresh data, rather than the existing training data at other
sources. The reason is that since the last time the sensor ensemble was trained, sources might have changed
and introduced new formats or values for instances of A. Thus the filter probes the sources to collect any
possible “evidence” of these new formats and values.
The filter then creates a new sensor s′ from the same sensor template as s, and trains s′ on the collected
data. Next, it applies s′ to instances of A, and silences the original sensor s if the new sensor s′ does not
raise an alarm.
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A “corrupted” attribute A is silenced if all sensors that raise alarm on it have been silenced. All remain-
ing “corrupted” attributes are then forwarded to the Web-based filter.
Learning from the Web: Our final filter employs the Web to recognize unfamiliar instances of a “cor-
rupted” attribute A, in a manner similar to that of the KnowItAll system [Etzioni et al., 2004], which collects
instances of a concept (e.g., city, actor, etc.) from the Web.
To explain this filter, consider again attribute price in Figure 2.5, with the unfamiliar instances such as
“185,000 USD”. In this example, the two monetary recognizers failed to recognize that these instances are
prices. Exploiting equivalent attributes from other sources also did not help, because the format of amount
is “210K”, quite different from the format of price.
Thus, MAVERIC employs the Web to decide if “185,000 USD” is in fact a valid price instance. Toward
this end, the Web-based filter first generates a set of indicator phrases such as “price is 185,000 USD” and
“costs 185,000 USD”. Note that some phrases are generic (e.g., “<attribute> is <value>”) while others
are attribute specific (e.g., “costs <value>” for monetary attributes). These templates are pre-specified in
the filter. Next, the filter submits each of these indicator phrases to a search engine (e.g., google.com) and
records the number of hits returned. It also records the number of hits for the query consisting only of the
instance value (e.g., “185,000 USD”).
Next, the filter computes a form of pointwise mutual information (PMI) between each indicator phrase
and the instance-only phrase. For example,
PMI(“costs <value>” and “185,000 USD”) = |hits for “costs 185,000 USD”||hits for “185,000 USD”|
Intuitively, a high PMI value suggests that “185,000 USD” is a valid instance of price. The filter averages
the PMI scores of all available instances of price, to obtain a single score u.
Next, the filter computes a similar PMI score v, but over “junk” instances, i.e., those that are not valid
instances of price. In my experiments I used instances of other attributes collected during training as “junk”
instances for price. Then, if the quantity u/(u + v) exceeds a pre-specified threshold, the filter considers
the current instances of price to be valid, and silences the alarm over price.
By the end of the filtering step, if all “corrupted” attributes have been silenced, then MAVERIC silences
the alarm raised by the sensor ensemble. Otherwise it sends the alarm to the system administrator.
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Figure 2.6: Six real-world domains used to evaluate MAVERIC.
2.3 Empirical Evaluation
I have evaluated MAVERIC on 114 sources over six real-world domains. My goals were to compare
MAVERIC with previous approaches, to evaluate the usefulness of perturbation, multi-source training, and
filtering, and to examine the sensitivity of MAVERIC with respect to its parameters.
Domains and Data Sources: Table 2.6 summarizes the six real-world domains in my experiments. “Flights”
contains 19 airfare sites, “Books” 21 online bookstores, and “Researchers” 60 database researcher home-
pages (I will describe the other domains shortly).
For each data source S in these three domains, I first constructed a source schema, built a wrapper W ,
and provided a mapping MS between the source schema and a mediated schema. I then periodically probed
S with the same set of queries (taking care to ensure that the probing adapted to query interface changes at
the source). This probing resulted in a set of snapshots H1, . . . ,Hn, each of which is a set of HTML pages.
Next, I labeled each snapshot Hi “negative” if applying the original wrapper W to it results in valid data
(and thus valid MS). Otherwise I labeled Hi as “positive”. This gives us a set of labeled snapshots that we
can use in evaluating MAVERIC. The last two columns of Table 2.6 shows the number of positive/negative
snapshots in each domain.
The above three domains provide a “live” evaluation of MAVERIC, but this evaluation is limited to the
changes that happened during the probing period. The next three domains (“Real Estate”, “Inventory”, and
“Courses”, see Table 2.6) enabled us to evaluate MAVERIC over a richer set of changes.
For each of these domains, I first obtained several large real-world data sets, which were previously
retrieved from online sources (and now archived at anhai.cs.uiuc.edu/archive). I treated each data set as a
source, and simulated the source being “live” by collecting an HTML page template from the Web, building
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Figure 2.7: Two variations of the core MAVERIC system compared to related work. Note that P, R, and
F-1 are averages over multiple runs, and hence the formula F-1 = 2PR / (P + R) does not hold among these
numbers.
an interface to return query results embedded in this template, and writing a wrapper to interact with this
interface. This way I was able to probe the source as if it were currently online, but I could “evolve” the
source as I liked.
Next, for each source, I asked volunteers to provide five reformatted versions of the original HTML tem-
plate, along with a correct new wrapper for each version. These HTML versions differed in several aspects:
page layout, attribute format and display order, the use of auxiliary text, etc. I then synthesized snapshots
by pairing HTML templates with wrappers, and obtained for each source 11 snapshots: 6 negatives and 5
positives.
2.3.1 The Sensor Ensemble vs. Prior Solutions
I began by comparing the core architecture of MAVERIC, the sensor ensemble, with the “Lerman” system,
a state-of-the-art wrapper verification approach [Lerman et al., 2003] that was shown to outperform the
system in [Kushmerick, 2000].
Figure 2.7 shows the accuracy of the Lerman system and two versions of sensor ensemble for MAVERIC:
density scoring (D) and normalized density scoring (ND) as described in Section 2.2.2. Within each domain
and for each verification system, I carried out three runs per source. In each run I trained the system over
three negative snapshots (to simulate training over a period where the mapping is known to be correct), then
applied it to verify the remaining snapshots (of that source). The accuracy of each run is measured with pre-
cision P = (number of alarms when snapshot is positive) / (number of alarms), R = (number of alarms when
snapshot is positive) / (number of positive snapshots), and F-1 = 2PR / (P + R). To evaluate the potential of
each system, I report results for the alarm threshold which maximizes F-1 performance (in Section 2.3.3 I
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Figure 2.8: Accuracy of progressively enhanced versions of MAVERIC.
show that MAVERIC is robust to varying this threshold). The reported P, R, F-1 are the averages across all
runs in each domain.
The results show that MAVERIC significantly outperforms the Lerman system, increasing F-1 by 4-
19% in each domain (Section 2.4 discusses reasons for improvements). Both the (D) and (ND) methods
provide comparable results. Hence I use the (D) method for the remaining experiments.
2.3.2 Improvements to MAVERIC
In the next step I evaluated the utility of various enhancements. I started with the core MAVERIC, i.e.,
the sensor ensemble, then progressively added perturbation, multi-source training, and filtering. Figure 2.8
shows the accuracy for these four versions of MAVERIC (the experimental setup is identical to that of
Section 2.3.1). The results show that each enhancement improves the verification ability of MAVERIC.
Adding perturbation improves over the sensor ensemble by up to 6% F-1, multi-source training additionally
improves by up to 5%, and filtering additionally improves by up to 3%. Each enhancement improves F-1 in
at least four of the six domains. The complete MAVERIC system (with all enhancements) reached accuracy
of 82-98% F-1 across the domains.
To examine the utility of each individual enhancement to the complete MAVERIC system, I also mea-
sured the accuracy of four “stripped-down” versions of MAVERIC shown in Figure 2.9. The rightmost
version is the complete MAVERIC. Each preceding version removes exactly one enhancement. The results
show that each enhancement improved the performance in at least half of the domains, thereby contributing
to the overall effectiveness of MAVERIC.
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Figure 2.9: Evaluating the utility of each individual enhancement to MAVERIC.
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Figure 2.10: Accuracy of the sensor ensemble for varying numbers of probing queries.
2.3.3 Sensitivity Analysis
Number of Probing Queries: Figure 2.10 shows F-1 accuracy of the sensor ensemble for varying num-
bers of probing queries. A data point at 60% means that I randomly sampled the original set of probing
queries three times, each time taking out 60% of the queries, and using that as a new set of probing queries
to rerun the sensor ensemble. The data point is the F-1 score averaged over the three runs.
The figure shows that F-1 varies by less than 2% in three domains and 5% in the remaining two (Inven-
tory and Books), suggesting that the core MAVERIC is relatively robust for varying numbers of probing
queries.
Number of Sensor Templates: In a similar experiment, I evaluated the sensor ensemble with only 80%,
60%, 40%, and 20% of the original set of sensor templates (used for experiments in Section 2.3.1). As the
percentage goes to 20%, the results (not shown) show a steady decrease of F-1, by 10 or 19%, depending
on the domain, suggesting that a rich set of sensors can significantly help MAVERIC improve accuracy.
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Alarm Threshold & Duration of Training: In additional experiments I found that when varying the
alarm threshold used in Section 2.3.1 by +/- 0.1, F-1 accuracy of the complete MAVERIC version varied
by less than 0.12, and that F-1 changed gracefully with respect to the alarm threshold. This suggests that
while the alarm threshold does affect accuracy, an administrator need not exactly optimize this threshold in
order to achieve good verification performance with MAVERIC.
Finally, I have trained the sensor ensemble on up to ten snapshots, and found negligible change in F-1
accuracy. This is significant because training on fewer snapshots would place less burden over the system
administrator.
2.4 Discussion
Reasons for Improvement: MAVERIC improves upon prior approaches due to several reasons. First,
it exploits a broader collection of evidence. Prior works exploit only value and format features of data in-
stances. In contrast, MAVERIC can exploit also layout and constraint related evidence. Second, MAVERIC
has a highly modular design in the sensor ensemble, which enables the natural incorporation of these multi-
ple types of evidence. Third, MAVERIC employs a combiner to explicitly evaluate the usefulness of each
type of evidence, whereas previous works assume all evidence to be equally indicative of the validity of
query results. For example, the average token length of (say) house-description is exploited by all veri-
fication approaches. However, prior works assume that the value of this feature is relatively stable across
valid sets of query results. In practice, this value can fluctuate significantly over valid instances, in which
case the combiner of MAVERIC will notice and place less emphasis on this feature during verification.
Beyond the core architecture, the three enhancements proposed in this work provide additional benefits.
Perturbation and multi-source training generate additional instances beyond what is directly observable from
a single source. This allows the sensor ensemble to build a broader notion of valid mappings and improve
future predictions. Filtering also allows the use of more computationally expensive verification methods in
order to reduce the number of false alarms sent to the administrator.
Limitations: In my experiments, MAVERIC failed to reach 100% accuracy for two main reasons. First,
it encountered unrecognized formats. For example, in Courses it only learned (during training) that “2:00
PM” is a valid START-TIME format, so later it did not recognize that “1400” is also semantically equivalent.
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(Interestingly Web-based verification also did not catch this, because “1400” is used in many ways and hence
does not have a high co-occurrence rate with TIME and START.) Other examples include “7/11/1996” vs.
“July 11, 1996” and “M-W-F” vs. “Mon Wed Fri”. Possible solutions include having a more exhaustive set
of perturbation templates, and exploiting more sources, among others.
Second, MAVERIC encountered attributes with similar values. For example, a source in Inventory
domain has ORDER-DATE and SHIP-DATE, both with format “7/4/2004”. When the page was redesigned
so that the order of these attributes was switched, the wrapper extracted them in the wrong order. But given
that the extracted values had the same format, the current version of MAVERIC assumed this was correct.
A constraint sensor such as one enforcing the constraint “ORDER-DATE ≤ SHIPPED-DATE” can help
alleviate this problem.
2.5 Summary
Monitoring semantic mappings to detect when they have become broken is a crucial task in deploying data
integration systems. To this end, I have described the MAVERIC solution, which employs an ensemble
of sensors to automatically monitor data sources. I presented three novel improvements: perturbation and
multi-source training to make the verification system more robust, and filtering to reduce the number of
false alarms. Extensive real-world experiments demonstrated the effectiveness of the core approach over
existing solutions, as well as the utility of our improvements. Besides further evaluation of MAVERIC, an
important future work for this topic is developing techniques to repair the broken mappings once they have
been detected.
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Chapter 3
Leveraging Users
This chapter explores our second direction for efficiently building data integration systems – leveraging
non-expert users to reduce schema matching costs. Schema matching is the problem of finding semantic
correspondences, or matches, between two given schemas, which has received a lot of attention both in
academia and in industry (see [Rahm and Bernstein, 2001, Batini et al., 1986] for surveys). Despite signifi-
cant progress, however, today schema matching is typically performed by an expert that first leverages an au-
tomatic/interactive tool to generate candidate matches, and then manually finds the correct matches from the
tool’s predictions. This process has proved to be very time consuming and costly [Rosenthal et al., 2001].
In this chapter I explore a Web 2.0 style approach to this problem. Namely, can we leverage people
who are not integration experts to help match schemas? If so, can we do so in a way that significantly
improves the state of the art in terms of speed and size limitations? In this chapter we present one solution
for this approach, not as an end-all solution, but rather to show by example that a Web 2.0 style solution can
significantly cut the current workload required from matching experts, providing a technique to help build
information systems where not previously possible.
3.1 Problem Definition
Our high-level goal is to leverage non-expert users to reduce the workload of system builders faced with
schema matching tasks. To define our problem, I first describe the schema matching problem and claim that
improving tool accuracy decreases builder workload. I then describe how user participation can be obtained
for this goal. Lastly, I conclude the section by defining the specific problem addressed in this chapter.
Tool Accuracy Reduces Builder Workload: As discussed above, schema matching is the problem of
finding semantic correspondences called matches between two given schemas [Rahm and Bernstein, 2001].
Many matching tools have been developed, most of which find one-to-one (1-1) matches such as “address
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= house-loc”. Some recent tools [Dhamankar et al., 2004] can also find complex matches such as “name
= concat(first-name,last-name)” (see [Rahm and Bernstein, 2001] for a recent survey). In this chapter I
consider both types of matches.
The typical matching solution today involves the builder first applying an automatic or interactive tool
to produce ranked lists of candidate matches for each attribute. Often the top candidates are incorrect and
the builder is forced to examine deep into the lists of candidates to either locate the correct matches, or
determine that they were not produced (in which case they have to get another tool or begin iteratively
coaching the system). If the tool were more accurate, however, the builder would spend relatively little
effort in locating the correct matches amongst the top few candidates. It is this inverse relationship between
tool accuracy and builder workload that we are pursuing.
User Participation is Often Available: Before posing the problem of leveraging users for increased
matching accuracy, I first argue that in many schema matching settings the system builder can naturally
recruit participants, either as volunteers or through “payment” schemes.
Volunteer Users: In many settings volunteer users are available to help with matching tasks. For instance,
within an organization the future users of the system are often willing to help, especially given that they are
the data experts (though not matching experts).
As an example, the Illinois Fire Service Institute (IFSI at fsi.uiuc.edu) has asked us to send several
students with matching expertise to help them integrate their internal and external data sources. As typical
of many small to medium size organizations, IFSI has a small IT team that is “integration illiterate”, but is
eager to help. Several IFSI domain experts have also expressed a willingness to help, given that our students
do not fully understand their data. Members of an organization may also be asked by their supervisor to help
the system builder. For example, IFSI has told us that it can also ask its many interns to help with matching
tasks.
Collaborating organizations also often want to match selected data sources. The typical solution is for
each organization to appoint a team of say 3-4 persons to work on this problem [Jain et al., 2004]. The
combined team often has many members, with varying expertise. In this case, a few of the most capable
members can act as the system builders while the rest act as users who help the matching process.
Finally, online communities also often have strong needs to integrate data. Here I envision that several
members of a community can act as the system builders, then ask for volunteers from the rest of the com-
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munity. The success of many online collaborative projects (building open source software, encyclopedia,
see Section 5.2) suggests that online communities can also successfully recruit volunteers for building data
integration systems, provided that the workload per each volunteer remains relatively low.
User Participation via “Payment”: In addition to volunteers, I propose that the builder also obtain user
participation via “payment” schemes, whenever appropriate. The basic idea is to ask users to “pay” for
certain services by answering questions, then use the answers to help the builder.
For example, suppose the builder has built an integration system A over three data sources. Then when
a user poses a query to A, A can ask the user to answer a question (e.g., the one in Figure 3.2) before
displaying the query result. The builder then uses such answers to help improve A (e.g., by adding a fourth
source). In Section 3.5 I describe an example payment scheme that worked well in my experiments.
Our Problem: With the above context, I can now define our problem as follows: Given (a) the task of
matching two schemas S and T , (b) a matching tool M , (c) a matching expert E, and (d) a population of
non-expert users U , our problem is to improve the accuracy of M applied to S and T by leveraging U such
that (a) the workload on E is reduced, and (b) the workload of each user U ∈ U is minimal.
3.2 Leveraging One Non-Expert User
To describe my approach, I begin by describing how to leverage a single non-expert user to improve the
accuracy of an automatic matching tool (I then extend to multiple users in the next section). I first provide
an algorithm to automatically select questions that are both helpful to the matching process and that the non-
expert user can answer. Then I describe how to ask these questions in a concise, yet informative manner in
order to help the user answer correctly.
3.2.1 Generating Questions to Ask Users
The best questions to ask are those that (a) significantly impact the matching tool’s accuracy, and (b) are
difficult for machines (i.e., the tool) but relatively easy for humans to answer. Toward this goal, in this work
I consider questions that help the tool to
• verify key intermediate decisions,
• learn useful domain integrity constraints, and
• verify final decisions output by the tool.
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Schema T
Schema S
address lot-
area
price house-
size
num-
beds
num-
baths
contact ad-
id
month-
posted
year-
posted
Atlanta, GA 7,000 360,000 2,500 3 2 Mike Brown 32 June 2004
Raleigh, NC 8,500 430,000 3,000 4 2 Jean Laup 15 September 2004
house-loc approx-
sqft
post-
price
bdrms bthrms tax agent-
name
monthly-
fee-rate
lot-
size
Denver, CO 3,500 550,000 3 3 0.007 Laura Smith 7 1900
Portland, OR 2,500 370,800 3 2 0.008 Dan Kress 5 2000
Figure 3.1: 1-1 matching between two real-estate schemas.
In the next two subsections I provide algorithms to automatically generate questions of these types, first for
the case of 1-1 schema matching and then for complex matching. Note that my focus is not to find the best
set of such questions, but rather to quickly find a reasonable set and ultimately reduce builder workload.
One-to-One Schema Matching
Given the task of finding 1-1 matches between the two (simplified) real-estate schemas S and T in Fig-
ure 3.1, we leverage a non-expert user U to improve the accuracy of a matching tool M as follows.
Verify Intermediate Decisions: Virtually all matching tools will perform some simple preprocessing on
S and T . For example, they often assign attributes into pre-defined types such as person name, date, phone,
price, etc. Recent work shows that such typing can be exploited to greatly improve matching results, but,
conversely, wrong typing can significantly reduce accuracy [Dhamankar et al., 2004]. This is a critical
juncture that can benefit greatly by leveraging users to verify intermediate decisions. We generate questions
for this purpose as follows:
1. Apply M to match S and T and record (a) the type predictions used by M (e.g., “monthly-fee-rate is
MONTH”), and (b) the number of components of M (e.g., base matchers, base matcher combiner, constraint
handler, etc. [Do and Rahm, 2002, Doan et al., 2001]) that relied on each type prediction.
2. In order to limit user workload, select the k type predictions that had the most impact on matching
accuracy. Approximate the impact of a type prediction p by the number of components of M that relied on
p.
3. Leverage U to verify these k predictions. For example, to verify “monthly-fee-rate is MONTH”, pose
the question shown in Figure 3.2. If U answers “don’t know” to a question, ignore that answer. If U answers
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Is attribute monthly-fee-rate of type MONTH?
6,5005Dan Kress
7,7507Laura Smith
lot-sizemonthly-fee-rateagent-name
YES NO DON’T KNOW POSTPONE
Figure 3.2: A sample user question to verify a type prediction.
Are values of lot-area always greater than house-size?
43,000430,0008,500Raleigh, NC
32,500360,0007,000Atlanta, GA
num-bedshouse-sizepricelot-areaaddress
YES NO DON’T KNOW POSTPONE
Figure 3.3: A sample user question to verify a domain constraint.
“postpone” to any question, ask no additional questions in the current session.
Learn Domain Constraints: Next we leverage U to learn domain constraints. Prior research shows
that domain integrity constraints can significantly improve accuracy [Doan et al., 2001, Melnik et al., 2002,
Dhamankar et al., 2004]. However, these constraints typically must be created by the builder, in a laborious
and error-prone process. We next leverage U to learn constraints as follows:
4. Rerun M to match S and T (leveraging the previously learned type predictions) and record the resulting
matches.
5. Compile a list of possible constraints between S and T . Currently I consider only two types: comparison
and uniqueness constraints, which have been exploited in recent schema matching works [Doan et al., 2001,
Dhamankar et al., 2004]. Comparison constraints claim that the values of an attribute A are always greater
than or equal to those of an attribute B (e.g., lot-area vs. house-size). Uniqueness constraints claim that
two different attributes of S cannot match the same attribute of T .
6. Pick the v constraints that have the most impact on matching accuracy. Approximate the impact of a
constraint c by rerunning M on S and T assuming that c is true and measuring the difference between the
new and old matching results.
7. Leverage U to verify these v constraints. For example, Figure 3.3 asks a user to verify the constraint
“lot-area is greater than house-size”.
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approx-sqft = ad-id
approx-sqft = lot-area
approx-sqft = price
approx-sqft = house-size
approx-sqft = house-size
approx-sqft = lot-area
approx-sqft = ad-id
approx-sqft = price
. . .
(a)
. . .
(b)
Figure 3.4: An example of verifying candidate 1-1 matches.
Verify Final Decisions: In the last step we leverage U to verify the matches predicted by M .
8. Rerun M to match S and T , leveraging the previously learned type predictions and constraints. Record,
for each attribute A of S, a ranked list of candidate matches in T , in decreasing order of likelihood (the vast
majority of current matching tools can be modified to do this [Rahm and Bernstein, 2001]). For example, a
ranked list of matches for approx-sqft is shown in Figure 3.4.a.
9. Leverage U to rerank these lists. For a given list, begin with the top candidate match (approx-sqft =
ad-id in Figure 3.4.a), and ask U to verify each match until a stopping criteria is met (e.g., they answer
“yes” to a match, or answer “no” to a pre-specified number of matches, or exhaust the list). The actual
question posed provides the user context for both attributes in order to help them answer accurately (see
Subsection 3.2.2). Then rerank the list to promote the “yes” matches and demote the “no matches”. More
specifically, let X and Y be any two candidate matches for A, where X has received Xy “yes” answers and
Xn “no” answers and Y has received Yy “yes” answers and Yn “no” answers. (In the single-user setting
described here, X and Y will each receive at most one answer, but in the multiple-user setting described in
Section 3.3, both candidates might each receive several answers from different users.) Rerank X above Y
if (a) Xy/(Xy +Xn) > Yy/(Yy + Yn), or (b) Xy/(Xy +Xn) = Yy/(Yy + Yn) and Xy +Xn > Yy + Yn.
A possible revised ranked list for approx-sqft is shown in Figure 3.4.b, which is then output as the match
predictions for approx-sqft. Intuitively, likely matches will “bubble” to the top (e.g., house-size and lot-
area in this case), later saving the builder the effort of examining deep into the ranked list to find the correct
match.
Complex Schema Matching
If the task is instead to find complex matches between S and T , we leverage U to improve the accuracy of
a complex matching tool M (e.g. [Dhamankar et al., 2004]) as follows.
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price = list-price * (1 + t-rate) * disc-fac
price = list-price * t-rate – disc-fac
price = list-price + 0.01 * t-rate * agent-id
price = list-price * (1 + t-rate/100) – disc-fac
price = list-price * (1 + t-rate/100)
price = list-price
price = list-price * (1 + t-rate) * disc-fac
price = list-price * t-rate – disc-fac
price = list-price + 0.01 * t-rate * agent-id
(a) (b)
price = list-price * (1 + t-rate/100)
price = list-price
price = list-price * (1 + t-rate)
price = list-price * t-rate
(c)
. . .
. . .
. . .
Figure 3.5: An example of predicting complex matches.
3,000430,0008,500
2,500360,0007,000
house-sizepricelot-area
Can a complex match for price possibly include attribute disc-fac?
6.513375,000
710430,000
t-ratedisc-faclist-price
YES NO DON’T KNOW POSTPONE
Figure 3.6: A sample user question to verify the involvement of an attribute in a complex match.
1. First leverage U to correct wrong type predictions and learn domain constraints as described for the 1-1
matching case.
Verify Final Decisions: Unlike the 1-1 matching case, a direct verification of complex matches is often
difficult. For example, using systems such as [Dhamankar et al., 2004] we may obtain the ranked list of
matches for price as shown in Figure 3.5.a. Asking U to verify such a match would be cognitively too
heavy and time consuming. Hence, we leverage U to indirectly evaluate the matches for each attribute A in
S as follows:
2. Compile the set of all attributes in T that appear in the top k matches for A (I set k to 10 in my
experiments). In our example A = price and k = 3, so the set contains {list-price, t-rate, disc-fac, agent-
id}.
3. Leverage U to determine if a complex match for A can possibly include each attribute in the above
set. For example, Figure 3.6 shows a question that asks users if the complex match for price can involve
disc-fac.
4. Rerun M , restricting A’s matches to formulas containing only the attributes U said were relevant to
A. Place the top few matches from this output above the previous complex matches for A. For example,
suppose U indicates that list-price and t-rate are relevant to price. If rerunning M to match A (focusing on
formulas involving these two attributes) produces the following top 2 matches,
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price = list-price * (1 + t-rate/100)
price = list-price,
then these would be placed above the previous matches to form the new ranked list in Figure 3.5.b.
5. Lastly, clean all matches for A by first dropping terms that involve attributes U identified not to be
included, then merging identical matches, and finally outputting the resulting ranked list of matches for
A. In our example, we remove occurrences of disc-fac and agent-id, resulting in the output shown in
Figure 3.5.c.
3.2.2 How to Ask These Questions
In order to obtain accurate feedback, questions must be posed with enough context to allow a non-expert user
to answer correctly. Thus, for any question Q involving attribute A in table S, we automatically generate a
user-friendly version of Q using to the following template.
1. State the concrete question, including A by name, at the top of the question window.
2. Select the k attributes that are closest to A in the schema of S (including A itself), and show a snapshot
of j tuples from S, projected onto these attributes and arranged in a visually structured format (e.g., a table).
3. Highlight the column for A in the table snapshot, highlight A in the concrete question, and visually link
the two.
4. Lastly, provide a button for each possible user answer (e.g., “yes”, “no”, “don’t know”, and “postpone’)
at the bottom of the window.
This question, such as the one shown in Figure 3.2, is then posed to the user. Questions involving more
than one attribute (e.g., verifying if A matches B in table T ) are generated similarly, by including B in the
same manner that A was included in this template (e.g., Figure 3.6).
In my experiments I found that, even though users were familiar with the domain, the above information
was still necessary to provide context and allow them to quickly grasp the meaning of the attributes and
answer questions accurately.
3.3 Leveraging Multiple Non-Expert Users
In the previous section I presented an algorithm for generating questions that (a) are suitable for a non-expert,
and (b) help improve the accuracy of a schema matching tool. There we posed questions to a single user
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UsersSystem Builder
1.tool
questions
2.converged
answers
Collaboration Manager
- tool questions queue
(with answer stats)
- user history
(workload & eval stats)
Answer Solicitor
- volunteer portals
- “payment” sites
ii.user question
iii.user answer
i.user identity
Tool M
Schema S
Schema T
Figure 3.7: The MOBS architecture for Web 2.0-style schema matching.
and directly used those answers to guide the tool. In many settings, however, we want to leverage multiple
users. Furthermore, we expect that some of these users may be error-prone, requiring that we develop a
scheme that can return accurate answers to the tool despite user noise. One example of such a scenario is
an online community that wishes to leverage its members, of various skill levels, to collaboratively build a
community-wide data portal (Example 2 described in the introduction).
There are two main challenges in this setting. First, a large population of users brings a wide range
of abilities. How can we pair different types of questions with the users that are most likely to answer
them correctly? Second, how can we leverage their answers, which may still be noisy, to provide accurate
feedback to the matching tool?
my solution to these challenges is illustrated in Figure 3.7. Given a matching tool M and the task of
matching two schemas S and T , we leverage a group of possibly noisy, non-expert users as follows.
1. First, M generates a sequence of questions as described in Section 3.2.1 (e.g., questions for verifying
type predictions). These questions are submitted to the collaboration manager, which stores them in an
internal queue in FIFO order.
2. The answer solicitor then monitors for opportunities to ask a user a question (e.g., through voluntary
participation or “payment” schemes, as described in Section 3.1). When an opportunity arises, the answer
solicitor notifies the collaboration manager that a user U is available for feedback.
3. Based on the past history of U and the current queue of questions, the manager decides which question,
if any, is appropriate for the user and notifies the solicitor. Details of this step are provided in Section 3.3.1.
4. If a question Q is found, the answer solicitor poses Q to U (in the user-friendly manner described in
Section 3.2.2), and returns the answer A to the collaboration manager.
5. The collaboration manager then updates its internal statistics in response to A. First, U ’s workload
statistics are updated to reflect that they have answered another question. Then, if Q was solely meant to
evaluate U ’s accuracy (see “Question Selection” below), U ’s reputation statistics are updated. Otherwise,
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Collaboration Manager
- Input: Set of questions Q1,…,Qn from a matching tool M
- Output: Answers A1,…,An for M
1. Place Q1,…,Qn in a queue in FIFO order
2. Until the question queue is empty
For each available user U from the Answer Solicitor
a. If (U is overworked) jump to next iteration (ask nothing)
b. Let Qi be the first question in the queue that U hasn’t already
already answered, and let T be the type of Qi
c. If (U is not trusted on T, or with some random chance)
i.  Choose a random evaluation question Q’ of type T
ii. Evaluate U on Q’ and update U’s evaluation stats
d. Otherwise
i.  Solicit an answer from U on Qi and update Qi’s answer stats
ii. If(Qi has converged to answer A) dequeue Qi and return Ai = A to M
Figure 3.8: The main functions of the Collaboration Manager.
Q was a question posed by M , so Q’s answer statistics are updated. If A caused convergence on an answer
for Q, Q is then removed from the queue and the converged answer is returned to M . Details of this step
are provided in Section 3.3.2.
6. While the question queue is nonempty, the answer solicitor repeats the above steps to collect feedback
whenever users become available.
This process is repeated for each set of questions that M generates (e.g., verifying type predictions,
learning domain constraints, and verifying final decisions for each attribute). The entire algorithm is given
in Figure 3.8. I now describe steps 3 and 5 in detail.
3.3.1 Question Selection
Given a user U that is available for feedback, we determine if they should be asked a question and, if so,
which question to ask.
1. First we consult U ’s workload statistics to determine if they are “overworked”. If U ’s workload has
exceeded a quota (set by an administrator), we ask them nothing. For example, in several of my experiments
I limited users to at most 4 questions per day.
2. If U is not overworked, next we determine if U is reliable enough to answer the next question in the
queue. To do this leverage evaluation questions, which are questions for which we already know the correct
answer. We assume that, prior to beginning the collaboration, an administrator has seeded the collaboration
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manager with a small collection of these questions for each type of question posed byM (e.g., verifying type
predictions, etc.). The questions and answers can be made up by the administrator, or obtained from a small
set of matches that the administrator has already constructed and verified to be correct. In my experiments I
found that it was relatively easy to generate small sets of these questions, and that this up-front investment
was relatively small compared to the gains obtained from the subsequent noise-resistant collaboration.
Let Q be the first question in the queue that U has not previously answered, and let T be the type of Q
(e.g., verification of a type prediction). If U has previously answered b evaluation questions of type T , a
of which were correct, then consider U trusted for Q if and only if b ≥ v1 and a/b ≥ v2, for prespecified
thresholds v1 and v2.
3. Finally, we select a question for U . If U is trusted for Q, return Q. Otherwise, return a random
evaluation question of type T .
3.3.2 Answer Collection and Convergence
Given an answer A from user U on question Q, we update statistics in the collaboration manager and return
any converged answers to the matching tool.
1. First we update U ’s workload statistics to reflect their new answer.
2. Next we update either U ’s reputation statistics or Q’s answer statistics. If Q was an evaluation question
(see Section 3.3.1), update U ’s reputation statistics. That is, (a) record that U answered another evaluation
question on task T , where T is the type of Q, and (b) if A is the correct answer for Q, record that U
answered another question correctly for T . Otherwise, Q was a question posed by the matching tool. In this
case update the answer statistics for Q to reflect the answer from U .
3. Finally, we return any converged answers to the tool. If Q is a question posed by the matching tool, the
collaboration manager will in essence “see” a “stream” of user answers to Q, as time progresses. It must
monitor this stream, “merge” the answers, and produce a correct answer to Q with high probability.
My current solution to this problem is the following. We stop the stream (i.e., no longer solicit answer
for Q) and output the majority answer if (a) we have collected at least v3 answers and the gap between the
majority and minority answer is at least g, or (b) we have collected v4 answers, with v4 > v3. Intuitively,
we can confidently output the majority answer if it achieves a statistically significant lead over the minority
answer (see Theorem 3.3.1 below); but in any case we do not want users to devote more than a fixed limit
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(v4) of answers to any single question.
When the answers for Q have converged, as described above, the collaboration manager returns the
(majority) answer to the matching tool and removes Q from its queue of questions.
The following theorem shows that the above convergence procedure produces correct answers with high
probability (with proof given below):
Theorem 3.3.1. For any question Q, the collaboration manager will halt and return the correct answer
with probability at least 1− E1 − E2, where E1 is
∑
⌊
v4+g
2
⌋
j=
⌈
v3+g
2
⌉ (2j−g
j
)
p(j−g)(1− p)j +
∑v3
j=
⌈
v3+g+1
2
⌉ (v3
j
)
p(v3−j)(1− p)j, E2 is ∑
⌊
v4+g
2
−1
⌋
j=
v4+1
2
(
v4
j
)
p(v4−j)(1− p)j, v1, v2, v3, g, and v4
are as defined in Section 3.3, and p denotes the expectation of the distribution P (r) · ∑v1
i=v1v2
(
v1
i
)
ri(1 − r)(v1−i),
where P (r) is the distribution of individual user probabilities of correctness induced by soliciting answers
from the user population.
Intuitively, Theorem 3.3.1 bounds the probability that a given question will converge to the incorrect
answer based on the overall quality of the user answers we solicit. The E1 term bounds the probability that
our gap criteria will be reached with the incorrect majority answer and E2 bounds the chance of the majority
answer being incorrect after reaching our maximum number of answers. The overall quality of user answers
is quantified by p, the probability that, through the process of soliciting feedback from a population of
distinct users with individual “reliabilities”, a given answer will be correct. Namely, if each user answers
correctly with some individual probability r (their “reliability”) and our process of soliciting participation
produces a stream of user answers that were generated by individual probabilities with distribution Pr[r],
then the user answers used to answer the tool questions will be correct with probability equal to p as stated
in the theorem (evaluating and ignoring untrusted users will boost the reliabilities for these answers by the∑v1
i=v1v2
(v1
i
)
ri(1− r)(v1−i) factor).
Thus this collaboration framework merges user answers correctly with very high probabilities. For
example, suppose that each user answer will be correct with probability 0.75 (e.g., collected from a set of
users with individual probabilities following a Gaussian distribution with mean 0.75). If we set the user
evaluation thresholds to v1 = 8 and v2 = 0.7 and the answer convergence criteria to be g = 6, v3 = 8, and
v4 = 15, the collaboration manager will output the correct answer for any question with probability greater
than 0.99.
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Proof. Let A denote the question selection and answer combination algorithm employed by the collabora-
tion manager. We show that A will output an incorrect answer with probability at most E1 + E2.
For convenience, and without loss of generality, assume “yes” is the correct answer for Q. To form our
upper bound note that there are exactly two ways A could incorrectly output “no”. First, we could reach
our “gap” criteria with “no” as the majority answer. That is, after collecting a minimum of v3 answers on
Q, we observe that there are at least g more “no” answers than “yes” answers. The second possibility is
that “no” is the majority answer after collecting the maximum v4 answers on Q. For the bound stated in
Theorem 3.3.1 it suffices to bound the probability each of these events in isolation.
Probability of Halting Incorrectly with a Large Gap: Let Egap denote the event that we observe an
incorrect gap. That is, we observe at least g more “no” answers than “yes” answers after collecting at least
v3 answers on Q. First note that this event can only occur in one of two ways. First, we could observe
a gap of exactly g. Second, we could observe a gap greater than g. A gap of exactly g might occur after
collecting from v3 to v4 total answers. A gap greater than g, however, can only occur after collecting exactly
v3 answers. The reason is that a gap of g′ > g upon collecting v′3 > v3 answers would have already met the
gap criteria at v′3 − 1 answers.
Thus we bound Pr[Egap] by bounding each of these two cases. For the first case, consider a specific
sequence of t answers (v3 ≤ t ≤ v4) in which the gap size is exactly g. By simple counting, the number of
“no” answers must be (t + g)/2 and the number of “yes” answers must be (t − g)/2. If we assume that p
is the probability that a user answer will be correct (which we prove below), then the probability that this
case will occur is p(t−g)/2 · (1− p)(t+g)/2. Since there are ( t(t+g)/2) such sequences, the probability of any
such sequence occurring is
(
t
(t+g)/2
) · p(t−g)/2 · (1 − p)(t+g)/2. Lastly, since the number of answers can
range from v3 to v4, the total probability of observing exactly g more “no” answers than “yes” answers is
no larger than
v4∑
t=v3
(
t
t+g
2
)
· p(t−g)/2 · (1− p)(t+g)/2.
This is the same1 quantity as the first summation stated in Theorem 3.3.1. There the summation is written
over index j – the number of “no” answers – rather than in the above summation where the index is t – the
1Both summations (i.e., in terms of t and in terms of j) are correct upper bounds. However, the one in Theorem 3.3.1 is tighter.
The bound in the this proof (i.e., in terms of t) includes the impossible cases when the number of “no” answers, (t + g)/2, is not
an integer. We omit this detail in the presentation for clarity.
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total number of answers (i.e., substitute j = (t+ g)/2).
Now we consider the second case, in which we observe a gap greater than g after collecting exactly
v3 answers. Let g′ denote the gap size in a particular instance of this case (g + 1 ≤ g′ ≤ v3). By similar
reasoning as above, the probability of this instance occurring is p(v3−g′)/2 · (1− p)(v3+g′)/2. Summing over
all possible gap sizes, we bound the probability of observing a gap greater than g as no larger than
v3∑
g′=g+1
(
v3
v3+g′
2
)
· p(v3−g′)/2 · (1− p)(v3+g′)/2.
This quantity is the same2 as the second summation stated in Theorem 3.3.1. Again, there the summation
is written in terms of the number j of “no” answers, rather than the gap size g′ used here (i.e., substitute
j = (v3 + g
′)/2).
The sum of these two quantities bounds the probability thatAwill halt on the gap criteria and output the
incorrect answer as Pr[Egap] ≤ E1 + E2. These bounds are written under the assumption that p, as defined
in Theorem 3.3.1, is equal to the probability that a user answer will be correct. Below we prove that this
assumption is correct, but first we bound the probability thatA will output the wrong answer after collecting
the maximum number v4 of answers.
Probability of Halting Incorrectly at the Maximum Number of Answers: In the previous subsection
we bounded Pr[Egap], the probability of observing an incorrect gap. Here we bound Pr[Emax], where
Emax is the event that the majority answer is incorrect out of v4 total answers on Q.
Consider a particular sequence of v4 answers in which there is a majority of j “no” answers ((v4+1)/2 ≤
j ≤ v4 and v4 is odd). Again assuming that p, as defined in Theorem 3.3.1, is equal to the probability that a
user answer will be correct (proven below), the probability that this sequence of answers will be collected is
at most pv4−j · (1−p)j . Since there are (v4j ) such sequences, the probability that we observe j “no” answers
is at most
(
v4
j
) ·pv4−j · (1−p)j . Summing over all possible j, the probability that we have a majority answer
of “no” after collecting v4 answers is upper bounded by
v4∑
j=
v4+1
2
(
v4
j
)
· pv4−j · (1− p)j .
2As before, the summation is Theorem 3.3.1 is tighter because the summation is only taken over cases in which the number of
“no” answers, (v3 + g
′)/2, is an integer.
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We can tighten our overall bound by eliminating some cases that are either impossible or have already
been counted in the “incorrect gap” bounds above. For instance, in the case that there are exactly j =
(v4 + g)/2 “no” answers, the gap size is exactly g. This has already been included above so we will not
include it again here. Also, the case when there are more than (v4+g)/2 “no” answers is impossible3 since,
as discussed in the previous subsection, A will never observe a gap greater than g except at exactly v3 total
answers. Thus we can eliminate these cases (i.e., j ≥ (v4 + g)/2) from the previous bound and bound the
probability of the remaining cases by
⌊
v4+g
2
−1
⌋∑
j=
v4+1
2
(
v4
j
)
· pv4−j · (1− p)j.
This is exactly the quantity E2 stated in Theorem 3.3.1.
Probability that a User Answer will be Correct: Above we have assumed p is the probability that a user
answer will be correct in order to derive upper bounds on each possible way of outputting “no”. Here we
prove that this assumption was correct. That is, p, as defined in Theorem 3.3.1, is exactly the probability
that a user answer will be correct.
For this proof, first note the definition of p. Theorem 3.3.1 defines p as the expectation of the distribution
P (r) ·∑v1i=v1v2 (v1i )ri(1− r)(n−i), where P (r) is the distribution of user reliabilities.
For example, suppose we have a universe U of users whose reliabilities are distributed normally with
mean 0.75. P (r) is then that same normal distribution. Intuitively, A expects to collect answers (evaluation
and on Q) from a stream of users with this reliability distribution.
However, in order for a user to provide answers on Q, they must become trusted. That is, the user must
answer at least v1v2 out of v1 evaluation questions correctly. Consider sampling a user with reliability r
exactly v1 times. By a simple counting argument, the probability that this user answers exactly i questions
correctly is
(
v1
i
)
ri(1− r)(n−i). The probability that this user becomes trusted is then∑v1i=dv1v2e (v1i )ri(1−
r)(n−i). By the product rule, A expects to collect answers on Q from a stream of users with reliability
3These cases are impossible unless v3 = v4. However, even under this circumstance, these cases are already counted in the
“incorrect gap” bounds (i.e., a gap greater than g with exactly v3 answers). Thus we can still safely ignore them in our “incorrect
maximum” bounds.
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distributed as
P (r) ·
v1∑
i=dv1v2e
(
v1
i
)
ri(1− r)(n−i). (3.1)
Given the above results, we now compute the probability that an answer on Q will be correct. Consider
a timepoint at which an answer will be provided on Q (i.e., we have sampled a trusted user). That user’s
reliability r is distributed by Formula 3.1. Given this user, the answer will be correct with probability r.
Thus, by conditioning on all possible reliabilities in U , we conclude that the probability that this answer
will be correct is equal to
∑
r

r · P (r) · v1∑
i=dv1v2e
(
v1
i
)
ri(1− r)(n−i)

 .
Note that this expression is simply the expectation of r distributed by Formula 3.1. Since this is exactly
the definition of p, our assumption was correct that p is the probability of a correct user answer on Q.
Consequently, the upper bounds derived in the previous two subsections are correct.
Total Probability of an Incorrect Output: Above we have derived upper bounds on all possible ways
forA to output the incorrect answer (i.e., “no”). SinceA will output “no” only if at least one of those events
occurs, we can bound the total probability of an incorrect output by summing the bounds on those events.
That is, the output of A is incorrect with probability at most E1 + E2, as stated in Theorem 3.3.1.
3.3.3 Scalability
A principle goal of the MOBS approach is to make schema matching efficient enough to help build large-
scale data integration systems. Thus, the approach must be scalable. It is straightforward to show that
the MOBS algorithm (as described in Sections 3.2 and 3.3) scales linearly with the number of schemas
being matched. This is due to the fact that, e.g., in a data integration setting each schema is matched
independently to the mediated schema. It is also easy to show that MOBS scales quadratically with the
number of attributes in each schema (see Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.1). For example, given two schemas, there
are a quadratic number of potential constraints for users to verify, as well as a quadratic number of potential
matches in the ranked lists output by the matching tool.
Note, though, that this is the very worst case. A more useful result would be a bound on the expected
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run time of MOBS for a given problem size. This analysis, however, turns out to be difficult due to the
convergence criteria used in MOBS, and is heavily dependent on the quality of answers given by the user
population. (Theorem 3.3.1 illustrates this complexity when analyzing convergence for even a single ques-
tion posed by the matching tool.) In Section 3.5.3, however, I empirically find that (i) per-user workload is
typically low, and (ii) that adding additional users decreases this per-user workload linearly. Thus MOBS
provides a promising approach for large-scale schema matching.
3.4 Theoretical Analysis of Noisy Answer Combination
In the previous section I described a solution for combining noisy answers in which “trusted” users are iden-
tified and used to “vote” on the combined answer. While this approach works well in practice (Section 3.5),
it has fundamental limitations. Namely, a potentially significant portion of the user population is ignored
(i.e., untrusted users). If no users become trusted then no useful answers are collected and no combined an-
swers are returned to the matching tools. Can we develop a scheme to avoid this problem? Moreover, even
when users are trusted, is it possible to glean useful information by asking questions of untrusted users? If
so, how can we leverage these answers to accurately compute the combined answer? Under what conditions
is it possible to accurately combine noisy answers?
In this section I take a theoretical look at these fundamental questions. I prove that, given a set of
reasonable conditions, it is possible to compute the correct answer for a given question with arbitrarily high
probability (if given a sufficient number of answers). Moreover, I argue that no algorithm can achieve this
if these conditions are not met. Specifically, I develop an algorithm that leverages answers from every user
when computing a combined answer to achieve this, which constitutes my proof by example. Thus, the
fruits of this investigation are (i) a minimal set of conditions under which noisy answer combination is
possible and (ii) an algorithm that will compute the correct answer with arbitrarily high probability under
these conditions.
While this theoretical result provides fundamental insights into the answer combination problem, the
algorithm developed here is not meant for real-world deployment. This algorithm serves as a proof-by-
construction of when answer combination is possible, without regard for efficiency. Thus, I end this section
by discussing the practical limitations of this algorithm and defending the solution described in Section 3.3
and successfully used in Section 3.5.
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Figure 3.9: (a) A possible Bayesian network to model user answers. (b) Three time slices of the model
instantiated for three collected answers.
The Answer Combination Problem: Before proceeding I define the answer combination problem inves-
tigated in the remainder of this section. Consider a user population U and question q. Our task is to monitor
a stream of answers, collected from U , and output either “yes” or “no” for q. Let (ut, at) be the tth entry in
this stream, denoting that user ut ∈ U provided answer at ∈ {yes, no}. The answer combination problem
is to monitor this stream and output the correct answer for q (i.e., “yes” or “no”) with some prespecified
probability  ∈ (0.5, 1).
3.4.1 Modeling Users Probabilistically
In order to investigate our ability to combine noisy user answers, I must first model user behavior. In this
study I view this as a probabilistic process in which an answer is generated based upon the correct answer
and the user’s typical behavior. For instance, if the correct answer is “yes” a reliable user might provide the
correct answer 90% of the time, while an error-prone user might answer “yes” only 40% of the time.
More formally, when a user u is asked a question with (unknown) correct answer c, they will provide
answer a with probability Pr[a|c, u]. That is, c and a are binary parameters (i.e., taking values “yes” and
“no”), u is a user identifier between 1 and the number of participating users, and the distribution Pr[a|c, u]
models the answering behavior of the user population.
Possible Extensions: Note that there are several possible extensions to the model used in this analysis.
For example, one might wish to model possible collusions between consecutive users with the distribution
Pr[at|c, ut, ut−1, at−1], where ai is the ith answer, which was collected from user ui. If users ut−1 and
ut are cooperating (e.g., maliciously), then it may be the case that at is dependent on at−1. As another
example, one might wish to model behavioral trends of either individual users or the entire population using
the distribution Pr[at|c, ut, ut−1, at−1, . . . , ut−k, at−k].
One tool for modeling these extensions is a Bayesian network [Russell and Norvig, 2003], a popular
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modeling framework in the Artificial Intelligence community. As a concrete example, consider the user
model used in this section (Pr[a|c, u]). Figure 3.9.a illustrates a Bayesian network representation of this
model, containing three nodes – c, u, and a – representing each variable in our distribution and two edges
– (c, a) and (u, a) – representing our dependency assumptions. The model also contains three distributions
(not shown) – Pr[c], Pr[u], and Pr[a|c, u] – representing the probabilities of seeing various values for c, u,
and a (which is dependent on c and u). A dynamic Bayesian network could then be used to accommodate
the variable number of answers that will be collected on q. In this dynamic network a new time slice
would be instantiated for each answer, and edges would be added to represent the dependency assumptions.
Figure 3.9.b illustrates the case in which three answers have been collected.
For instance, when the tth answer is collected a new time slice is first be created with nodes ct, ut,
and at and edges (ct, at) and (ut, at). The variable at is assigned to the collected answer (i.e., “yes”
or “no”) and ut is set to identify the user who provided that answer. The node ct is left uninstantiated
since the correct answer is not yet known. Since there is only one correct answer for q, there are edges
between time slices of the form (ci−1, ci), enforcing the condition that all ci must be instantiated equally
(i.e., Pr[ci = ci−1|ci−1] = 1). Since we assume no additional dependencies, there would be no additional
edges. After collecting answers FBt = ((u1, a1), . . . , (ut, at)) (and creating t time slices in our network),
we could then compute Pr[c|FBt], for c = “yes” or c = “no”, as a product of probabilities of each node
across the network (see Formula 3.2 below for a simplification of this quantity).
Likewise, this tool could also be used for more expressive models, such as those described above. For ex-
ample, Pr[at|c, ut, ut−1, at−1, . . . , ut−k, at−k] could be modeled by adding edges to each at node from each
of the nodes ut−1, at−1, . . . , ut−k, at−k in Figure 3.9.b. As more dependencies are incorporated, however,
the number of distributional parameters that must be estimated before inference can be performed increases
exponentially. For example, now we must estimate the distribution Pr[at|c, ut, ut−1, at−1, . . . , ut−k, at−k]
rather than the much simpler Pr[a|c, u] distribution. This in turn causes serious demands on the amount
of data needed to learn an accurate model. Thus, in this work I follow the more simple model represented
by the distribution Pr[a|c, u], and leave further investigation of more expressive models as potential future
work. Consequently, I also perform inference without using the dynamic Bayesian Network illustrated in
Figure 3.9.
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3.4.2 Combining Noisy Answers
Given the above model of user behavior, I now show when the answer combination problem is solvable.
Specifically, I develop an algorithm and state the conditions under which it solves the answer combination
problem. I then argue that no algorithm can solve this problem when these conditions are not met.
My algorithm monitors the stream of user answers FBt and outputs the correct answer for q with
probability at least . Namely, at each time point t I compute two probabilities – Pr[c = yes|FBt] and
Pr[c = no|FBt]. If either of these quantities grows above , I halt and output the answer with the largest
probability. If the user population is even “minimally informative”, this algorithm will be able to output the
correct answer for  arbitrarily close to 1. I now provide the details of this algorithm.
Inferring the Final Answer: Given a collection of answers FBt = ((u1, a1), . . . , (ut, at)), I can now
leverage the user model to compute Pr[c = yes|FBt] and Pr[c = no|FBt] and infer the correct answer
for q. Given the independence assumption in the model of Section 3.4.1, I can compute Pr[c|FBt], for
c = “yes” or c = “no”, as
Pr[c|FBt] ∝ Pr[c] ·
t∏
i=1
Pr[ui]Pr[ai|ci, ui], (3.2)
where Pr[c] represents the prior probability that the correct answer is c, Pr[ui] represents the prior prob-
ability that the ith answer is collected from user ui, and ∝ indicates a hidden constant of proportionality
needed to normalize Pr[c = yes|FBt] and Pr[c = no|FBt].
Estimating Parameters in the User Model: In order to compute Formula 3.2 I first need to estimate the
quantities Pr[c] and Pr[a|c, u] for all c, u, and a. (Note that the Pr[u] terms can be ignored since these are
common factors to both Pr[c = yes|FBt] and Pr[c = no|FBt].)
One scheme to estimate Pr[c] is to simply count the true answers in some set of labeled training ques-
tions (e.g., questions used to train the matching tool). This popular technique is known as maximum likeli-
hood estimation.
The distribution Pr[a|c, u] quantifies the average accuracy of all users. For instance, if I ask a particular
user ui about a question with correct answer “yes”, their answer will be correct with probability Pr[a =
yes|c = yes, u = ui]. To estimate Pr[a|c, u] I ask each user several evaluation questions, for which I
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already know the correct answer (see Section 3.3). Evaluation questions are formatted identically to teaching
questions (e.g., q) and are injected randomly in order to collect a stream of honest answers from each user. I
can then form the maximum likelihood estimate of Pr[a|c, u = ui] for each user ui. For example, suppose
ui is asked 3 evaluation questions for which the correct answer is “yes”. If 2 of ui’s answers are correct we
estimate Pr[a = yes|c = yes, u = ui] = 2/3.
3.4.3 Using Confidence Intervals to Overcome Limited Training
The algorithm in Section 3.4.2 is correct under one condition – parameter estimation is perfect. However,
in the collaborative setting one goal is to limit user feedback, which in turn causes maximum likelihood
estimates to be imperfect. For example, again suppose some user ui answers 2 out of 3 evaluation questions
correctly (for which the true answer is “yes”). How confident can I be that the true value of Pr[a = yes|c =
yes, u = ui] = 2/3? The goal of this algorithm is to output the correct answer with probability above some
threshold . How does my confidence in the parameter estimates affect the correctness of our algorithm?
To overcome this obstacle I incorporate the additional uncertainty directly into the algorithm. Rather
than simply monitor the quantity Pr[c|FBt] (Formula 3.2), I compute and monitor a confidence interval
for this quantity. I output an answer only after I can be certain that I’ve inferred the correct answer with
probability .
Formally, as each new answer is collected I compute two intervals – I[c = yes|FBt, Et] and I[c =
no|FBt, Et], both contained in [0, 1]. Et denotes the stream of evaluation answers collected through time
t. After using Et to estimate the model parameters, I then compute each interval I[c|FBt, Et] such that
it contains the true (unknown) value of Pr[c|FBt] with probability at least Ct(Et). The details of this
computation are given below.
Given these confidence intervals I can then compute an absolute lower bound on the probability that
correct answer is c. If the interval I[c|FBt, Et] does contain Pr[c|FBt] then Pr[c|FBt] must be at least as
large as the smallest value pct in this interval. Since this case is true with probability at least Ct(Et), we can
conclude that the correct answer is c with probability at least pct · Ct(Et).
The final algorithm is then to monitor this lower bound for c = “yes” and c = “no”. When either
quantity grows above the prespecified threshold  ∈ (0.5, 1), halt and output the value of c with the largest
lower bound.
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I now derive one scheme for computing the intervals I[c|FBt, Et] and Ct(Et). For convenience, let pct
denote the smallest value in the interval I[c|FBt, Et]. In order for our algorithm to halt for any  ∈ (0.5, 1),
I must derive this interval such that pct approaches 1 (for the correct answer c) as arbitrarily many answers
are collected. Otherwise the algorithm will never halt correctly since the product pct · Ct(Et) will not grow
above  ≈ 1. Equivalently, the interval I[c|FBt, Et] must approach the point 1.
However, as the size of I[c|FBt, Et] diminishes, the probability that the true value of Pr[c|FBt] lies
within this interval must also approach 1. Otherwise the lower bound Ct(Et) cannot approach 1 and the
algorithm will again not halt for large . This presents a challenge since, for a given sequence of feedback,
the probability that Pr[c|FBt] lies within I[c|FBt, Et] is smaller for smaller sized I[c|FBt, Et].
In order to meet these conflicting goals – shrinking the size of I[c|FBt, Et] and increasing the magnitude
of Ct(Et) – I require a scheme in which the interval size shrinks slow enough that additional user answers
can compensate for this reduction in size and allow Ct(Et) to also grow toward 1. To derive such a scheme,
in this work I leverage the Chebyshev inequality [Motwani and Raghavan, 1995]. Other inequalities are
possible and may give tighter bounds (e.g., Chernoff bounds), but since the goal of this section is to show
a proof by example, I chose the Chebyshev inequality for its simplicity. Next I first use this inequality to
measure the accuracy of the parameter estimates for each user. I then combine these per-user bounds to
derive the quantities I[c|FBt, Et] and Ct(Et) over all users.
Measuring the Accuracy of Parameter Estimates for Each User: Suppose that, at time t, some user
ui has answered nuit evaluation questions. More specifically, let n
ui,c
t denote the number of evaluation
questions they have answered for which the correct answer is c. The Chebyshev inequality4 then guarantees
that for all positive real numbers ∆t(c,Et),
∣∣∣Pr[ai = c|c, u = ui]− Pˆ r[ai = c|c, u = ui]∣∣∣ ≤ ∆t(c,Et)
with confidence ≥ 1− 1
4 ·∆t(c,Et)2 · nui,ct
. (3.3)
Now, let Pˆ r[ai = c|c, u = ui] denote the maximum likelihood estimate of Pr[ai = c|c, u = ui], as
described in Section 3.4.2.
4By a direct application of the Chebyshev inequality, the training estimate is within ∆t(c, Et) of the true value with confidence
1− p(1− p)/(nui,ct ·∆t(c, Et)
2), where p = Pr[ai = c|c, u = ui]. To reach the bound stated here, I note that p(1− p) ≤ 1/4.
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The intuition behind Formula 3.3 is that as a user provides more evaluation answers (i.e., nui,ct grows),
the maximum likelihood estimate of their true behavior will become more accurate (i.e., ∆t(c,Et) can
shrink while the confidence grows).
Measuring the Accuracy of Parameter Estimates over All Users: As a consequence of Formula 3.3, as
all users provide more evaluation answers, the parameter estimates for all users will become more accurate.
Consider the joint probability that both of the parameter estimates for each user (who has provided a teaching
answer on q) are within ∆t(c,Et) of the true values. I derive Ct(Et) to be a lower bound on this quantity.
By applying the product rule to the per-user confidence in Formula 3.3, I have that
Ct(Et) =
∏
{ui|1≤i≤t}
(
1− 1
4 ·∆t(yes,Et)2 · nui,yest
)(
1− 1
4 ·∆t(no,Et)2 · nui,not
)
is such a bound. Note that this product is taken over all distinct users in FBt. That is, even if a user provides
more than one answer on q, they only contribute a single term to the above product.
Bounding the Probability of an Answer for q: Above I derived Ct(Et) as a lower bound on the joint
probability that both of our training estimates for each user are within ∆t(c,Et) of the true values. Given
that this is true, we now derive I[c|FBt, Et] as an interval containing the true value of Pr[c|FBt].
The first step in this derivation is to rewrite Pr[c|FBt] using Bayes’ theorem [Russell and Norvig, 2003]
and my assumption that users answer independently.
Pr[c|FBt] = Pr[c] · Pr[FBt|c]
Pr[FBt]
, (Bayes’ theorem)
Pr[c|FBt]
Pr[c|FBt] =
Pr[c] · Pr[FBt|c]
Pr[c] · Pr[FBt|c] ,
P r[c|FBt]
1− Pr[c|FBt] =
Pr[c]
Pr[c]
·
t∏
i=1
Pr[ai|c, ui]
Pr[ai|c, ui] , (answer independence)
Pr[c|FBt] =
(
1 +
Pr[c]
Pr[c]
·
t∏
i=1
Pr[ai|c, ui]
Pr[ai|c, ui]
)−1
. (3.4)
Formula 3.4 computes Pr[c|FBt] in terms of the true user behavior Pr[a|c, u]. As already stated, how-
ever, I must incorporate the uncertainty due to limited training. Above I used the Chebyshev inequality to
show that with probability at least Ct(Et) both of my parameter estimates for each user are within ∆t(c,Et)
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of the true values. Thus, to compute the interval I[c|FBt, Et] I can rewrite Formula 3.4 as
I[c|FBt, Et] ≡
(
1 +
Pr[c]
Pr[c]
·
t∏
i=1
Pˆ r[ai|c, ui]±∆t(c,Et)
Pˆ r[ai|c, ui]∓∆t(c,Et)
)−1
,
where the upper operators (e.g., + for ± and − for ∓) define the smallest endpoint of I[c|FBt, Et] and the
lower operators define the largest endpoint.
Thus, I have derived I[c|FBt, Et] and Ct(Et) in terms of the parameters ∆t(yes,Et) and ∆t(no,Et).
These results are summarized below. Next I derive ∆t(c,Et) such that the algorithm will halt (i.e., for the
correct answer c, both pct and Ct(Et) approach 1 as answers are collected).
Determining a Specific Bound at Runtime: The only remaining obstacle is to specify the parameters
∆t(yes,Et) and ∆t(no,Et). As stated in Formula 3.3, these parameters specify the width of a confidence
interval surrounding each training estimate for each user. Consequently, these parameters indirectly de-
termine the width of the intervals I[c|FBt, Et] (Formula 3.5) as well as the magnitude of the probability
Ct(Et) (Formula 3.6).
As discussed at the beginning of our derivation, I require that the size of I[c|FBt, Et] shrinks slow
enough that additional user answers can compensate for this reduction in size and allow Ct(Et) to grow
toward 1. Now I derive ∆t(c,Et) to satisfy this requirement.
Under the conditions of the Chebyshev inequality (Formula 3.3), the derived I[c|FBt, Et] and Ct(Et)
are valid for any ∆t(c,Et) > 0. However, in order for the algorithm to halt as soon as possible I would like
to compute parameters ∆t(c,Et) that create the largest lower bound on Pr[c|FBt]. That is, ∆t(yes,Et)
and ∆t(no,Et) that maximize the product pct · Ct(Et). One could feasibly use a numerical algorithm to
maximize this quantity. For my algorithm, however, I use the explicitly computable quantity
∆t(c,Et) =
1
4
√
nc
,
where nc is the total number of evaluation answers (with correct answer c) collected over all users who have
provided at least one teaching answer.
Intuitively, this interval width will shrink as more evaluation answers are collected, allowing the lower
boundary pct (for correct answer c) to grow above the input threshold . Moreover, as shown in Theo-
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rem 3.4.1 (and proved below), ∆t(c,Et) decreases slow enough that the quantity Ct(Et) will also approach
1 – guaranteeing that this algorithm will halt for all  ∈ (0.5, 1). I now summarize our derived quantities
and the answer combination algorithm.
Summary: In summary, to execute the answer combination algorithm described above, at time t compute
the quantities I[c|FBt, Et] and Ct(Et) as
I[c|FBt, Et] ≡
(
1 +
Pr[c]
Pr[c]
·
t∏
i=1
Pˆ r[ai|c, ui]±∆t(c,Et)
Pˆ r[ai|c, ui]∓∆t(c,Et)
)−1
(3.5)
Ct(Et) =
∏
{ui|1≤i≤t}
(
1− 1
4 ·∆t(yes,Et)2 · nui,yest
)(
1− 1
4 ·∆t(no,Et)2 · nui,not
)
(3.6)
for ∆t(c,Et) =
1
4
√
nc
, (3.7)
where nui,ct denotes the number of evaluation questions (with correct answer c) user ui has answered and nc
is the total number of evaluation answers (with correct answer c) collected over all users who have provided
at least one teaching answer. The smallest endpoint of the interval I[c|FBt, Et] is defined by the upper
operators in the given expression (e.g., + for ± and − for ∓) and the lower operators define the largest
endpoint.
3.4.4 Conditions for Solving the Answer Combination Problem
As stated next in Theorem 3.4.1 (with proof given below), the algorithm just presented solves the answer
combination problem if the stream of answers FBt contains sufficiently many answers from consistent users
whose behavior is somehow dependent upon the correct answer. At the end of this subsection I then argue
that this condition is necessary in order to combine noisy answers with high confidence. This conclusion
is the result of this section – a theoretical understanding of which types of user answers are necessary and
sufficient for inferring the correct answer with high confidence.
Theorem 3.4.1. For some finite universe U of users, consider the process of iteratively sampling a user
ui ∈ U at random and collecting an answer from ui.
Assume that for each ui ∈ U, user ui answers according to some constant probability distribution
Pr[a|c, u = ui]. Furthermore, assume there exists a ui ∈ U such that Pr[a = yes|c = yes, u = ui] 6=
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Pr[a = yes|c = no, u = ui].
Then for any probability threshold  ∈ (0.5, 1), the algorithm just described is guaranteed to halt and
output a final answer for q. Furthermore, the output will be correct with probability at least .
Theorem 3.4.1 states that, under my user model, the answer combination problem can be solved pro-
vided that I receive sufficiently many answers from at least one user ui for which Pr[a = yes|c = yes, u =
ui] 6= Pr[a = yes|c = no, u = ui]. That is, the answers provided by user ui must be dependent upon the
correct answer. For example, suppose ui answers “yes” 80% of the time for questions whose correct answer
is also “yes”, and ui answers “yes” 60% of the time for questions whose correct answer is “no” (i.e., ui is
prone to click the “yes” button). In this case the user’s behavior differs depending on the correct answer of
a question, and the algorithm presented in this section will solve the answer combination problem if given
sufficiently many answers from ui.
Proof. Before embarking on the proof, let us first agree upon some notation. Throughout this proof let A
denote the combination algorithm described in this section. Also, for convenience always assume c is a
binary variable (i.e., c ∈ {“yes”, “no”}) and let the term “c-evaluation” denote an evaluation question for
which the correct answer is c.
This proof consists of two parts. First I show that A will halt. Second I show that the output of A will
be correct with probability at least . These two results collectively prove Theorem 3.4.1.
Proof that A will Halt
For the sake of contradiction, assume A will not halt for some  ∈ (0.5, 1). Thus I will collect an infinite
number of user answers. Moreover, due to the random selection of question type (i.e., q, yes-evaluation, or
no-evaluation), I will collect an infinite number of answers for each question type from each user.
To prove that A will halt I first show that the smallest value pct in I[c|FBt, Et] will approach 1, for
the correct answer c. I then show that the probability Ct(Et) will approach 1. Given these two results, I
immediately conclude that pct ·Ct(Et) grows arbitrarily close to 1, contradicting our assumption that A will
not halt for some  ∈ (0.5, 1).
The Smallest Value in I[c|FBt, Et] Approaches 1, for Correct Answer c: For convenience, and without
loss of generality, assume that “yes” is the correct answer for q. To show that the smallest value pyest in
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I[c = yes|FBt, Et] approaches 1 as user answers are collected, I show first that the width of this interval
grows arbitrarily small. I then use this result to show that pyest approaches 1.
As defined in Formula 3.5, the width of I[c = yes|FBt, Et] is determined by the parameters ∆t(yes,Et)
and ∆t(no,Et). If both of these parameters approach 0 as answers are collected, the width of I[c =
yes|FBt, Et] will also approach 0.
In Formula 3.7 I define ∆t(c,Et) = 1/ 4
√
nc, where nc is the total number of c-evaluation answers
collected over all users (who have provided an answer on q). Since I collect an infinite number of user
answers for each question type, nyes and nno will both grow toward infinity and
lim
t→∞
∆t(c,Et) = lim
nc→∞
1
4
√
nc
= 0,
for c ∈ {“yes”, “no”}. Thus the width of I[c = yes|FBt, Et] also approaches 0.
Equivalently, as arbitrarily many user answers are collected, the interval I[c = yes|FBt, Et] approaches
the single point
lim
t→∞
I[c = yes|FBt, Et] =
(
1 +
Pr[c = no]
Pr[c = yes]
·
t∏
i=1
Pˆ r[ai|c = no, ui]
Pˆ r[ai|c = yes, ui]
)−1
.
To show that the smallest value pyest in I[c = yes|FBt, Et] approaches 1, we need only show that the
above expression will approach 1 as answers are collected. As a first step remove the maximum likelihood
estimates Pˆ r[ai|c, ui] from the above expression. Under our assumption that each user answers according
to some fixed distribution Pr[a|c, u], by the Central Limit Theorem [Ferguson, 1996] we can conclude
that our estimates for each user (Section 3.4.2) will grow arbitrarily close to their true values as arbitrarily
many evaluation questions are collected. That is, Pˆ r[ai|c, ui] will approach Pr[ai|c, ui]. Thus I[c =
yes|FBt, Et] will in fact approach the point
lim
t→∞
I[c = yes|FBt, Et] =
(
1 +
Pr[c = no]
Pr[c = yes]
·
t∏
i=1
Pr[ai|c = no, ui]
Pr[ai|c = yes, ui]
)−1
. (3.8)
The next step to show that this point approaches 1 is to consider how each user u′ will affect the product
in Formula 3.8. Let n be the number of answers that have been collected from u′ on q at time t. Thus
u′ is responsible for exactly n terms in the above product. In the limit at time t, u′ will have provided
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n · Pr[ai = yes|c = yes, ui = u′] “yes” answers on q and n · (1 − Pr[ai = yes|c = yes, ui = u′]) “no”
answers on q, where n grows toward infinity with t.
For convenience, let Pyes and Pno denote the respective quantities Pr[ai = yes|c = yes, ui = u′] and
Pr[ai = yes|c = no, ui = u′]. Thus, in the limit at time t, u′ will contribute the quantity
(
Pno
Pyes
)n·Pyes
·
(
1− Pno
1− Pyes
)n·(1−Pyes)
=
(
P
(Pyes)
no · (1− Pno)(1−Pyes)
P
(Pyes)
yes · (1− Pyes)(1−Pyes)
)n
(3.9)
to the product in Formula 3.8.
By inspecting the rightmost fraction in Formula 3.9, I can conclude that one of two cases will occur.
First, if u′ is entirely “uninformative” (i.e., Pyes = Pno) then Formula 3.9 is equal to 1 and user u′ will not
affect the product in Formula 3.8.
Otherwise u′ is “informative” (i.e., Pyes 6= Pno). In this case the quantity in Formula 3.9 will approach
0. To draw this conclusion, first note that for any real number a ∈ [0, 1] the function xa(1 − x)(1−a) has
a unique maximum at x = a (for x ∈ [0, 1])5. Thus, given that u′ is informative, the rightmost fraction in
Formula 3.9 is strictly less than one6. Thus as t and n approach infinity, the quantity in Formula 3.9 will
approach 0.
Thus, each uninformative user will not affect the product in Formula 3.8 and each informative user will
drive that product toward 0. Since by assumption there is at least one informative user, this entire product
will approach 0 as t approaches infinity. Equivalently, the entire quantity in Formula 3.8 will approach 1 as
arbitrarily many user answers are collected.
The Probability Ct(Et) Approaches 1: The lower bound Ct(Et) on the probability that the true value of
Pr[c|FBt] is contained within the interval I[c|FBt, Et] is defined in Formula 3.6 as
Ct(Et) =
∏
{ui|1≤i≤t}
(
1− 1
4 ·∆t(yes,Et)2 · nui,yest
)(
1− 1
4 ·∆t(no,Et)2 · nui,not
)
,
where nui,ct denotes the number of c-evaluation questions user ui has answered by time t.
5For the special cases where either x or a are equal to 0 or 1, this is easy to verify. For the remaining cases, when both x and a
are in the interval (0, 1), inspect the first and second derivatives with respect to x. The first derivative is (x/(1−x))a · ((a/x)−1),
which is equal to 0 only at x = a. To ensure that this is a maximum (i.e., not a minimum), compute the second derivative,
(a(1− a) · lnx · xa/(1− x)a+1, which is always less than zero.
6Since Pyes 6= Pno and x = Pyes uniquely maximizes xa(1− x)(1−a), then P (Pyes)no · (1− Pno)(1−Pyes) < P (Pyes)yes · (1 −
Pyes)
(1−Pyes)
.
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Since ∆t(c,Et) = 1/ 4
√
nc and nui,ct ≤ nc (nc is the number of c-evaluation questions answered by all
users as of time t), I can immediately conclude that ∆t(c,Et)2 · nui,ct ≥
√
nui,ct . Thus
Ct(Et) ≥
∏
{ui|1≤i≤t}
(
1− 1
4 ·
√
nui,yest
)(
1− 1
4 ·
√
(nui,not
)
,
Since I collect an infinite number of c-evaluation answers from each participating user, nui,ct approaches
infinity with t and the above lower bound on Ct(Et) approaches 1. Therefore Ct(Et) approaches 1.
Concluding that A Must Halt: Above I have shown that both the probability Ct(Et) and the smallest
value pyest in the interval I[c = yes|FBt, Et] approach 1 as arbitrarily many user answers are collected.
Thus the product pyest · Ct(Et) approaches 1, contradicting the assumption that A will not halt for some
 ∈ (0.5, 1). Therefore A must halt.
Proof that the Output of A is Correct with Probability at least 
Above I proved that A will halt. Here I show that upon halting, the output of A is the correct answer for
q with probability at least , for some prespecified  ∈ (0.5, 1). These two results will collectively prove
Theorem 3.4.1.
For this proof I simply note the specification of A. By definition, A monitors a lower bound on each of
the quantities Pr[c = yes|FBt] and Pr[c = no|FBt] and outputs the answer with the largest lower bound
when that bound grows above . If these lower bounds are correct, then by definition the output of A will
be correct with probability at least . Thus I simply prove that these lower bounds are correct.
This proof will be presented at a much higher level than the previous halting proof. All of the necessary
details were presented in the formulation of the algorithm and the derivations of I[c|FBt] and Ct(Et)
(Section 3.4). To avoid extensive repetition, I will merely recap the entire formulation here as proof of
correctness.
For convenience, and without loss of generality, assume that A has halted and output “yes”. Next I
prove that, with probability at least , “yes” must be the correct answer.
Conditions to Halt and Output “yes”: Let t be the number of answers collected on q before A outputs
“yes”. Under A’s halting criteria, it must be that pyest · Ct(Et) ≥ , where pyest is the smallest value in the
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interval I[c = yes|FBt, Et].
By the definitions of I[c = yes|FBt, Et] and Ct(Et),
pyest =
(
1 +
Pr[c = no]
Pr[c = yes]
·
t∏
i=1
Pˆ r[ai|c = no, ui] + 1/ 4√nno
Pˆ r[ai|c = yes, ui]− 1/ 4√nyes
)−1
(3.10)
Ct(Et) =
∏
{ui|1≤i≤t}
(
1−
√
nyes
4 · nui,yest
)(
1−
√
nno
4 · nui,not
)
, (3.11)
where nui,ct is the number of c-evaluation questions user ui has answered and nc is the total number of
c-evaluation answers collected over all users who have provided at least one answer on q.
Inferring that “yes” is Correct with Probability at least : Given that the product pyest · Ct(Et) is at
least as large as , where pyest and Ct(Et) are defined in Formulas 3.10 and 3.11, I now show that “yes” is
the correct answer for q with probability at least .
Let U ′ ⊆ U be the set of users who have provided a teaching answer on q. In Section 3.4.3 I used the
Chebyshev inequality to conclude that, with probability at least Ct(Et), each of our maximum likelihood
estimates Pˆ r[ai|c, ui] for each user ui ∈ U ′ is within 1/ 4√nc of the true value.
Given this result, I then used Bayes’ theorem and the assumption that users answer independently to
show that Pr[c = yes|FBt] is contained in I[c = yes|FBt, Et] with probability at least Ct(Et).
If it is true that Pr[c = yes|FBt] is in I[c = yes|FBt, Et], Pr[c = yes|FBt] must be at least as large
as pyest . By the product rule, we can then conclude that with probability at least p
yes
t · Ct(Et) “yes” is the
correct answer7. Since this product is at least as large as  (i.e., A halted), “yes” is the correct answer with
probability at least .
Argument that the “Informative User” Condition in Theorem 3.4.1 is Necessary
I now argue that the condition in Theorem 3.4.1 is necessary in order to solve the answer combination
problem with any algorithm. Suppose that there is no “informative” user in the population U . In this case,
Pr[a = yes|c = yes, u] = Pr[a = yes|c = no, u] for every user. For instance, user ui might always click
the “no” button (i.e., Pr[a = yes|c = yes, u = ui] = Pr[a = yes|c = no, u = ui] = 0). Or, ui might
7Let the random variable X indicate that Pr[c = yes|FBt] ∈ I [c = yes|FBt, Et]. By conditioning on X, we have that
Pr[c = yes|FBt] = Pr[c = yes|FBt,X] · Pr[X|FBt] + Pr[c = yes|FBt,X] · Pr[X|FBt]. Thus Pr[c = yes|FBt] ≥
Pr[c = yes|FBt,X] · Pr[X|FBt]. If Pr[c = yes|FBt] ∈ I [c = yes|FBt, Et] (i.e., X is true), then Pr[c = yes|FBt,X] ≥
pyest . Also, I have already proved that Pr[X|FBt] ≥ Ct(Et). Therefore, Pr[c = yes|FBt] ≥ p
yes
t · Ct(Et) ≥ .
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randomly click either “yes” or “no” (e.g., Pr[a = yes|c = yes, u = ui] = Pr[a = yes|c = no, u = ui] =
0.5). In either case, the user’s behavior is completely independent of the correct answer. User answers
then provide no indication of the correct answer and no algorithm will be able to output the correct answer
with probability better than chance8. Thus, the “informative user” condition specified in Theorem 3.4.1 is
sufficient, and likely necessary, for solving the answer combination problem.
3.4.5 Applicability of the Combination Algorithm
In this section I have investigated our ability to accurately combine noisy user answers by developing an
algorithm that is guaranteed to return the correct answer with arbitrarily high probability if given sufficient,
informative feedback (see Theorem 3.4.1). However, I feel this algorithm is inappropriate for practical
settings.
The algorithm presented in this section may require an extremely large number of answers to compute a
combined answer for q. Users must answer evaluation and tool questions until the correct answer is known
with some prespecified probability (Section 3.4.3). This convergence may be slow if user answers do not
immediately form a consensus (e.g., when user answers are quite noisy).
The algorithm in Section 3.3, however, alleviates this concern by making several simplifications. First,
the number of evaluation questions is halved by assuming each user answers correctly with a single proba-
bility. In the terminology of this section, there we assume that Pr[a = yes|c = yes, u] = Pr[a = no|c =
no, u], which I call u’s reliability. Thus only one parameter is estimated per user, rather than two.
Also, in Section 3.3 a more pessimistic approach to estimating user reliabilities is adopted. Rather than
form precise confidence interval estimates, users are coarsely labeled as “trusted” or “untrusted”. During
inference only answers from trusted users are leveraged to compute the combined answer for q. In practice
I expect unreliable users to answer less consistently than reliable users. Thus the algorithm in this section
will suffer from diluted evidence, which is likely to slow the inference process.
Another advantage of the more practical algorithm is a looser halting criteria. A maximum is imposed
on the number of answers collected on q, avoiding unacceptably slow convergence. Furthermore, a heuristic
“gap-based” convergence criteria is used in order to compute a combined answer often well before this
8Assume that a given question is a priori equally likely to have a correct answer of “yes” or “no”. This avoids the degenerate
cases that arbitrary combination algorithms may perform better than chance by adhering to an arbitrary output scheme (e.g., always
output “yes”).
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Table 3.1: Matching tasks used to evaluate MOBS.
Task Types Domains Description
1-1 schema 
matching
Book query interfaces 10 interfaces,    total 65 attributes
Real estate I 2 schemas,        with 55-44 attributes
Company listings 2 taxonomies,   with 330-115 attributes
Complex 
matching
Real estate II 2 schemas,        with 19-32 attributes
Inventory 2 schemas,        with 34-49 attrs
maximum is reached.
Despite the fact that the simplified algorithm in Section 3.3 cannot provide the correctness guarantee of
Theorem 3.4.1, that algorithm is guaranteed to compute a combined answer in a timely manner. Moreover,
Theorem 3.3.1 and the extensive empirical evaluation in Section 3.5 show that the algorithm of Section 3.3
is quite effective in practice.
3.5 Empirical Evaluation
I now empirically show that the approach described in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 can leverage minimal user
workload to improve the accuracy of automatic tools, thereby significantly reducing the builder workload. I
show that even when users cannot answer questions perfectly, their answers still contribute toward reducing
the builder workload.
Datasets and Matching Tasks: Table 3.1 describes five tasks in two categories: 1-1 schema matching and
complex matching. For 1-1 matching, Book Query Interfaces finds 1-1 matches between 10 query interfaces
and a given mediated schema (having five attributes). Real Estate I finds 1-1 matches for two schemas for
house listings. Company Listing finds 1-1 matches between two very large taxonomies, with 115-330
attributes. Finally, Real Estate II and Inventory find complex matches between pairs of schemas. I obtained
data for Book Query Interfaces from invisibleweb.com and for the remaining domains from the datasets
described in experiments with several published matching systems [Do and Rahm, 2002, Doan et al., 2001,
Dhamankar et al., 2004, Doan et al., 2002].
Applying Automatic Tools: Next, I applied state-of-the-art automatic tools to the above tasks (see Col-
umn “Automatic Tools” of Table 3.2). These included variants of COMA, LSD, GLUE, and iMAP, recently
published systems for 1-1 and complex matching [Do and Rahm, 2002, Doan et al., 2001, Doan et al., 2002,
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Table 3.2: Experimental settings, accuracy improvements, and labor reductions achieved with MOBS.
Task 
Types
Domains Automatic Tools Users Tool 
Accuracy
Tool + Users 
Accuracy
User 
Workload
Builder Workload 
(before  after)
Builder 
Savings
1-1 
schema 
matching
Book query interfaces COMA 132 undergrad students, payment 0.63 0.97 12.5 781  277 65%
Real estate I LSD 3 volunteers 0.67 0.96 84.3 1062  490 54%
Company listings GLUE 6 volunteers 0.35 0.44 1473 17685  10529 40%
Complex 
matching
Real estate II iMAP 5 volunteers 0.58 0.67 38 838  512 39%
Inventory iMAP 12 volunteers 0.33 0.89 52 1245  829 33%
Dhamankar et al., 2004].
Measuring Accuracy: Following [Doan et al., 2001, Dhamankar et al., 2004], I compute the accuracy on
each task as the fraction of top matches that are correct. Namely, the output of an automatic tool (or a tool
plus MOBS) is a ranked list of candidate matches for each target attribute (e.g., see Step 9 under One-to-
One Schema Matching in Section 3.2). Suppose there are n such lists, and the top candidate is correct for k
of those lists. Accuracy is then k/m.
Note that several prior works [Do and Rahm, 2002, Do et al., 2002] have instead measured performance
using precision and recall. However, in our setting we have a top candidate match for each target attribute.
Thus all three quantities (precision, recall, and our accuracy) are in fact equal.
Measuring Workloads of Builder and Users: In order to measure the benefits of my solution, I first had
to develop a workload model for the builder. Several schema matching works have also proposed workload
models [Do and Rahm, 2002, Melnik et al., 2002], but made the restrictive assumption that the builder only
examines the top ranked match of each attribute, which is too limited for our context. I developed the
workload model based on observing how volunteer builders matched several schemas in Table 3.2, on my
own schema matching experience, and on current practice at enterprises [Bernstein, 2004].
First I describe the workload model for 1-1 schema matching. Suppose for attribute A, a matching
system (either the original automatic tool or with the help of users) has produced a ranked list of matches
m1,m2, . . . ,mk. I model the builder effort to find a correct match for A in three stages. First, the builder
sequentially scans the ranked listm1,m2, . . . until either a plausible match has been found, or a pre-specified
number p of matches has been examined.
Second, if a plausible match has not been found, the builder constructs one, using all available resources
(e.g., the ranked list, the schemas, data instances, documents, etc.). In the third stage, given a plausible
match (either found on the ranked list or constructed), the builder performs a quick “sanity check”, by
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scanning the next q matches in the ranked list, to either convince themself that there is no better match,
or modify the current plausible match slightly, taking into account the scanned matches. Thus, the total
workload of the builder is
Wb = u ∗ cost1 + v ∗ cost2 + q ∗ cost3,
where u is the number of matches actually examined in Stage 1, and v is 1 if a plausible match must be
constructed in Stage 2, and 0 otherwise. cost1 and cost3 are the workload incurred examining a single
match in Stages 1 and 3 (respectively), and cost2 is the cost of constructing a plausible match.
After measuring the actual time the volunteer builders spent on several 1-1 matching tasks in Table 3.2,
I set p = 10, q = 5, cost1 = 4, cost2 = 8, and cost3 = 1. Intuitively, each sanity check imposes the
smallest cost (cost3), since a builder typically only glances at the proposed match. A “plausibility check”,
on the other hand, requires significantly more work (cost1) as the builder must retrieve raw data, materialize
a few instances of the match, and determine the correctness of the results. Constructing a plausible match is
the most expensive operation (cost2) as the builder must create the match, as well as verify its plausibility.
I model the user workload by assuming the cognitive demand of answering a question is equivalent to
the smallest unit of work in the builder model, a single sanity check (cost3).
My treatment of workload for complex matching is similar, though adjusted to reflect the differing com-
plexity of matches. Namely, the work required to inspect or formulate a complex match is proportional
to the number of attributes, constants, and operators used in a given complex match. For example, sanity
checking the formula price = list-price * (1 - t-rate) requires the builder or user to rec-
ognize that both list-price and t-rate are related to price, as well as inspect the match formula
(i.e., the constant 1 and two operators * and -).
While this model is only approximate, I found it correlates well with builder and user workloads as
actually measured on tasks in Table 3.2. Several schema matching works have also proposed workload
models [Do and Rahm, 2002, Melnik et al., 2002], but made the restrictive assumption that the builder only
examines the top ranked match of each attribute.
Recruiting Users & Applying Our Approach: Finally I applied our approach to the above tasks by
modifying the appropriate automatic matching tools. To recruit users, for four tasks I asked for volunteers
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and for one task I employed a “payment” scheme (described in detail in Section 3.5.4). User populations
for the tasks range from 3 to 132, and consist of students at a large university.
3.5.1 Accuracy and Workload
I begin by examining how much this Web 2.0 style schema matching solution improves accuracy over
automatic tools. Columns “Tool Accuracy” and “Tool + Users Accuracy” of Table 3.2 show the accuracy
of the tools alone and the tools with user help, respectively, on the five matching tasks. The results show
that our solution significantly improves accuracy across all tasks, by 9-56% (absolute), to reach accuracy of
44-97%.
Next I examined the workload of the users, as well as the reduction in workload for the system builder
due to the above accuracy improvement. Column “User Workload” shows the average effort that each user
spent on the tasks. In terms of actual time, these efforts range from 5 to 15 minutes per task per user. The
exception is Company Listing, where each user spent the allotted one hour quota.
Column “Builder Workload” shows the workload reduction for the builder. For example, the first row
“781 → 277” states that the builder workload using only an automatic tool is 781, and that the workload
using the tool plus users is 277, just 277/781 = 35% of the original workload. This is a savings of 65%, as
shown in the “Builder Savings” column. The result shows that this style of schema matching significantly
reduces builder workload across all tasks, by 33-65%.
In summary, the results in Table 3.2 show that a collaborative Web 2.0 style approach can significantly
improve accuracy across all tasks, at a minimal user workload, and that this accuracy gain translates into a
significant savings in workload for the system builder.
Runtime Complexity: Note that the overhead of this framework is negligible, because the main opera-
tions of the modules involve accessing database tables and computing simple arithmetic expressions. In my
experiments any delays caused by the overhead where under 1 second per question and response.
Total Workload: Let A be the workload of builder if just a matching tool is used, and B be the workload
of builder plus workload of all users when the collaborative solution is used. In many cases, B will be higher
than A. Intuitively, this is due to the “built-in” redundancy that is necessary to handle noisy user answers.
I have observed, however, that in certain cases, B is much lower than A (e.g., only 70-84% of A, for Real
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Estate I & II in Table 3.2), resulting in overall workload reduction. These happen when the tools ask good
questions that greatly increases their accuracy and users quickly converge on the correct answers.
3.5.2 User Performance
Question Answering: First, I consider the variability of user answers. For simple questions, such as “Is
attribute date-posted of type DATE?”, most users answered correctly and quickly, as expected.
For many questions, however, I found that user answers were “scattered”, for three reasons. First, some
users were simply “too quick” on some questions, and gave wrong answers. Second, for certain questions,
the context provided (in the questions) was insufficient for some users to answer correctly. Third, certain
questions are inherently subjective, with no objective answer. For example, can “Advertising” match “TV
Broadcasting” in Company Listing? Some users said “yes” and some said “no”. This third reason accounts
for the vast majority of “scattered answers”.
Fortunately, I found that even when a question is subjective, users still tend to converge on the few
plausible answers. As a result, these answers usually “bubble” to the top of the returned ranked list, albeit
in some unpredictable order. Since the correct results are still close to the top, I found that even when
hammered by the subjectivity of questions, user answers still helped improve accuracy and helped the system
builder quickly find the correct result.
“Payment” Schemes: I have employed helper applications such as course homepages as the “payment”
schemes in some of my experiments (see below). My experience suggests that as long as the “payment” per
day is kept to the minimum (e.g., 2-3 answers), users felt comfortable. Users also preferred answering the
questions right at the start of using the helper application. This way, they were not interrupted during the
day (analogous to paying for a service at the beginning or at the end).
3.5.3 Sensitivity Analysis
I also examine how our solution handles a broad range of user populations that I expect to commonly occur
in practice, as well as populations of size up to 10,000. Since it is difficult to recruit such a large number of
users, I consider simulation experiments.
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P1 – Uniform      
over [0,1]
P2 – Uniform 
over [.3,.7]
P3 – Uniform 
over [.5,.9]
P4 – Bell    
over [0,1]
P5 – Bell 
over [.3,.7]
P6 – Bell 
over [.5,.9]
P7 – 50% at .2 and 50% at .8
P8   – 90% uniform over [0,.4] and 10% at .8
P9   – 10% at .1, 50% uniform over [.5,.7],
and 40% uniform over [.8,1]
P10 – 10% at .3 and 90% uniform over [.7,1]
(a) (b)
Query Interface Matching
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10Tool
Figure 3.10: User populations and performance of MOBS in simulation experiments.
Simulated User Populations: I generated ten synthetic user populations, as described in Figure 3.10.a.
Each population has 500 users and each user has a single reliability score. A reliability score of 0.6 means
that on average the user answers 6 questions correctly out of 10. The ten user populations P1 − P10 have
their reliability scores generated according to uniform, bell, bimodal, and mixed distributions. For example,
population P1 with “Uniform over [0,1]” means that user reliability scores are distributed uniformly over
the interval [0,1]. The populations model “good”, “average”, and “bad” populations, based on the fraction
of users with high reliability score (e.g., over 0.65) that they contain.
Accuracy and Workload: Figure 3.10.b shows the accuracy of the system on matching book query inter-
faces, using the same data sets as described in Table 3.1. (The results on other tasks are similar.) The first
bar shows the accuracy of the automatic tool, duplicated from Table 3.2, for comparison purposes. The next
ten bars show the accuracy for user populations P1 − P10, respectively.
The results show that our system significantly improves automatic tools and reaches the high accuracy
of 98-100% for all populations except P2 and P5, where the accuracy is 79-89%. The populations P2 and
P5 are the “worst” among the ten, in that they contain very few “good” users and that the highest reliability
of these users is 0.7. Hence, the convergence criterion used for the experiments in Figure 3.10 is sufficient
for the other eight “more reliable” populations (to achieve the maximum accuracy) but is inadequate for P2
and P5.
I also ran our system with different convergence criteria on four populations P2, P5, P8, and P10. The
results show that applying a more conservative convergence criterion, which increases the number of eval-
uation questions, the gap size, and the stopping threshold (see Section 3.3.2), improves the accuracy on
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these populations to near perfect, at the cost of a slight increase of 1.8 in user workload. The results thus
demonstrate that our solution can achieve high accuracy across a broad range of populations.
I also found that the user workload remains very low at 1.8-6.5 per interface.
Effects of Population Size: Finally, I experimented with population sizes varying from 50 to 10,000
users, over many population types. The results show that matching accuracy remains stable and that the
time it took to manage the collaboration framework was negligible. Furthermore, as expected, the workload
required per user to complete the task decreases linearly as the population size increases. This suggests that
this approach can scale up to very large populations in all important performance aspects, and that in a large
population the minimal workload per user will be significantly reduced further.
3.5.4 “Hands-Off” Systems
To explore the potential of our framework for building “hands-off”, long-running integration systems where
the builder workload is significantly reduced or removed, I attempted to build a simple data integration
system on the Web, relying almost exclusively on user efforts.
This system integrates online book stores. I created a simple mediated schema (having five attributes),
found a large set of potential book store query interfaces from invisibleweb.com, then set up our collabo-
rative framework. To recruit users, I used a “payment” scheme by leveraging the homepage of a database
course. When a student reached the course homepage, he or she had to answer a simple question before
gaining further access. However, each student did not have to answer more than 4 questions per day, and
most of them ended up answering no more than 2. I used the answers to discover book store query inter-
faces, then match them with the mediated schema. After 12 days, I have built a system over 10 book stores.
This was done with very little workload from each user (1.5 answers per day on average). Since the system
builder did no work, apart from the initial setup as described earlier, I found the system slightly buggy (e.g.,
certain matches were not correct), but still very useful: one can query it via the mediated schema and obtain
good results from the sources.
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3.6 Summary
I have described a collaborative, Web 2.0 style approach that modifies schema matching tools to learn from
non-expert users to improve accuracy. I discussed how to recruit users, how to modify the tools to ask
questions, and how to reliably merge multiple potentially noisy user answers. My experiments showed that
the approach improves the accuracy of schema matching by 9 to 56% (absolute), and reduces the system
builder workload by 33 to 65%, at minimal workload per user. I have also explored how this approach
can potentially help build data integration systems where previously not possible. This style of system
building therefore has demonstrated the potential of mass collaboration for schema matching and other data
integration contexts.
Potential future work includes refinements to my current solution, investigations of its effectiveness for
other tasks (e.g., wrapper construction, system maintenance), and more extensive real-world evaluation. I
would also like to study settings in which data integration systems can be designed so that they can learn
from traces of user activities (e.g., implicit feedback) to further improve accuracy and expand the coverage
of the integration system.
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Chapter 4
Relaxing Structural Assumptions
In this chapter I describe the third and final thrust of this thesis – relaxing rigid structural assumptions to
allow lazy, on-the-fly integration of Web data. As described in the introduction, many integration needs are
ad-hoc and short-lived, making the typical approach of building precise wrappers to extract structured data
overkill. In this chapter we describe a conceptually new approach which allows users to quickly pose queries
over Web data without suffering the large cost of building precise wrappers. Given a query, the SLIC system
employs approximate query processing techniques to return a best-effort answer (with superset guarantees).
If the user is satisfied, they can stop. Otherwise they interact with the system, iteratively providing structural
information and obtaining refined results until they are satisfied. Thus the user provides only as much
structure as necessary in order to answer their query. The key insight for this approach is that users can
often obtain satisfactory (even exact) results after providing only a fraction of the structural information that
would be required to build precise wrappers, thus significantly reducing integration costs. In this chapter we
describe this approach, present solutions to several key challenges, and empirically illustrate the promise of
this new approach for on-the-fly integration.
4.1 Precise Wrapping
To set the stage for SLIC, in this section I briefly review the development of precise wrappers. Works on
this topic date back to the 90s [Gupta et al., 1997, Kushmerick et al., 1997] (see also [Laender et al., 2002,
Agichtein and Sarawagi, 2006, Doan et al., 2006b, Chang and Cho, 2006] for recent surveys and tutorials).
Initially, extraction rules were written by hand, and research focused on building tools that can assist the
manual process (e.g., [Gupta et al., 1997]). Manual development however is highly expensive, and so soon
many automated solutions were proposed. These solutions roughly follow three main directions: learning-
based, completely automatic, and interactive.
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The learning-based direction asks users to mark up examples of desired data values, then learns ex-
traction rules from the marked-up data [Kushmerick et al., 1997, Lerman et al., 2004]. Well-known sys-
tems include WIEN, SOFTMEALY, STALKER, and DEBYE [Kushmerick et al., 1997, Hsu and Dung, 1998,
Muslea et al., 2001, Ribeiro-Neto et al., 1999]. Marking up data can still be labor intensive, so another di-
rection attempts to infer extraction rules completely automatically, by comparing the formatting regularities
across different descriptions of the target attributes. Examples include ROADRUNNER, EXALG, IEPAD, and
others [Crescenzi et al., 2001, Arasu and Garcia-Molina, 2003a, Chang and Lui, 2001, Embley et al., 1999,
Zhao et al., 2006].
At the moment, both directions are still very much active. But a new direction has also emerged,
one that combines and extends existing directions to build interactive systems. These systems actively
“work” with the user to build precise wrappers. The interaction can range from supplying marked-up
data a priori, to marking up data on the fly, in an active-learning fashion, to answering questions, or
to making some selections to guide the search for extraction rules. Well-known works include LIXTO,
NODOSE, FETCH (at fetch.com), SGWRAP, DAPPIT (at dappit.com), and others [Gottlob et al., 2004,
Adelberg, 1998, Liu et al., 2000, Meng et al., 2003b, Irmak and Suel, 2006]. Several industrial-strength sys-
tems that I know also follow this approach.
Though different, works in all three above directions share a key commonality: virtually all of them
can be viewed as searching for the precise extraction rules in a search space, where the search is guided
by marked-up data, regularities of the Web pages, user feedback, and heuristics. Since this search space is
often huge or infinite, finding the correct extraction rules can take considerable time [Irmak and Suel, 2006,
Crescenzi et al., 2001].
Worse, in many cases the correct rules cannot even be found, because either the search space does not
contain these rules (e.g., when the rule language is not sufficiently expressive [Crescenzi et al., 2001]), or the
data is noisy and misleads the system, or the heuristics used are incorrect [Arasu and Garcia-Molina, 2003a].
In such cases, a wrapper often ends up employing imprecise rules, and extracting data that is only partially
correct. The user then must clean up this extracted data, in a time-consuming process. In my experiments,
for instance, the precise wrapper tools extracted only partially correct data in 30 out of 54 cases, resulting
in 3-46 minutes of cleaning time. This is consistent with findings at several industrial settings that I am
familiar with, where a large number of people are routinely hired to clean up the partially correct output of
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state-of-the-art wrapper systems.
Thus, while precise wrappers continue to play a critical role in long-running applications, the fact that
they often take too long or incur too much cleaning makes them less than ideal as a solution for on-the-fly
querying, which I describe next.
4.2 Problem & Solution Overview
I now define on-the-fly querying, as considered in this chapter, then provide an overview of SLIC. Specif-
ically, I describe aSLIC and apSLIC, the two concrete versions that I have implemented. To extract data,
aSLIC exploits only user query and feedback, whereas apSLIC extends aSLIC with current precise wrap-
ping techniques.
4.2.1 On-the-Fly Querying
Following the setting in other current works on precise wrappers [Irmak and Suel, 2006, Laender et al., 2002,
Zhai and Liu, 2005], I assume that the user has retrieved from the Web sources (e.g., using the solution in
[Gazen and Minton, 2005]) a set of Web pagesD that describe real-world items (e.g., products, houses), and
that conform to a set of formatting templates. I consider the common scenarios where each data item occu-
pies a whole page (e.g., houses in Figure 1.2.a), or the items are listed sequentially on a page (e.g., schools
in Figure 1.2.b). Considering more complex scenarios, such as where item descriptions can be interleaved,
is a subject of future research.
I assume that the user wants to pose just one or a few queries over the Web pages D. As a first step,
I consider select-project-join SQL queries. Besides θ-join commonly found in RDBMSs, I also consider
approximate string joins, because they are crucial for processing heterogeneous Web data (Section 4.4.1
formally defines such joins). Examples of users who are capable and often want to write such queries
include domain scientists, intelligence analysts, data mining experts, and skilled users on the Web and at
enterprises.
Since the user often wants to know all correct result tuples, I require that the result that SLIC produces
in each iteration must be a superset of the true query result. Possible future work is to explore more general
semantics based on combinations of precision and recall.
I can now define our problem as follows: design SLIC such that given a set of Web pages D and a query
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Q, described as above, it produces the smallest possible superset of the true query result, while minimizing
both run time and the amount of user interaction.
4.2.2 The aSLIC Algorithm
To address the above problem, aSLIC proceeds as follows:
1. First, the user defines a set of approximate wrappers W1, . . . ,Wn, where each Wi will take as input a set
of Web pages from D, and produce as output a relational table with schema Ri. Next, he or she specifies
a SQL query Q over the schemas R1, . . . , Rn.
2. aSLIC pre-processes the input Web pages, and initializes the wrappers using information gleaned from
Q.
3. Loop:
(a) Wrappers W1, . . . ,Wn extract approximate relational tables T1, . . . , Tn from their input Web data.
(b) The approximate query processor executes Q over T1, . . . , Tn, and returns the result to the user.
(c) aSLIC terminates when the user finds the result satisfactory. Otherwise, it solicits and incorporates
user feedback into the wrappers, then jumps back to Step 3.a.
I now explain aSLIC in more detail, using a tiny real-estate example. Consider the three house-listing pages
and a school information page in Figure 4.1.a. Suppose that user U wants to find from these pages all houses
with square feet area above 4000 and price above $500000, together with information about associated high
schools.
Step 1: U defines two approximate wrappers. Wrapper W1 will extract prices, areas, and school names
from the house pages, to populate a table HOUSES(price,area,hschool). Wrapper W2 will extract school
names from the school page, to populate a table SCHOOLS(sname). U then specifies the following query
Q:
SELECT *
FROM HOUSES, SCHOOLS
WHERE (HOUSES.price > 500000) & (HOUSES.area > 4000) &
(HOUSES.hschool = SCHOOLS.sname)
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Waterfront on two sides          $513000
6732 Spring Hills St, Champaign 3500 sqft
Beds: 4   Baths: 3
Schools: Franklin (just two blocks away)
Amazing house in great location! $619000
3112 Neil St., Champaign 4700 sqft
Beds: 5   Baths: 4
Schools: elem. Randall, feeds into Basktall
Cozy house on quiet street          $351000
5146 Windsor Ave., Champaign 2750 sqft
Beds: 4   Baths: 2.5
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Amazing house in great location! $619000
3112 Neil St., Champaign
Beds: 5   Baths: 4   Sqft: 4700
Schools: elem. Randall, feeds into Basktall
Cozy house on quiet street          $351000
5146 Windsor Ave., Champaign         2750 sqft
Beds: 4   Baths: 2.5
Schools: Vanhise {“Cozy”, 
“Cozy house”, 
…, “Vanhise”}
{351000,5146,
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{“Basktall”, “Basktall, Cherry”,   …, “92%”}
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y3
y2
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SCHOOLS
HOUSES
(c)
x1
x3
x2
Figure 4.1: The first iteration of aSLIC on a real-estate example.
Note that at the moment no data has been extracted into the tables HOUSES and SCHOOLS yet.
Step 2: aSLIC then pre-processes the Web pages by asking the wrappers to segment their input Web pages
into individual records, each of which describes a single item (e.g., a house or a school). The Web pages
in Figure 4.1.a will be segmented into records t1, t2, t3 for houses, and v1, v2, v3 for schools (Figure 4.1.b).
Note that no segmentation is necessary for houses, because each house page already describes a single house
and thus becomes a record.
Next, aSLIC initializes each wrapper by creating for it a “knowledge base” regarding the attributes that
it must extract. For now, the knowledge bases contain only information aSLIC can infer from query Q.
For example, from the selection condition (HOUSES.price > 500000) & (HOUSES.area > 4000) of Q,
aSLIC can infer that price and area are numeric. This information goes into knowledge base B1 of wrapper
W1 (which must extract price and area). The knowledge base B2 of wrapper W2 remains empty, because
aSLIC cannot infer anything useful for sname from query Q. (Later, aSLIC expands these knowledge
bases via user feedback.)
Step 3. First iteration: aSLIC then applies the wrappers to the segmented records to extract approximate
records. For example, wrapper W1 extracts record x1 (Figure 4.1.c) from record t1 (Figure 4.1.b) as follows.
From B1, wrapper W1 knows that price is numeric. So it extracts all numbers from record t1, and places
this set of numbers into the cell price of tuple x1. Similarly, since area is also numeric, wrapper W1 places
the same set of numbers into the cell area of tuple x1. Finally, since nothing is known about hschool, the
value of this attribute can be any substring of tuple t1. So W1 places the set of all such substrings into the
cell hschool of tuple x1.
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Figure 4.2: The second iteration of aSLIC on the same real-estate example of Figure 4.1.
In the end, applying wrapper W1 to the segmented records t1, t2, t3 produces records x1, x2, x3, respec-
tively, which form table HOUSES in Figure 4.1.c. Similarly, applying wrapper W2 to records v1, v2, v3
produces records y1, y2, y3, which form table SCHOOLS. (In practice aSLIC stores such tables in a very
compact form called compact tables, see Section 4.3.2).
Next, aSLIC employs an approximate query processor to execute query Q over tables HOUSES and
SCHOOLS. The result, shown in Figure 4.1.d, is three pairs of records, each describing a house that aSLIC
thinks may satisfy query Q, together with the associated school information. Observe that each record is
shown to the user in the natural-text format, not the internal a-set-of-values-in-each-cell format. Observe
also that this result is a superset of the true result (which is the record pair x2 − y1).
User U quickly scans the produced superset result and, seeing that incorrect houses (e.g., having area
below 4000) are also admitted, asks aSLIC to narrow the superset. SLIC responds with a question such
as “is area set in bold font?”. U answers “yes”. aSLIC then updates the knowledge bases with this
information, then enters the second iteration.
Step 3. Second iteration: aSLIC leverages the new information “area is in bold font” to re-extract data.
Figure 4.2.a shows the new tables HOUSES and SCHOOLS. Notice how the values for area have been
narrowed from large sets in Figure 4.1.c to single values in Figure 4.2.a. Next, aSLIC re-executes query Q,
then shows U the new result in Figure 4.2.b. This time, the result contains only the correct pair of records.
U is satisfied, and aSLIC terminates.
Note that while iterating, aSLIC also notifies U when the result appears to have converged to the true
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result. U can either stop or continue in more iterations until he or she is satisfied.
4.2.3 The apSLIC Algorithm
To extract data, the approximate wrappers of aSLIC rely exclusively on information gleaned from user
query and feedback. Given the wealth of precise wrapping techniques that have been developed, a natural
question is then: can the two be combined to build better approximate wrappers?
To explore this question, I have implemented apSLIC, a solution that extends aSLIC with precise
wrapper methods. Specifically, I modified the approximate wrappers so that, given a query Q, they first
apply a precise wrapper method to extract all attributes involved in Q. Next, they ask the user to mark
attributes that have been correctly extracted. Finally, they proceed exactly like aSLIC, except that they try
to extract only the unmarked attributes.
To illustrate, suppose apSLIC has applied a precise wrapper method Wp to the individual records in
Figure 4.1.b. After inspecting the output of Wp, user U informs apSLIC that Wp has extracted price
correctly, but area, hschool and sname incorrectly. apSLIC then starts aSLIC, exactly as described
earlier, but gives aSLIC the correctly extracted prices. aSLIC then knows not to extract prices, thus reducing
run time and user efforts.
apSLIC currently employs Depta, a recent automatic precise wrapping technique [Zhai and Liu, 2005]
(but any other precise wrapping method can also be used). Later I empirically compare apSLIC with aSLIC,
and discuss conditions under which apSLIC can be beneficial.
In general, there are potentially many ways to combine aSLIC with precise wrappers, and apSLIC
provides but just one starting point. In Section 4.5.2 I discuss such alternative combination methods as a
part of the future work.
4.3 Approximate Wrapping
I have introduced aSLIC and apSLIC. Since apSLIC can be obtained from aSLIC via the modifications
described in Section 4.2.3, I will not discuss it further, but focus instead on describing aSLIC: its approxi-
mate wrapper, query processor, and user interaction modules. For clarity, I concentrate on the key ideas of
each module. I now start by describing the approximate wrapper module.
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4.3.1 Segmenting Web Pages into Records
Recall that to extract data, an approximate wrapper W starts by segmenting the input Web pages into indi-
vidual records (Section 4.2.2). Many solutions have been proposed for this problem (e.g., [Liu et al., 2003,
Embley et al., 1999]). At the moment, aSLIC employs the solution in [Liu et al., 2003] because it has been
shown to be both fast and accurate. This solution identifies records using the HTML tag trees and visual
cues of Web pages.
4.3.2 Extracting Attribute Values from Records
After locating the records, wrapper W examines them to extract attribute values. To do so, it employs a set
of features, a knowledge base, and a compact-table representation, which I describe next.
Features
To extract data, wrapper W employs a set of features F = {f1, . . . , fm} that describe the common char-
acteristics of text regions. Example features include numeric, bold-font, italic-font, underlined, hyper-
linked, contains, preceded-by, followed-by, min-value, and max-value. Each feature takes values such
as yes, distinct-yes, no, distinct-no, and unknown. Let f(R) denote the value of feature f for region R.
Then bold-font(R) = distinct-yes for example means that R is set in bold font, but the text surrounding R
is not.
Each feature f is associated with two procedures Verify and Refine. Wrapper W employs these pro-
cedures to extract data from Web pages (see Section 4.3.2). Verify(R, f, v) returns true if f(R) = v, and
false otherwise. Refine(R, f, v) returns all maximal subregions R′ of R for which Verify(R′, f, v) is true.
A subregion R′ is maximal if it cannot be extended either on the left or the right and still obtain a subregion
for which f = v holds.
aSLIC currently uses a rich set of such features. The features and associated procedures have been built
into the system (thus do not have to be provided by the user). Features can be easily removed or added, as
deemed appropriate for the domain at hand. Section 4.5.2 briefly discusses how to select the features.
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Knowledge Base
In aSLIC, each wrapper W contains a “knowledge base” B, which is a set of domain constraints. Each
domain constraint (a, f, v) states that if a text region R represents a value for attribute a, then feature f of
R takes value v. At the start of aSLIC, B contains only those constraints that W can infer from query Q.
Later, every time the user answers a question that involves an attribute that W is supposed to extract, W
adds to B a domain constraint that captures the user answer (see Section 4.5.1).
Representing Extracted Data
Before describing how wrapper W employs knowledge base B to extract data, I must discuss how the
extracted data is represented. Recall from Section 4.2.2 that conceptually this data is a set of relational
tables, where each table cell contains a set of values. Consider for example table HOUSES in Figure 4.1.c,
where the cell price of the first tuple contains the set {513000, 6732, 3500, 4, 3}, representing all possible
values of price.
aSLIC however cannot represent extracted data like this, because as query execution progresses, the
number of values per table cell often grows very quickly, posing serious storage and processing problems.
Instead, aSLIC employs a far more efficient representation called compact table. The key idea is to exploit
the sequential nature of text to “pack” the set of values of each cell into a much smaller set of so-called
assignments.
Specifically, I define two types of assignments: exact and contain. An exact assignment exact(R)
encodes a value that is exactly region R (modulo an optional cast from string to numeric). For example,
exact(“92”) encodes value 92. A contain assignment contain(R) encodes all values that are R itself or
subregions of R. For example, assignment contain(“<b>Cherry Hills</b>,<i>92”) encodes all values
that are regions inside “<b>Cherry Hills</b>,<i>92”.
Then a compact table is a “relational table” such that each cell c contains a set of assignments: c =
{m1(R1), . . . ,mk(Rk)}. Let V(mi(Ri)) be the set of values encoded by mi(Ri), then the set of value
encoded by cell c is ∪ki=1V(mi(Ri)).
At the start, after segmenting the input Web pages into records, aSLIC converts the collection of
records into compact tables, by assigning to each table cell that stores a record with string r the assign-
ment contain(r). For example, the collection of house-listing records in Figure 4.1.b is converted into the
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price area Hschool
contain(“Waterfront on . . . blocks away”) contain(“Waterfront on . . . blocks away”) contain(“Waterfront on . . . blocks away”)
contain(“Amazing house . . . into Basktall”) contain(“Amazing house . . . into Basktall”) contain(“Amazing house . . . into Basktall”)
contain(“Cozy house . . . Schools: Vanhise”) contain(“Cozy house . . . Schools: Vanhise”) contain(“Cozy house . . . Schools: Vanhise”)
price area hschool
{exact(513000), exact(6732), exact(3500), exact(4), exact(3)} {exact(513000), exact(6732), exact(3500), exact(4), exact(3)} {contain(“Waterfront on . . . blocks away”)}
{exact(619000), exact(3112), exact(4700), exact(5), exact(4)} {exact(619000), exact(3112), exact(4700), exact(5), exact(4)} {contain(“Amazing house . . . into Basktall”)}
{exact(351000), exact(5146), exact(2750), exact(4), exact(2.5)} {exact(351000), exact(5146), exact(2750), exact(4), exact(2.5)} {contain(“Cozy house . . . Schools: Vanhise”)}
B = {(price, numeric, yes),
(area, numeric, yes) }
HOUSES
HOUSES
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.3: Given the compact table in (a), and the knowledge that price and area are numeric, an approx-
imate wrapper extracts data into the compact table in (b).
compact table in Figure 4.3.a.
Afterward, wrapper W (and the query processor) operates only on compact tables. For example, given
the compact table in Figure 4.3.a and the knowledge base B shown on the same figure, wrapper W extracts
data (that conforms to B) into the compact table in Figure 4.3.b. In what follows I describe such extractions.
Extraction from Compact Tables
Intuitively, given a compact table T , applying wrapper W to extract data from T means removing as many
values as possible (from table T ) that do not satisfy the knowledge base B of W . This in turn is accom-
plished by applying W to each cell of T . Recall that each such cell c conceptually encodes a set V(c) of
values of an attribute a. The goal, then, is to remove as many values as possible from V(c) that do not satisfy
B.
Thus, let the extraction result be T ′, then T ′ will be a compact table with the same structure as the input
T , except that each cell has been transformed by W . In particular, let c and c′ be two corresponding cells of
T and T ′, and let c = {m1(R1), . . . ,mn(Rk)}. Then
c′ = ∪ki=1 A(W,mi(Ri))
where A(W,mi(Ri)) denotes the set of assignments resulting from applying wrapper W to assignment
mi(Ri).
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I now describe how to compute A(W,mi(Ri)). Let a be the attribute that refers to cell c, then mi(Ri)
encodes a set of values of a. Let Ba = {k1, . . . , kp} be the set of domain constraints in knowledge base
B that involve a. Our goal is to remove as many values as possible (from mi(Ri)) that do not satisfy any
constraint in Ba. To do so, consider two cases:
Case 1: If mi(Ri) is an exact assignment, then each constraint in Ba on Ri can simply be evaluated. Let
(a, f, v) be such a constraint (meaning that feature f of attribute a must have value v). Then evaluate the
constraint by calling Verify(Ri, f, v) (see Section 4.3.2). A(W,mi(Ri) then returns the empty set if any
constraint in Ba evaluates to false, and returns mi(Ri) otherwise.
Case 2: If mi(Ri) is a contain assignment, then iteratively refine Ri, starting with constraint k1 ∈
Ba. Let k1 = (a, f, v). Then call Refine(Ri, f, v) to obtain all maximal subregions X in Ri such that
f(X) = v. For each such region X, Refine produces an assignment contain(X) or exact(X). To
see why, consider the Web page snippet “Our Price: 35.99. Only two left in stock.” Let a = price.
Suppose k1 = (price, italics, yes). Then price is in italics and hence can be any subregion of “Our
Price: 35.99”. Consequently, applying Refine to the above snippet will produce contain(“Our Price:
35.99”). On the other hand, consider the snippet “Our Price: 35.99. Only two left in stock.” Suppose
k1 = (price, italics, distinct-yes). Then we know that price is in italics, but its surrounding text is not.
Consequently, it can only be 35.99, and applying Refine to the above snippet will produce exact(“35.99”).
Suppose refining Ri with constraint k1 has refined the assignment mi(Ri) into the set of assignments
{mi1(Ri1), . . . ,mit(Rit)}. Then next refine each of the above assignments with constraint k2, and so on,
until constraint kp. The resulting set of assignments is then returned as A(W,mi(Ri)).
There is however a minor complication in the above process. Suppose refining with constraint k1 yields
an assignment m(R), and further refining m(R) with constraint k2 yields an assignment m′(R′). Then it
is possible that region R′ does not satisfy k1. However, each text region that A(W,mi(Ri)) finally outputs
must satisfy all constraints k1, . . . , kp. Hence, we always checks all subregions created with kj for violation
of k1, k2, . . . , kj−1. It is easy to prove that any order of applying k1, . . . , kp produces the same final set of
assignments.
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4.4 Approximate Query Processing
I now describe the approximate query processor. Given a query Q, the processor starts by translating Q
into an execution plan p. I currently employ a translation that applies all applicable selections, followed by
joins and the remaining selections, then finally projections. Optimizing this translation is a subject of future
research. Next, in each iteration, after the approximate wrappers have extracted data into several compact
tables, the processor executes plan p over the compact tables to produce a superset result.
Executing p reduces to executing its operators. Consider the selection operator, which traditionally op-
erates over relational tables. We must now modify it to work over compact ones. Specifically, to preserve
the superset semantics, this operator must be modified to return all tuples that may satisfy the selection
condition. For example, consider applying a selection with condition c =(price > 500000) to compact
table HOUSES in Figure 4.3.b. Consider the first tuple of this table. The price cell of this tuple is
{exact(513000), ..., exact(3)}, which contains at least one number above 500000, and hence may satisfy
condition c. The selection operator therefore must admit this tuple. Similarly it must admit the second
tuple. However, it can drop the third tuple, because the price cell of this tuple does not contain any value
above 500000 and hence the tuple cannot possibly satisfy c. The selection operator then produces as output
a compact table that has the same schema as table HOUSES, but contains only the first two tuples.
Recall from Section 4.2.1 that aSLIC currently considers select-project-join queries, where join can be
the traditional θ-join or approximate string join. Adapting selection, projection, and θ-join to the superset
semantics is not difficult (as the above example with selection suggests), and hence will not be discussed
further.
Instead, in the rest of this section I will discuss two key challenges for approximate query processing:
how to adapt approximate string join for superset semantics, and how to optimize multi-iteration execution.
4.4.1 Efficient Approximate Joins
Approximate string joins are critical in processing Web data, where a name often appear in myriad formats,
such as “D. Smith”, “Smith, David”, etc. I now describe such joins. I then show why current solutions (e.g.,
[Gravano et al., 2003, Koudas et al., 2004]) do not work for this context. Finally, I describe an effective
solution that is currently employed in aSLIC.
Approximate string joins have traditionally been defined as follows [Gravano et al., 2003]:
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“Franklin”
“Basktall”
“Vanhise”
“Franklin School”
u1
u2
u3
u4
“Basktall HS”
“Franklin”
“Vanhise Memorial”
v1
v2
v3
“Basktall HS”,“Urbana”
“Franklin”
“Vanhise Memorial”
V1
V2
V3
“Franklin”,“two blocks”
“Basktall”
“Vanhise”,“Vanhise Champaign”
“Franklin School”
U1
U2
U3
U4
(a) (b)
attribute a attribute aattribute b attribute b
Figure 4.4: Examples of (a) single-value approximate string join and (b) multi-value approximate string
join.
Definition 4.4.1. [Single-value Approx. Join] Let a and b be two attributes with instances u1, . . . , un and
v1, . . . , vm, respectively. Suppose each instance ui (vi) has as its value a single string, which for simplicity
we also denote ui (vi), when there is no ambiguity. Then the join matches any two strings ui and vj if
sim(ui, vj) ≥ θ, where sim is a string similarity function, and θ is a pre-specified threshold.
Figure 4.4.a shows such a join on school names. Given a reasonable sim, u2 = “Basktall” would match
v1 = “Basktall HS”. In aSLIC, however, attribute instances are sets of strings. Figure 4.4.b shows such
a case. (Technically, aSLIC deals with compact tables, where attribute instances are sets of assignments.
However, for ease of exposition I will first discuss the case where instances are sets of strings, then build
on that to discuss sets of assignments.) We therefore need a join definition that handles sets of strings and
preserves the superset semantics:
Definition 4.4.2. [Multi-value Approx. Join] Consider attributes a and b with instances U1, . . . , Un and
V1, . . . , Vm, respectively, where the Ui and Vj are sets of strings. Then the join matches Ui and Vj if there
exist u ∈ Ui and v ∈ Vj such that sim(u, v) ≥ θ, where sim and θ are defined as in Definition 4.4.1.
Edit distance and TF/IDF [Koudas et al., 2004, Gravano et al., 2003] are two popular string similarity
functions. Implementing multi-value edit-distance join in the aSLIC context is relatively straightforward,
so the rest of this section focuses on multi-value TF/IDF join, whose implementation is far more difficult.
Multi-Value TF/IDF Join: Challenges
In order to compute TF/IDF similarity scores, we need a corpus of “documents” C [Koudas et al., 2004,
Gravano et al., 2003]. In the case of single-value TF/IDF join, current solutions typically interpret each
instance of the joining attributes as a document (after an appropriate tokenization step), then treat the set
of all such documents as the corpus C [Gravano et al., 2003]. For example, the corpus for the join in
Figure 4.4.a would be {u1, u2, u3, u4, v1, v2, v3}.
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In the case of multi-value TF/IDF join, however, we have many possible corpora and we do not know
which one should be used in computing TF/IDF similarities. For example, consider attribute awith instances
U1, . . . , U4 in Figure 4.4.b. In the real world, the true value of instance U1 is either “Franklin” or “two
blocks”, the true value of instance U2 is “Basktall”, the true value of U3 is either “Vanhise” or “Vanhise
Champaign”, etc. The combination of all such choices (for both a and b) creates eight possible single-value
join scenarios, each with its own corpus. (Figure 4.4.a shows such a scenario.)
Now consider the multi-value join between a and b (Figure 4.4.b). Let U and V be two instances of a
and b, respectively. When computing sim(u, v) (Definition 4.4.2), where u ∈ U and v ∈ V , we do not
know which corpus among the eight above corpora should be used. Hence, to preserve superset semantics,
we must consider all eights: if sim(u, v) ≥ θ is true for any of these eight corpora, then the multi-value
join must declare u and v matched, and admit U and V .
I refer to the above solution, which directly extends current single-value join solutions [Koudas et al., 2004,
Gravano et al., 2003] as AJoin. AJoin is clearly impractical because it enumerates all possible corpora.
Hence, I develop more efficient solutions for multi-value TF/IDF join, which I elaborate below.
Efficient Multi-Value TF/IDF Join
The key idea is to compute bounds that hold over all corpora, then extend the single-value TF/IDF join to
operate over these bounds, to estimate upper bounds on sim(u, v). I first describe the single-value TF/IDF
join, then the extension.
The Single-Value TF/IDF Join: Given two string instances u and v of attribute a and b, respectively,
this join computes sim(u, v) = −→u · −→v , where −→u and −→v are TF/IDF vectors representing u and v
[Koudas et al., 2004, Gravano et al., 2003]. To construct −→u and −→v , first construct the “document” cor-
pus C , as described earlier. C contains all instances of a and b, each of which is treated as a “document”
(after a tokenization step).
Let T be the set of all tokens in C . Then vector −→u has |T | elements, one for each token k ∈ T . Let −→u k
be the element that corresponds to token k, then it can be computed as [Koudas et al., 2004]:
−→u k = α · tf(k, u) · log(idf(k)), (4.1)
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where α is a normalization constant computed as
α = 1/
√∑
k∈T
[tf(k, u) · log(idf(k))]2 (4.2)
The term frequency tf(k, u) is the number of times k appears in u. The inverse document frequency idf(k)
is |C| divided by the number of documents containing k.
Note that many TF/IDF variants exist. I adopt the above variant because it has been shown to work
well [Koudas et al., 2004], is relatively simple to understand, and was found empirically to work well in our
context (see Section 4.6).
The BJoin Algorithm: Now consider joining U and V in the multi-value context. Recall that they join
if there exists u ∈ U and v ∈ V such that sim(u, v) ≥ θ. The key idea is to compute an upper bound
for sim(u, v), denoted as sim(u, v), then join u and v if sim(u, v) ≥ θ. To compute sim(u, v), use
Equation 4.1 to write
sim(u, v) = −→u · −→v
=
∑
k∈u∩v
α1 tf(k, u) log(idf(k)) · α2 tf(k, v) log(idf(k))
= α1α2
∑
k∈u∩v
tf(k, u)tf(k, v) log2(idf(k)) (4.3)
The terms tf(k, u) and tf(k, v) count the number of times token k appears in u and v, and are trivial to
compute. So all that remain is to find a way to compute upper bounds for α1, α2, and idf(k).
To compute an upper bound for idf(k), make a single pass over the set of instances of attributes a and
b to compute two quantities: all(k) and some(k). all(k) is the number of instances where all strings in
each instance contain k, and some(k) is the number of instances where at least one string (in each instance)
contains k. It is easy to show that
idf(k) ∈
[
N
some(k)
,
N
all(k)
]
, (4.4)
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where N is the total number of instances of a and b. Thus N/all(k) is an upper bound for idf(k).
To compute an upper bound for α1, the normalization constant for −→u , observe from Equation 4.2 that
minimizing
∑
k∈T [tf(k, u) · log(idf(k))]2 yields an upper bound. For each term [tf(k, u) · log(idf(k))],
again observe that tf(k, u) can be computed by trivial counting. So to minimize the term, minimize
log(idf(k)). This is done by setting idf(k) to N/some(k), as Formula 4.4 suggests. In effect, this is
equivalent to upper bounding α1 using the shortest possible unnormalized TF/IDF vector for u. Proceed
similarly to compute an upper bound for α2.
The CJoin Algorithm: BJoin treats U and V as sets of strings. In practice, however, aSLIC operates
over compact tables, where each attribute instance is a set of assignments (see Section 4.3.2). Recall that
there are two types of assignments: exact(R) means the true value is exactly R, and contain(R) means the
true value is a region inside R. If all assignments are exact, we can simply use algorithm BJoin. However,
since contain assignments are common, we design the CJoin algorithm to handle them.
As a simple solution, CJoin can simply convert each assignment contain(R) into a set of exact assign-
ments by enumerating all regions of R. For example, assignment contain(“near V anhise HS”) would
become {exact(“near”), exact(“V anhise”), . . . , exact(“nearV anhiseHS”)}. Once all contain assign-
ments have been converted, CJoin reduces to BJoin. However, since the conversion often produces an
explosion of exact assignments, this is inefficient.
We therefore design CJoin to operate directly on contain assignments. The basic idea is as follows. Let
U be an assignment contain(R), which can be converted to {exact(R1), . . . , exact(Rn)}. Let V be an
assignment exact(S). Then U and V match if there exists an Ri such that sim(Ri, S) ≥ θ. Consequently,
if we compute an upper bound R over sim(Ri, S), i ∈ [1, n], then we can declare U and V match if R ≥ θ.
This is clearly an approximation, but is also far more efficient than exhaustively considering each Ri. We
can compute R in a manner similar to our treatment of BJoin, starting with Equation 4.3.
To elaborate, consider any two assignments m1(R1) and m2(R2). To compute an upper bound on
sim(m1(R1),m2(R2)), first compute the range of possible idf(k) values for each token k. Specifically,
compute all(k) as the number of instances where both attributes a and b must contain k, and some(k) as the
number of instances where at least one assignment contains k.
Next, again upper bound idf(k) with N/all(k). Also upper bound α1 and α2 with the shortest possible
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Input: compact tables T1 and T2,
attributes a in T1 and b in T2
threshold θ
Output: compact table T
scan T1 & T2 once to compute
minIdf(k) & maxIdf(k) for all tokens k in T1 & T2
index I from a set of tokens K to (tuple,assignment) pairs in T2
T ← empty compact table
for each tuple t1 ∈ T1
for each assignment m1(R1) ∈ t1.a
K ← set of tokens in R1
if m1 is exact, α1 ← 1/
√∑
K [tf(k,R1) · log(minIdf(k))]2
else, α1 ← 1/minK log(minIdf(k))
for each (tuple t2, assignment m2(R2)) ∈ I(K)
if m2 is exact, α2 ← 1/
√∑
k∈R2
[tf(k,R2) · log(minIdf(k))]2
else, α2 ← 1/mink∈R2 log(minIdf(k))
sim(m1(R1),m2(R2))← α1α2
∑
k∈R1&R2
tf(k,R1)tf(k,R2) log
2(maxIdf(k))
if sim(m1(R1),m2(R2)) ≥ θ
add t1 ./ t2 to T with m1(R1) ∈ t1.a and m2(R2) ∈ t2.b
Return R
Figure 4.5: The CJoin algorithm used in SLIC.
unnormalized TF/IDF vectors for m1(R1) and m1(R1). The key problem in computing these vectors is
that given an assignment contain(R), we do not know which substring of R is the true value. We solved
this problem by showing that if m1(R1) is a contain assignment, the upper bound for α1 normalizes a
TF/IDF vector where every element is zero except the one corresponding to the token k in R1, such that
k = argmint idf(t), where t ranges over all tokens in R1.
Algorithm CJoin (summarized in Figure 4.5) is what I use in the current aSLIC version for approximate
string join.
4.4.2 Multi-Iteration Optimization
Recall that aSLIC operates in multiple iterations (e.g., 3-9 in my experiments), and that in each iteration it
leverages user feedback to re-extract and re-execute the execution plan p (for user query Q). Consequently,
optimizing the re-extraction and re-execution across iterations is critical to slash execution time and enable
real-time interaction with the user. For this goal, I employ two complementary solutions: reuse and subset
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evaluation.
Reusing Query Results: When executing plan p in iteration n, keep track of all intermediate results (e.g.,
intermediate compact tables). Let Cn be the set of these results. Then when executing p in iteration (n+1),
reuse Cn to avoid re-extracting and re-executing from scratch. To do so, (a) examine the user feedback in
iteration (n+1) to find new attributes that this feedback “touches”, (b) re-extract values for these attributes
(using Cn to avoid re-extracting values for “untouched” attributes), then (c) re-execute the parts of plan
p that may possibly have changed (again using Cn to avoid re-executing portions of the plan that have
not changed). In particular, we need only re-execute p bottom-up, beginning with the re-extracted values
from (b) and re-executing a given operator in p only when its input has changed. This way we can avoid
re-executing potentially costly operators whose output will be the same in iteration (n+ 1).
Subset Evaluation: In aSLIC, I also use subset evaluation. The key idea is that for the first few iterations
aSLIC executes plan p over only a subset of the input Web pages, thus dramatically reducing execution
time. It does so for the sole goal of collecting domain knowledge from the user. When the user is satisfied
with the query result sample that aSLIC produces, aSLIC switches to the mode of executing over the entire
set of input Web pages, to produce the full result. Currently, the subset is created via random sampling
(though more sophisticated creation methods are certainly possible), and its size is set to be 5-30% of the
original set, depending on how large this original set is.
Combining the Two Optimizations: The current aSLIC implementation starts with subset evaluation.
When the user is satisfied, or subset evaluations produces zero or too few query results (thus providing
insufficient support for soliciting user feedback as described in Section 4.5), aSLIC switched to the mode
of executing on the full dataset. It employs reuse as discussed above for both subset evaluation and full
execution.
4.5 User Interaction
In this section I first discuss the specific solutions that aSLIC currently employs to solicit user feedback,
then the general issues regarding such solutions.
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4.5.1 Question Selection Strategies
The current aSLIC solicits user feedback by asking several questions in each iteration. Given the large
question space, it is critical that aSLIC select “good” questions, so that it can quickly converge on the
correct query result.
The Space of Questions: I consider questions of the form “what is the value of feature f for attribute
a?”, where f is a feature of text regions (see Section 4.3.2). Example features include (but are not limited
to) numeric, bold-font, italic-font, underlined, hyperlinked, contains, preceded-by, followed-by, min-
value, and max-value.
For the above question, suppose the user answers v, then aSLIC adds the constraint (a, f, v) to the
knowledge base of the wrapper in charge of extracting attribute a. Thus, at any point in time the space of
possible questions is defined by all features whose values are still unknown. I now discuss two strategies to
select the next best question from this space.
Sequential Strategy: This strategy selects questions based on a predefined order over the question space.
Currently, I rank the attributes in decreasing “importance”, in a domain-independent fashion, taking into
account factors such as whether an attribute participates in a join, commonly appears in a variety of Web
pages, etc. Then given the ranked list a1, . . . , an, first ask questions related to attribute a1. Once these are
exhausted, move to a2, and so on.
Simulation Strategy: This strategy selects the question that is expected to reduce by the largest amount
the size of the current superset result. Consider a question d regarding feature f of attribute a. Let V be the
set of possible values for f , and B be the union of all current knowledge bases. Then the expected number
of results after asking d is
∑
v∈V
Pr[user answers v|asks d] · |exec(Q,B ∪ {(a, f, v)})|,
where |exec(Q,B ∪ {(a, f, v)})| is the size of the result that would be obtained if aSLIC executes query
Q, assuming the current knowledge B and assuming that the user has stated that feature f has value v. This
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quantity can be computed by carrying out the execution, effectively simulating the case that the user indeed
answers v.
Each probability Pr[answers v|d] is set to be (1−α)/|V |, where α is the probability that the user chooses
not to answer the question (e.g., by selecting the option “I do not know”). This makes the simplifying
assumption that the user gives each answer v ∈ V with equal probability. Examining how to better estimate
these probabilities from the data being queried is possible future work.
Simulating |exec(Q,B ∪ {(a, f, v)})| for all feature/value pairs can be costly. Hence, I optimize this
process using both subset evaluation and reuse, as described in Section 4.4.2.
Notifying the User of Convergence: To provide more effective interaction, aSLIC detects and notifies the
user when the result for a query appears to have “converged” to the correct result. To do so, in each iteration
it monitors both the number of tuples in the result set as well as the number of assignments produced by
the extraction process. If these numbers remain constant for k iterations (currently set to 3), aSLIC notifies
the user that convergence appears to have happened. The user can either stop or continue in more iterations
until he or she is satisfied. In Section 4.6.2 I evaluate the effectiveness of this notification method.
4.5.2 Discussion
I now discuss general issues regarding user feedback.
Ease of Answering Questions: First, aSLIC should ask questions that the user can answer quickly and
accurately. Toward this end, I have carefully designed the features f1, . . . , fn so that the resulting questions
focus on the appearance (e.g., bold-font), location (e.g., does this attribute lie entirely in the first half of
the record?), and semantics (e.g., what is a maximal value for price?) of the attributes. In my experiments
I found that users were able to answer these questions quickly and accurately (after some visual inspection;
if unsure, the user answered “I do not know”).
More Types of User Feedback: aSLIC can be extended to handle more types of user feedback, beyond
question answering. For example, it can ask the user to mark up a sample title. If this title is in bold,
then aSLIC can infer that for the question “is title in bold?”, the answer cannot be “no” (but can be “yes” or
“sometimes”). Hence, during the search for the next best question, aSLIC does not have to simulate the case
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of user’s answering “no” to this question, resulting in time savings. As another example, apSLIC currently
employs Depta, an automatic precise wrapper (Section 4.2.3). However, it can also employ an interactive
precise wrapper, in which case it would benefit from all the user interactions commonly solicited by such
wrappers. Exploiting different types of feedback effectively in a SLIC-like approach is an important future
research direction.
Feedback in Precise vs. Approximate Wrappers: What is the key difference between the ways precise
and approximate wrappers exploit user feedback? I find that precise wrappers typically exploit such feed-
back to make “inductive” inference. For example, from a sample title provided by the user, such wrappers
infer a set of candidate precise extraction rules, then leverage more user feedback or data to rank the rules.
In contrast, approximate wrappers exploit feedback to perform “deductive” inference. For example, if
the user states that title is bold, then such wrappers infer that the title must be in a certain text region. As
another example, if the user provides a sample title, then such wrappers draw only conclusions that must
be followed from the sample title (e.g., the answer cannot be “no” to the question “is title bold?”). This
“deductive” nature enables approximate wrappers to provide superset semantics.
4.6 Empirical Evaluation
I have evaluated aSLIC and apSLIC on 27 query scenarios over 1166 Web pages across three domains. I
now describe this evaluation in detail.
Methods: I first decided to compare aSLIC and apSLIC with the following four methods for on-the-fly
querying. (1) Manual: manually inspect and collect the answers from the data. (2) Wrapper Perl Script:
write a Perl script (and employ RDBMS if necessary) to extract data and execute the user query (assuming
a highly skilled technical user). (3) Wrapper Depta: employ Depta, a state-of-the-art academic prototype
[Zhai and Liu, 2005], to build precise wrappers, then execute the user query over the extracted data (after
any necessary cleaning). (4) Wrapper X: same as Wrapper Depta, except that I replace Depta with
X, a state-of-the-art commercial tool to build precise wrappers. (I withhold the real name of X to avoid
legal complications, a practice also commonly adopted in RDBMS benchmarking.) Note that Depta is
completely automatic, whereas X is interactive. In what follows I will refer to these methods simply as
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3 pages
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3286329AddAll query on 'Database'
2490249Amazon query on 'Database'
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179822ICDE Papers '84-'05
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Table 4.1: Real-world domains used to evaluate SLIC.
Q9
Q8
Q7
Q6
Q5
Q4
Q3
Q2
Q1
Query
Amazon.title SIMILAR Barnes.title AND Amazon.new price < Barnes.b&n priceAmazon, BarnesCheaper at Amazon than B&N
list price = new price AND used price < new priceAmazonCheap used books at Amazon
b&n price > 100BarnesB&N books over $100
Books
SIGMOD.authors SIMILAR ICDE.authorsSIGMOD, ICDESIGMOD/ICDE pubs sharing authors
last page < first page + 5VLDBVLDB short pubs
journal year ≠ NULLGarcia-MolinaGarcia-Molina journal pubs
DBLP
IMDB.title SIMILAR Ebert.title AND Ebert.title SIMILAR Prasanna.titleIMDB, Ebert, PrasannaUnanimous top movies
1950 ≤ year AND year < 1970EbertEbert top movies from 50's and 60's
votes < 25,000IMDBIMDB top movies with few votes
Movies
WHEREFROMQuery DescriptionDomain
Table 4.2: SQL queries used in the SLIC experiments.
Manual, Perl, Depta, and X, when there is no ambiguity.
Domains: Next, I considered three real-world domains for my experiments (see Table 4.1). In each do-
main I first downloaded a set of Web pages (between 3-1078). Next, I divided the pages into groups each
of which conforms to a template. I then created a relational table for each group. Table 4.1 describes the
characteristics of these tables. The intention is that the methods described earlier will try to extract data for
these tables, then execute SQL queries over the extracted data.
Queries: Table 4.2 lists nine queries that range from single attribute selections to three-table and multi-
column joins (I omit the SELECT clauses from these queries because they are the same: return all at-
tributes). I evaluate the methods on 27 scenarios involving these queries, as described below.
4.6.1 Overall Performance
Run Time: Table 4.3 shows the run time of the methods. The first column lists the nine queries described
earlier. The second column lists for each query three scenarios: (1) only 10 tuples for each table involved in
the query (achieved via random sampling of the input Web pages), (2) only 100 tuples for each table, and
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Table 4.3: Run time performance of several integration techniques for 27 queries.
(3) all tuples for each table (i.e., as many tuples as exist in the input Web pages).
For these 27 scenarios, the remaining columns show the run times of the various methods. All times
(averaged over 1-3 volunteers) are rounded to the minutes, and are counted from when the method is shown
the Web pages, until when the correct query result is produced (for all four non-SLIC methods) or when the
system notifies the user that it has converged (for aSLIC and apSLIC, see Section 4.5.1).
The results show that, as expected, Manual does not scale to large data sets. I stopped Manual in
several cases (marked with “–” in the figure), after it became clear that the method was not scalable. Perl
scales better; it spent most of the time in writing and debugging scripts. Depta has a mixed record. In three
cases (Q1, Q4, and Q7) it made few extraction mistakes, achieving relatively small run times. However, it
often did not extract anything useful (marked with “–”). In the remaining cases (e.g., Q8), it extracted some
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attributes correctly and some incorrectly, requiring cleaning (either by hand, if there are only a few values,
or by writing a Perl script), before the query could be executed. X shows a similar track record, though it
was able to extract data more often than Depta. The combined performance of Depta and X is notably
better than that of Perl, achieving run-time reduction by as much as 81%.
However, aSLIC achieves a significantly much better performance than these methods, reducing run
time by 16-97% in all 27 scenarios. Besides run-time savings, it is important to note that aSLIC does not
require any cleaning, whereas even X requires cleaning with Perl scripts in 15 out of 27 cases, a difficult
option for non-technical users.
Compared to aSLIC, apSLIC’s record appears mixed. For queries Q1 − Q8, aSLIC incurs very little
run time, whereas apSLIC incurs the overhead of running the precise wrapper and thus is outperformed by
aSLIC. For query Q9, aSLIC takes longer, primarily because the string joins of Q9 is costly for the question
selection module. So apSLIC has an opportunity to win, and it does, for the first two scenarios, where it
cuts the run time almost in haft (17-19 vs. 31-34). Unfortunately, for the last scenario, which involves a
large number of input Web pages, the precise wrapper incurs a long run time itself, hence causing apSLIC
to lose again. These preliminary results suggest that apSLIC can win in cases where query execution is
costly (so aSLIC often takes a long time) and the run time of the precise wrapper remains small.
Accuracy: Recall that I stopped aSLIC when it notified the user that it had converged. I found that
aSLIC converged to the correct result set in 23 out of 27 scenarios. In the four remaining cases (not shown),
it converged to 170%, 161%, 114%, and 102% of the correct result set, respectively. The cases of 170% and
161% occurred when the number of tuples returned was relatively small (22 and 98 tuples), which could be
easily corrected with manual postprocessing. The results thus suggest that aSLIC achieves high accuracy,
and that its convergence notification method is effective. My experiments with apSLIC show similar results.
4.6.2 Evaluating SLIC Components
I now evaluate the effectiveness of the various SLIC components, using aSLIC (which I believe provides a
better setting to study approximate components than apSLIC).
Soliciting Domain Knowledge: First I examine the effectiveness of soliciting user feedback. Figure 4.4
shows aSLIC’s performance per iteration, in nine randomly selected query scenarios. In each iteration I
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Domain Query
Num
Tuples per 
Table
Num 
Correct
Tuples
Num Tuples After Each Iteration (bold/italic entries when in reuse mode) Num 
Questions
Asked
Total 
Time
(min)
Superset 
Size1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Movies
Q1 10 0 10 0 2 0.18 100%
Q2 100 31 18 18 18 31 4 0.37 100%
Q3 242-517 61 32 21 20 7 4 4 4 98 12 3.92 161%
DBLP
Q4 10 5 10 5 5 5 6 0.48 100%
Q5 500 119 60 60 119 119 119 8 1.32 100%
Q6 500 318 199 199 66 66 1 1 1 318 12 7.72 100%
Books
Q7 500 52 60 10 10 10 52 6 1.27 100%
Q8 2490 537 60 60 12 12 12 12 537 398 10 5.03 100%
Q9 100 45 900 865 515 473 471 398 18 18 18 45 16 30.81 100%
Table 4.4: Effects of soliciting domain knowledge in aSLIC.
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Figure 4.6: Effects of subset evaluation and reuse to reduce the runtime of SLIC.
report (among others) the number of tuples in the result, and the execution method, i.e., subset evaluation,
indicated by number in normal font, or reuse, by number in bold italic font. For example, “B&N books
over $100” over 500 tuples started in subset evaluation mode, producing 60 tuples for the first iteration.
After interacting with the user in only one iteration, aSLIC reduced the result to 10 tuples. After two
more iterations with no further reduction, aSLIC converged, and switched to reuse mode to compute the
complete result. Thus after only 6 questions in 5 iterations, aSLIC produced the correct 52 tuples. The
results in Figure 4.4 suggest that aSLIC solicited knowledge effectively, to converge in only a few iterations
(2-10) to highly accurate result sets.
Utility of Subset Evaluation and Reuse: Figure 4.6 shows the run time of two SLIC version over four
queries (over 100 tuples). The result clearly shows that the optimization methods of subset evaluation and
reuse are critical to making aSLIC’s interactive paradigm feasible.
Approximate Join Algorithms: Next I compare the three approximate join algorithms described in Sec-
tion 4.4.1, AJoin, BJoin, and CJoin, over a task of joining tables from Amazon and Barnes on titles. First,
when the correct value for title was known, i.e., one exact assignment per title cell, all three algorithms
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Table 4.5: Evaluating question selection strategies in SLIC.
worked well, joining tables with 500 tuples each under 0.5 seconds. I then considered the case where the
true corpus was unknown, by assigning to each title cell (on average) four exact assignments. Both BJoin
and CJoin joined tables with 500 tuples in 18 seconds. AJoin, however, enumerated all corpora and had to
be stopped after an hour, with no result. Thus, both BJoin and CJoin can handle multiple corpora and exact
assignments. But what about contain assignments? To test this, I evaluated BJoin and CJoin over tables
where each title cell has a single contain assignment (to the entire tuple region). For only 1 tuple, BJoin
was stopped after 1 hour with no results, while CJoin was able to join tables of 500 tuples in 27 seconds.
The results thus suggest that CJoin is crucial to making aSLIC practical (but there is clearly still room for
improvement, e.g., to further reduce the run time of CJoin).
Question Selection Strategies: Finally, I compared the sequential and simulation schemes for question
selection. For each of the nine query scenarios in Table 4.5, I measured the performance of aSLIC using
each scheme. In all cases sequential was faster, because question selection was very efficient (i.e., no
simulation required). However, in four out of nine cases the questions asked via sequential selection were
not nearly as useful for zooming in on the correct results as those asked via simulation. The resulting
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SELECT B.bookID, R3.bookID FROM Barnes B, R3
WHERE B.title CONTAINS ‘Design’ AND
B.title SIMILAR R3.title AND B.b&nPrice < R3.usedPrice
SELECT bookID INTO R3 FROM R1
WHERE usedPrice < 30
SELECT bookID INTO R2 FROM R1
WHERE newPrice < 30
SELECT bookID INTO R1 FROM Amazon
WHERE title CONTAINS ‘Design’
SELECT * FROM R1, Crime C, Schools S
WHERE R1.zipCode >= 61820 AND R1.zipCode < 61830 AND
R1.zipCode = C.zipCode AND R1.highSchool SIMILAR S.schoolName
SELECT * FROM R2, Schools S
WHERE R2.highSchool SIMILAR S.schoolName
SELECT highSchool, MIN(price), MAX(price), AVG(price) AS avgPrice INTO R2
FROM R1 GROUP BY highSchool
SELECT * INTO R1 FROM Homes
WHERE price > 200000
4
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B2.
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8
25
35 min total, 27 min interactive, 33 questions 
H4.
H3.
H2.
B1.H1.
Books: 2490 Amazon tuples, 5000 Barnes tuplesHousing: 903 Homes tuples, 47 Schools tuples, 17 Crime tuples
Figure 4.7: Usage case scenarios applying the SLIC approach.
superset size was as much as 433 times larger, suggesting that the better results obtained via simulation are
well worth the additional cost when selecting questions.
4.6.3 Usage Scenarios for SLIC
Finally, to show aSLIC’s practicality, we ran two usage scenarios: one follows an economist example; the
other implements shopping on Amazon and Barnes & Noble. The queries are shown in Figure 4.7.
In this scenario, a volunteer mimicked an economist researching house prices, school quality, and crime
rate. He first downloaded every home detail page for the 11-city area near Champaign, IL from realtor.com,
and school and crime information from bestplaces.net. He then applied schemas Homes(city, zipCode, price,
highSchool), Schools(schoolName, pupilsPerTeacher, zipCode), and Crime(city, zipCode, violentCrime,
propertyCrime) to the sources, and wrote a small perl script to separate rows, generating 903, 47, and 17
tuples, respectively. This relatively easy step of applying schemas and finding rows took only 22 minutes.
Next, the user narrowed homes to those over $200,000 using query H1. SLIC displayed sample tuples,
asked a simple question about prices, and computed results given the user answer. This repeated until
convergence. SLIC asked six questions; the user answered that prices are not hyperlinked or italicized, are
bold, are prefixed by ‘$’, and have between 5 and 7 digits. SLIC then returned the correct set of 257 homes
over $200,000.
The user then ran H2 to get housing price statistics by high school. Unlike price and zip code, high
school is not expressly delineated; it is just an item in the list of a home’s features. Nevertheless, SLIC used
answers to seven questions to return the correct list of schools with the minimum, maximum, and average
house price of each. Our user next ran H3 to join these results with Schools, checking for average price and
pupil-to-teacher ratio correlations. SLIC asked six questions, then approximately joined on school name,
returning price and school statistics for the three schools in both H2’s results and Schools.
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Finally, the user further narrowed Homes to Champaign zip codes, then joined them with Crime and
Schools using H4. SLIC asked six questions about the crime rates’ zip codes. It then selected homes with
Champaign zip codes from H1’s results, and joined them with both Crime and Schools, yielding 128 tuples.
In only 35 minutes, the user computed aggregate statistics over schools, joined them with other school
information, and compiled three sources — house listings, school information, and crime rates. He inter-
acted with SLIC for only 27 of the 35 minutes, answering 33 questions; the remaining time was spent
computing results of the last query without further interaction.
Our second scenario also demonstrated SLIC’s time and effort saving. A volunteer mimicked a user
browsing the aforementioned 2490 Amazon and 5000 Barnes & Noble books. As illustrated in the right
half of Figure 4.7, in 27 minutes (of which only 12 were interactive) he used four queries to find cheap used
database design books from Amazon, and for which of those Barnes & Noble was cheaper. SLIC processed
7490 books from 2 sources in less than half an hour.
4.7 Summary
On-the-fly querying of Web data is becoming increasingly important. To address this problem, I have
made three contributions. First, instead of the traditional precise-wrapping-and-processing paradigm, I have
proposed an iterative approximate-wrapping-processing-refinement paradigm Second, within this approach,
I have developed SLIC, an end-to-end first solution. Finally, using SLIC, I have empirically demonstrated
the promise of the approximate solution approach.
This work opens up several research directions that can help realize the full potential of the approxi-
mation approach. Virtually every step of SLIC can be studied further. Examples include: how to develop
better approximate wrappers? How to combine them effectively with precise wrapping techniques? Can
we consider semantic guarantees other than superset? How to optimize query translation and execution,
utilizing text properties? What other types of user feedback can be considered?
Finally, it would be interesting to consider how the work here can be applied to other contexts. For ex-
ample, maintaining data integration systems is expensive, because the underlying data sources often evolve
and break the wrappers. Can approximate wrappers be deployed to improve the robustness of such systems?
As another example, dataspace management [Halevy et al., 2006] seeks to develop systems that exploit hu-
man efforts to provide approximate answers over a collection of data sources. This context therefore can
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potentially benefit from the ideas of approximate wrapping, querying, and user interaction developed in this
chapter.
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Chapter 5
Related Work
I now relate the work in this thesis to previous work in several research communities (e.g., databases, AI,
Web). For clarity, I first discuss related work for MAVERIC, then MOBS, and finally SLIC.
5.1 Previous Work Related to MAVERIC
5.1.1 Wrapper Construction
There has been a significant amount of work on wrapper construction (e.g., see [Laender et al., 2002,
Agichtein and Sarawagi, 2006, Doan et al., 2006b, Chang and Cho, 2006] for recent surveys and tutorials).
The most recent tools roughly fall into three main directions: learning-based (e.g., [Kushmerick et al., 1997,
Lerman et al., 2004]), completely automatic (e.g., [Crescenzi et al., 2001, Arasu and Garcia-Molina, 2003a,
Chang and Lui, 2001, Embley et al., 1999, Zhao et al., 2006], and interactive (e.g., [Irmak and Suel, 2006,
Gottlob et al., 2004, Adelberg, 1998, Liu et al., 2000, Meng et al., 2003b]). (See Section 4.1 for more detail
on these approaches.) In [Chuang et al., 2007b, Chuang et al., 2007a] the authors also leverage data across
multiple sources to improve performance. The focus in Chapter 2, however, is reducing the cost of wrapper
maintenance. Thus these works are complementary to MAVERIC.
5.1.2 Mapping and Wrapper Maintenance
The works most closely related to my work on MAVERIC are [Kushmerick, 2000, Lerman et al., 2003],
which present solutions to wrapper verification. The work [Kushmerick, 2000] leverages syntactic features,
such as the average length of price instances. More recently, [Lerman et al., 2003] leverages the same
syntactic features as well as pattern features. For example, it learns that price has format “$XXX,000” in
95% of the training examples. The feature values and the number of matches for each pattern on newly
probed data are compared to those on training data, and the wrapper is considered broken if the difference
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is significant.
Both of these works detect only syntactic changes, and are sensitive to small changes. For example, they
may report broken mappings when sources change the syntactic representation of an attribute (e.g., from
“$185,000” to “$185K”) while preserving its semantics. They also do not exploit HTML layout information,
as well as possible integrity constraints between multiple attributes in a given tuple (e.g., beds ≥ baths),
as I do here.
Other works [Meng et al., 2003a, Chidlovskii, 2001, Velegrakis et al., 2004] focus on repairing broken
wrappers or mappings, and thus are complementary to MAVERIC.
5.1.3 Schema Matching
There is a large body of work on creating semantic mappings (e.g., [He and Chang, 2003, Doan et al., 2001,
Rahm and Bernstein, 2001, Dhamankar et al., 2004, Kang and Naughton, 2003]). In [Doan et al., 2001] a
learning ensemble is used, similar in spirit to the sensor ensemble used in MAVERIC. The idea is the same
– to leverage multiple types of evidence for evaluating attribute semantics. However, the learning ensemble
in [Doan et al., 2001] is performed once per source in an offline setting and the learning algorithms are
typically too expensive for continuous verification of mappings across an entire data integration system.
5.1.4 Activity Monitoring
Mapping verification is also related to the broad topic of activity monitoring [Fawcett and Provost, 1999].
Well known problems in this area are fraud detection [Chan and Stolfo, 1998], intrusion detection
[S. Stolfo et al., 2001, Lazarevic et al., 2003, Shavlik and Shavlik, 2004], and detecting significant events
such as recent news stories [Allan et al., 1998, Rahul, 2001]. The general problem is to monitor a data
source, such as a stream of network packets or an online newspaper, and detect when a notable event occurs.
Mapping maintenance can be interpreted as activity monitoring in which the source is a data integration sys-
tem and notable events are invalid mappings. As such it is closest to the work [Shavlik and Shavlik, 2004],
which detects an unauthorized computer user, and employs a sensor ensemble to model authorized users.
This setting however is significantly different from ours. There, a continuous stream of feature values is
monitored, such as CPU and network utilization, allowing the exploitation of continuous trends and reduc-
tion of false alarms by temporal filtering. For example, an alarm is sounded only if 65% of the last minute
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has been considered abnormal.
In our case, probing a data integration system is much more costly, hence each source is only probed
periodically. Thus trends are not as useful and more sophisticated filtering schemes are needed to evaluate a
distinct “batch” of data. I generalized the sensor ensemble to exploit a richer set of evidence (e.g., page lay-
out and source constraints), as well as developed a more expressive filtering scheme. Moreover, I developed
two methods – perturbation and multi-source training – to overcome the scarcity of training data.
5.2 Previous Work Related to MOBS
5.2.1 Mass Collaboration
My work on MOBS is most related to mass collaboration research, which enlists a multitude of Internet
users to build software artifacts (e.g., Linux), sense tagged corpora (e.g., [Mihalcea and Chklovski, 2004]),
knowledge bases (e.g., the online encyclopedia wikipedia.com, see also [Open Mind, a, Open Mind, b,
Richardson and Domingos, 2003, Richardson et al., 2003]), user trust networks (e.g., [Agrawal et al., 2003]),
error correction on CiteSeer (e.g., [Lawrence et al., 1999]), review and technical support websites (e.g.,
amazon.com, epinions.com, quiq.com, [Ramakrishnan, 2001]). The research has also addressed improv-
ing the accuracy of a range of algorithms (e.g., ranking function in search engines, recommender systems
[Joachims, 2002]).
Many of these works ask users to contribute facts and rules in some specified language. This poses
a difficult challenge because potentially any fact or rule being contributed constitutes a statement whose
validity must be checked. Thus, the number of statements can be very high (potentially in the millions)
and checking them can be very difficult in practice. In contrast, I also enlist multiple users, but for the
goal of improving the accuracy of schema matching tools. The number of potential “facts” in a schema
matching setting is comparatively much smaller and thus potentially much more manageable. As such, I
believe schema matching can be well suited for mass collaboration.
Furthermore, the above mass collaboration applications rely largely on volunteer users. In contrast, I
can also utilize users via a “payment” scheme (see Section 3.1), which can potentially be applied for other
mass collaboration applications. Finally, many mass collaboration works have combined user answers in
ad-hoc ways. In contrast, I provide a principled solution to this problem.
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Mass collaboration approaches to data management have also recently received increasing attention in
the database community (e.g., Web 2.0 track at ICDE-08, mass collaboration panel at VLDB-07, see also
[Amer-Yahia, 2007, Wang et al., 2007, Ramakrishnan, 2007, Doan et al., 2007, IIWeb, 2007]). My work
here contributes to this emerging direction.
5.2.2 Semantic Web
This work also shares challenges faced with Semantic Web [Berners-Lee et al., 2001] research – the prob-
lems of enticing users to provide feedback and combining varying-quality information. In the spirit of mass
collaboration as discussed in this work, I believe it would also be interesting to explore mass collaboration
for marking up data on the Semantic Web. Virtually all current works ask the owner of a Web page to mark
up the page’s data. This approach however often leads to a catch-22 situation: owners do not mark up pages
because they do not see any interesting applications, but applications are not developed because there is no
marked-up data. To break this catch 22, it would be interesting to explore a conceptually opposite solution:
instead of asking the page owner (i.e., the producer), ask the people who visit the page (i.e., the consumers)
to help mark it up.
5.2.3 Active Learning
My work is also related to active learning (e.g., [Sarawagi and Bhamidipaty, 2002]), but differs in important
aspects. First, the goal of active learning has typically been to learn a better classification model, whereas
our goal is to improve the predictions made by a matching tool. Second, active learning usually enlists users
to provide extra training data, by labeling selective examples. In contrast, I enlist users for a broader range
of tasks: verifying key intermediate decisions, learning useful domain integrity constraints, and verifying
and reranking final tool predictions.
Third, active learning does not place a limit on the complexity of the work that the user does, whereas
in our context most users are non-technical, raising the challenge of being able to ask only relatively simple
questions, yet also making the most out of them. The final, and most important, distinction is that active
learning usually involves only a single user, whereas this work involves multiple users, and thus must address
the challenge of combining their noisy answers. My solution is therefore a form of collective active learning.
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5.2.4 Schema Matching
Within data integration contexts, several works [Sattler et al., 2003, Yan et al., 2001] have provided sophis-
ticated example-driven mechanisms to interact with users, for schema and instance-level integration. Those
tools are often rule- or learning-based semi-automatic solutions for schema matching. The interaction
however is limited to a single user (who is presumably the system builder), whereas my work consid-
ers interacting and learning from multiple non-expert users. As far as I know, my work is the first to
take such a mass collaboration approach to schema matching, a topic that has received much attention
[Rahm and Bernstein, 2001, Batini et al., 1986].
Finally, note that in a preliminary workshop paper [McCann et al., 2003] I also considered exploiting
multiple users in schema matching. There I converted the task of 1-1 schema matching into a series of
questions, then asked users to answer the questions, thereby solving the entire task. This approach has
limited applicability because completely converting a matching task into questions is often difficult. In
contrast, here I consider a fundamentally different approach: how to modify a matching tool so that it
can ask users questions to improve its accuracy. This solution therefore has much broader applicability.
However, it usually cannot solve the entire task, and must still enlist the builder, albeit at a much reduced
workload level. I have also briefly described initial results of this research direction in a 2-page poster paper
[McCann et al., 2005b], but in this thesis I extend that work significantly.
5.3 Previous Work Related to SLIC
I have already discussed several previous works related to SLIC throughout Chapter 4 (e.g., Section 4.1). I
now describe several additional related works.
5.3.1 Building Data Integration Systems
Data integration has received a significant amount of attention in the last decade [Bertossi et al., 2005,
Doan and Neven, 2005, Chawathe et al., 1994, Levy et al., 1996a], but the focus has been on building long-
running systems. While on-the-fly integration has been emphasized recently [Winslett, 2005, Pazzani, 2003,
Halevy and Li, 2004, Zhang et al., 2005], to the best of our knowledge relatively few works have considered
the problem. The exceptions are the works [Zhang et al., 2005, Dong and Halevy, 2005], which discuss on-
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the-fly translation of queries across Deep Web query interfaces, and on-the-fly integration of new data
sources into personal management systems. Our work differs from these in terms of the focus as well as the
emphasis on the central role the user plays in the integration process.
5.3.2 Extracting Structured Data
My work in SLIC is most related to the dual problems of extracting structured data and managing un-
certain data. The problem of extracting structured data from text, HTML pages, email, etc. has re-
ceived significant attention in the database, AI, Web, and KDD communities (e.g., [Suchanek et al., 2006,
Agichtein and Ganti, 2004, Vydiswaran and Sarawagi, 2005, Wellner et al., 2004, Fisher et al., 2006], see
also [Agichtein and Sarawagi, 2006, Doan et al., 2006b] for recent tutorials). Many recent works (such as
[Vydiswaran and Sarawagi, 2005, Wellner et al., 2004]) develop powerful learning-based extraction meth-
ods (e.g., HMM, CRF). For template-based Web pages, numerous works have developed wrapper solutions
(e.g., [Arasu and Garcia-Molina, 2003b, Kushmerick et al., 1997, Crescenzi et al., 2001]), or data descrip-
tion languages [Fisher et al., 2006]. Other works address the issue by directly transforming HTML pages
into more structured models, such as XML [Torlone and Atzeni, 2003, Graupmann et al., 2005]. The key
commonality underlying these methods is that they tend to require substantial start-up efforts (e.g., manual
labeling of training data or rule construction), and hence are not well suited for our cost-conscious, ad hoc
query contexts. Furthermore, they are often geared toward extracting a broad variety of structured data for
long-term or repeated querying. In contrast, SLIC is strictly query-centric: it extracts only as much struc-
ture as necessary to answer a user query, a principle that appears well suited for ad hoc, one-time query
contexts.
Furthermore, numerous works have developed precise wrapper solutions, as discussed in Section 4.1. In
contrast, I employ approximate wrappers that quickly extract approximate values, with a superset semantics.
As far as I know, the notion of approximate wrappers with semantics guarantees has not been proposed
before.
5.3.3 Managing and Querying Uncertain Data
The extraction process often involves some uncertainty (as SLIC can attest). My work here manages un-
certainty in the context of integrating Web data, a specific and practical problem. Many works have stud-
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ied managing uncertain data (e.g., [Garofalakis and Suciu, 2006, Benjelloun et al., 2006, Sarma et al., 2006,
Widom, 2005, Tao et al., 2005, Dalvi and Suciu, 2005, Hung et al., 2003, Hellerstein et al., 1999]). How-
ever, they have not studied processing approximate text data with superset semantics, nor joining sets of
strings. Several works [Sarawagi and Kirpal, 2004, Ramasamy et al., 2000] have discussed set-valued rep-
resentations and joins. But their focus is more on efficient storage solutions (which can potentially be
valuable for SLIC), and they do not consider TF/IDF semantics, which raised challenging issues (e.g.,
unknown corpus) in our settings.
Our work also examines how domain knowledge can be interactively solicited and exploited to reduce
the uncertainty, thereby contributing a potentially novel aspect to research on managing uncertain data.
5.3.4 Multi-Iteration Query Optimization
The issue of optimizing repeated queries has also been studied for RDBMSs, e.g., by building learning
optimizers [Stillger et al., 2001]. There the speedup is achieved via better (learned) statistics. In contrast,
my speedup is achieved via reusing previous query executions and via running the query on only a subset
of the data.
Finally, the CONTROL project [Hellerstein et al., 1999] has also studied interactive query processing,
but for data analysis in relational settings. It uses primarily sampling techniques to generate and refine
approximations. In contrast, my approximations are generated and refined via knowledge gleaned from user
feedback.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
Data integration has received significant interest from several research communities (e.g., databases, AI,
Web), yet today deploying these systems is still prohibitively expensive. Integration tools require extensive
effort from system builders, both during construction of the system, as well as when maintaining the system
over changing sources. As a result, deployment has been limited.
In this thesis I have investigated three approaches for reducing this cost. First I automated a key bottle-
neck, mapping verification. Extensive experiments show that this solution significantly outperforms previ-
ous work, reducing the ongoing cost of maintaining mappings in dynamic environments, such as the Web. I
then described a novel approach to reducing the cost of schema matching – leveraging non-expert users. By
spreading workload over multiple users, I was able to improve tool accuracies, in turn significantly reducing
builder workload. Finally, I described a system for quickly answering SQL queries over Web data. The
underlying principle is to interactively learn only as much structure as necessary to answer a given query.
I empirically show that this system answers many practical queries more quickly than existing approaches,
providing a promising step toward on-the-fly integration and, perhaps more importantly, illustrating the
potential benefits of relaxing the traditional data integration system model.
The techniques described here, though already showing potential, merit further investigation. For exam-
ple, solutions for diagnosing and repairing broken mappings and collaborative approaches to other integra-
tion tasks (e.g., wrapper construction, system maintenance) may also reduce costs. The summary section
of Chapters 2-4 discussed several potential future works, but I also feel that applying these techniques in
conjunction with each other is important. For example, when a source’s mappings are detected as broken,
perhaps that source could be temporarily demoted until it is either verified by user feedback or repaired
by an administrator. Furthermore, by leveraging techniques for answering queries over uncertain data, this
source may continue to be useful in the interim, though at a reduced level of service. It is this type of cross-
fertilization that may hold strong benefits for data integration, and possibly, data management in general.
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